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Who Should Use This Book
Who Should Use This Book

This book is intended primarily for:

• The Java Community ProcessSM (JCPSM) expert group defining the API

• Implementors of the API

• Application developers targeting the API

How this Specification is Organized

Chapter 1: Overview.  Defines the goals, scope, and specification requirements.

Chapter 2: Package Summary.  Provides a summary of the packages in the four optional packages SATSA-
APDU, SATSA-JCRMI, SATSA-PKI and SATSA-CRYPTO defined in this specification.

Chapter 3-17: JavadocTM API documentation.

Appendix A: Recommended Security Element Access Control.  Provides a recommended access control model
that allows a security element to protect the usage of its resources.

Appendix B: Security Permissions. Defines the permissions to protect access to the API in the SATSA-APDU,
SATSA-JCRMI, and SATSA-PKI optional packages.

Appendix C: Java Card RMI Client API.  Describes the client side communication to the card application and
the stubs that must be generated to handle synchronization and marshalling of parameters and return values.

Appendix D: WIM Recommended Practice. Describes the implementation instructions for mapping the features
into a WIM security element.

Appendix E: Recommended Algorithms for the SATSA-CRYPTO Optional package.  Describes the
recommended algorithms, algorithm modes, and padding schemes that an implementation of the SATSA-
CRYPTO optional package should support.

Appendix F: Use Case Scenarios.  Provides a collection of use case scenarios that illustrate how the APIs
defined in this specification can be usefully applied.

Acronyms Used in This Specification

The following acronyms are used in this Specification.

Acronym Term

(U)SAT (U)SIM Application Toolkit

(U)SIM Universal Subscriber Identity Module

3G Third Generation

ACE Access Control Entry

ACF Access Control File

ACIE Access Control Index Entry

ACL Access Control List

AID Application Identifier

ASN.1 Abstract Syntax Notation One
ix
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Acronyms Used in This Specification
AODF Authentication Object Directory File

APDU Application Protocol Data Unit

ATR Answer to Reset

CA Certificate Authority

CDF Certificate Directory File

CDMA Code Division Multiple Access

CHV Card Holder Verification

CDC Connected Device Configuration

CLDC Connected Limited Device Configuration

CMS Cryptographic Message Syntax

CPS Certification Practice Statement

DER Distinguished Encoding Rules

DF Dedicated File

EF Elementary File

FP Foundation Profile

GCF Generic Connection Framework

GSM Global System for Mobile Communications

ISO International Standards Organization

J2ME Java 2, Micro Edition

JCE Java Cryptography Extension

JCRE Java Card Runtime Environment

JCRMI Java Card Remote Method Invocation

JSR Java Specification Request

MF Master File

MIDP Mobile Information Device Profile

OID Object Identifier

PKI Public Key Infrastructure

RMI Remote Method Invocation

RUIM Removable User Identity Module

SAT SIM Application Toolkit

SATSA Security and Trust Services API

SE Security Element

SHA Secure Hash Algorithm

SIM Subscriber Identity Module

TLS Transport Layer Security

UICC
An IC card specified in ETSI TS 102 221 card at least with
one installed (U)SIM application or with installed (U)SIM and SIM applications

UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunication System

URI Universal Resource Identifier

URL Universal Resource Locator

WAP Wireless Application Protocol

WIM Wireless Identity Module application

Acronym Term
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Document Conventions

This document uses definitions based on those specified in RFC 2119 (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/
rfc2119.txt).

Typographic Conventions

JSR 177 Welcomes Your Comments

We are interested in improving our documentation and welcome your comments and suggestions. You can
email your comments to us at:

jsr-177-comments@jcp.org

Term Definition

MUST The associated definition is an absolute requirement of this specification.

MUST NOT The definition is an absolute prohibition of this specification.

SHOULD Indicates a recommended practice. There may exist valid reasons in particular circumstances
to ignore this recommendation, but the full implications must be understood and carefully
weighed before choosing a different course.

SHOULD NOT Indicates a non-recommended practice. There may exist valid reasons in particular
circumstances when the particular behavior is acceptable or even useful, but the full
implications should be understood and the case carefully weighed before implementing any
behavior described with this label.

MAY Indicates that an item is truly optional.

Typeface Meaning Examples

AaBbCc123 The names of commands, files, and directories;
on-screen computer output.

Edit your .login file.
Use ls -a to list all files.%
%You have mail.

AaBbCc123 What you type, when contrasted with on-screen
computer output.

% su
%Password:

AaBbCc123 Book titles, new words or terms, words to be
emphasized.
Command-line variable; replace with a real name
or value.

Read Chapter 6 in the User's Guide.
These are called class options.
You must be superuser to do this.
To delete a file, enter rm filename.
xiii
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C H A P T E R  1
Overview

The Security and Trust Services API specification defines optional packages1 for the Java 2 Platform, Micro
Edition (J2ME). The specification has been produced in response to Java Specification Request 177 (JSR-177).
The purpose of this JSR is to specify a collection of APIs that provides security and trust services by integrating
a Security Element (SE). A SE, a component in a J2ME device, provides the following benefits:

• Secure storage to protect sensitive data, such as the user’s private keys, public key (root) certificates, service
credentials, personal information, and so on.

• Cryptographic operations to support payment protocols, data integrity, and data confidentiality.

• A secure execution environment to deploy custom security features. J2ME applications would rely on these
features to handle many value-added services, such as user identification and authentication, banking,
payment, loyalty applications, and so on.

A SE can be in a variety of forms. Smart cards are commonly used to implement a SE. They are widely
deployed in wireless phones, such as SIM cards in GSM phones, UICC cards in 3G phones, and RUIM cards in
CDMA phones. For example, in GSM networks, the network operator enters the network authentication data on
the smart card, as well as the subscriber's personal information, such as the address book. When the subscriber
inserts the smart card into a mobile handset, the handset is enabled to work on the operator’s network. In
addition to a smart card-based implementation, a SE can also be implemented by a handset itself. Such
implementation may utilize, for example, embedded chips or special security features of the hardware.
Alternatively, a SE may be entirely implemented in software. This specification does not exclude any of the
possible implementations of a SE even though some of the packages are optimized for smart card
implementation.

1.1 Scope

SEs can have diverse software and hardware characteristics. Rather than attempt to address each possible type
of SE and its capabilities, this specification considers the API functions based on the following criteria:

• Size requirements for resource-constrained consumer devices

• Breadth of usage of the SE

• Flexibility and extensibility of the API

1. The definition and usage of a J2ME optional package is defined in JSR-68, J2ME Platform Specification.
1
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1.2 API Overview
Based on these criteria, this specification defines an API to provide the following capabilities to the J2ME
platforms. Collectively, the API addresses different needs (see the use cases illustrated in Appendix F) that
J2ME applications may have when interacting with a SE.

1. Smart Card Communication

Smart cards provide a secure programmable environment. They are the most widely deployed SEs to
deliver a broad range of security and trust services. These services can be continually upgraded with new or
improved applications that can be installed on a smart card. Two smart card access methods are defined in
this specification based on the APDU protocol and the Java Card RMI protocol. These access methods
allow a J2ME application to communicate with a smart card to leverage the security services deployed on
it.

2. Digital Signature Service and Basic User Credential Management

Digital signature service allows a J2ME application to generate digital signatures that conform to the
Cryptographic Message Syntax (CMS) format. Digital signatures are used to authenticate end-users or to
authorize transactions using public key cryptography. The user’s identity is usually bound to the public key
through a public key certificate. User credential management allows a J2ME application to manage user
credentials, such as certificates, on a user’s behalf.

For ease of use, the complexity of generating a formatted digital signature is reduced through the design of
a high-level interface. The implementation is responsible for requesting the required cryptographic
operations, as well as performing the appropriate formatting of the results.

Digital signature service and credential management rely on a SE to provide secure storage of user
credentials and cryptographic keys, as well as to perform secure computation involving the cryptographic
keys that are securely stored on the SE.

3. General Purpose Cryptography Library

The cryptography library provides a subset of version 1.4.2 of the Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition
(J2SETM) cryptography API. It supports basic cryptographic operations, such as message digest, digital
signature verification (but not signing), encryption, and decryption. Cryptographic operations allow a
J2ME application to provide secure data communication, data protection, and content management.

The subset is determined by including the minimum number of classes and methods from the J2SE API to
address the use cases that are not targeted by other API in this specification. Another criterion to select the
subset is to expose the cryptographic functions that are already supported by many devices. To minimize
the footprint, the API in the subset supports only a default Cryptographic Service Provider.

1.2 API Overview

The API in this specification is defined in four optional packages that can be implemented independently:

• SATSA-APDU optional package defines an API to support communication with smart card applications
using the APDU protocol.

• SATSA-JCRMI optional package defines a Java Card RMI1 client API that allows a J2ME application to
invoke a method of a remote Java Card object.

1. Java Card RMI is defined in the Java Card 2.2 Platform Specification (http://java.sun.com/
products/javacard).
2
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1.2 API Overview
• SATSA-PKI optional package defines an API to support application level digital signature signing (but not
verification) and basic user credential management. To enable broader reuse, this API is independent of the
type of SEs that are utilized by a J2ME device.

• SATSA-CRYPTO optional package defines a subset of the J2SE cryptography API. It provides basic
cryptographic operations to support message digest, signature verification, encryption, and decryption.

The short strings "SATSA-APDU", "SATSA-JCRMI", "SATSA-PKI", and "SATSA-CRYPTO" should be used
as the name identifier for the corresponding optional package.

1.2.1 SATSA-APDU Optional Package
The SATSA-APDU optional package has the following features:

• A J2ME application creates an APDUConnection to communicate with a smart card application
identified by an AID.

• An APDUConnection supports exchange of APDU commands encoded in the format, which conforms to
ISO7816-4.

• Each APDUConnection has a logical channel reserved exclusively for it.

• Logical channel management is handled by the API implementation, which requests the smart card to
allocate an unused logical channel.

• More than one APDUConnection can be created to communicate simultaneously with smart card
applications on one (via logical channels) or multiple smart cards.

• An implementation may support up to 20 logical channels for communication with the smart card.

• An APDUConnection can be created to communicate with (U)SAT applications on channel 0 of an
UICC or a SIM card. The APDUConnection has limited capabilities when communicating with a
(U)SAT application.

• Only ENVELOPE APDUs may be sent by J2ME applications to trigger a (U)SAT application.

• Proactive sessions and commands are not supported by the APDUConnection. It is the J2ME
application’s responsibility that it must not send an envelope to the (U)SAT application that would result in
a proactive session being initiated via the APDUConnection interface.

1.2.2 SATSA-JCRMI Optional Package
The SATSA-JCRMI optional package has the following features:

• A J2ME application creates a JavaCardRMIConnection to initialize and initiate a Java Card RMI
session with a Java Card applet.

• A JavaCardRMIConnection allows a J2ME application to access the initial remote reference. Using
this reference, the application can invoke methods of the remote object on the card and obtain the references
to other remote objects.

• Each JavaCardRMIConnection has a logical channel reserved exclusively for it.

• Logical channel management is handled by the API implementation, which requests the smart card to
allocate an unused logical channel.

• More than one JavaCardRMIConnection can be created to communicate simultaneously with Java
Card applets on one (via logical channels) or multiple smart cards.

• An implementation may support up to 20 logical channels for communication with the smart card.
3
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1.3 Security
• For the platforms that do not support the standard J2SE RMI, a static stub for each remote object must be
generated off the device and downloaded together with a J2ME application. The stub interfaces that a
JCRMI compiler must use to create the appropriate stubs are defined in this optional package.

1.2.3 SATSA-PKI Optional Package
The SATSA-PKI optional package has the following features:

• A J2ME application uses CMSMessageSignatureService to sign messages with a private key.
Messages may be signed for authentication or non-repudiation. Authorization of the use of a key in a
security element is governed by the policy of the security element, for example, PIN entry required.

•  A J2ME application uses UserCredentialManager to perform the following tasks:

• Formulate a certificate enrollment request, which may be sent to a certificate registration authority.

• Add a certificate or a certificate URI to a certificate store.

• Remove a certificate or a certificate URI from a certificate store.

1.2.4 SATSA-CRYPTO Optional Package
The SATSA-CRYPTO optional package has the following features:

• A J2ME application uses the MessageDigest class to access the functionality of a message digest
algorithm.

• A J2ME application uses the Signature class to access the functionality of a digital signature algorithm
for verifying a digital signature.

• A J2ME application uses the Cipher class to access the functionality of a cryptographic cipher for
encryption and decryption. The SATSA-CRYPTO optional package does not include an API to create a
private key object. Asymmetric cipher using a private key is not supported.

• A J2ME application uses the KeyFactory class to build an opaque public key object from a given key
specification (transparent representations of the underlying key material).

• A J2ME application uses the SecretKeySpec class to construct an opaque secret key object from the
key material that can be represented as a byte array and have no key parameters associated with them.

1.3 Security

A J2ME application must be granted with a permission to use the privileged API in SATSA-APDU, SATSA-
JCRMI, and SATSA-PKI optional packages. Permissions are checked by the platform prior to the invocation of
the protected methods in the API. Both the MIDP 2.0 permissions and the J2SE style permission classes are
defined in this appendix. Based on the security framework implemented by the underlying platform, an
implementation of a SATSA optional package must support either the MIDP 2.0 permissions applicable to that
optional package or the functional equivalent J2SE style permission classes.

In addition, to protect the usage of the resources in a SE, a recommended access control model is defined that
allows the SE to specify fine-grained access control policies. Within the scope of this specification, the access
control model is intended for the API in the SATSA-APDU and SATSA-JCRMI optional packages, when it is
implemented on GSM/UMTS-complaint devices. Based on the access control policy defined in a smart card, the
device determines whether the J2ME application is allowed to access any function of the smart card, using the
APDUConnection or the JavaCardRMIConnection.
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1.4 Java Platform Requirements
1.4 Java Platform Requirements

The smart card communication API is based on the Generic Connection Framework (GCF), which is defined in
the CLDC 1.0 specification. Referenced classes in GCF are included in this specification for the completeness
of the API.

1.5 Null implementation

SATSA-APDU and SATSA-JCRMI optional packages can be implemented on a J2ME device which does not
have the smart card slots. Such implementation of these optional packages is called the null implementation.
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1.5 Null implementation
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C H A P T E R  2
Package Summary
Description
The Security and Trust Services API for J2ME defines four optional packages to support smart card
communication, generation of digital signatures, and low-level cryptography operations.

Generic Connection Framework
The smart card communication API is based on the Generic Connection Framework in the javax.
microedition.io package. Two smart card connection interfaces are defined for establishing a connection
with a smart card. The APDUConnection interface is used to communicate with ISO7816-4 compliant smart
cards. The JavaCardRMIConnection interface is used to initiate a JCRMI session. These connections are
defined in the javax.microedition.apdu and javax.microedition.jcrmi packages
respectively.

SATSA-APDU Optional Package
The optional package SATSA-APDU includes two components to support communication with ISO7816-4
compliant smart cards using the APDU protocol.

• A subset of the java.lang package. It supports the exception class
UnsupportedOperationException, which is not included in the CLDC API or the MIDP API.

• The javax.microedition.apdu package. It includes the interface APDUConnection to support
APDU exchanges.

SATSA-JCRMI Optional Package
The optional package SASTA-JCRMI includes four components to provide a Java Card RMI client API:

• A subset of the java.lang package. It supports the exception class
UnsupportedOperationException, which is not included in the CLDC API or the MIDP API.

• A subset of the java.rmi package in the Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition to provide the basic RMI
client interfaces. The subset includes the Remote interface and the RemoteException class.

• The javax.microedition.jcrmi package. It includes the JavaCardRMIConnection interface
used to initiate a JCRMI session and interfaces used by the stubs generated by the JCRMI stub compiler.

• A subset of the Java Card API. The subset includes the Exception classes defined in the packages
javacard.framework, javacard.framework.service, and javacard.security . These
exceptions may be thrown during a method invocation of a Java Card object because of cryptographic errors
(the javacard.security package), card framework access errors (the javacard.framework
package) or errors detected in accessing the card services (the javacard.framework.service
package). Therefore, the Java Card exception classes are included to provide the same behavior when the
method is invoked remotely.
7
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SATSA-PKI Optional Package
SATSA-PKI Optional Package
The optional package SATSA-PKI includes two components to provide generation of digital signatures and
basic user credential management (for example, an X.509 certificate is a user credential that includes a public
key).

• The javax.microedition.pki package. It supports generation of certificate requests and local
registration of the user credentials. The user credentials are used in conjunction with other parameters to
compute formatted digital signatures. When deployed on the MIDP 2.0 platform, this package also includes
the classes Certificate and CertificateException, which are defined in the MIDP 2.0 API.

• The javax.microedition.securityservice package. It supports generation of application-level
digital signatures that conform to Cryptographic Message Syntax format.

SATSA-CRYPTO Optional Package
The optional package SATSA-CRYPTO is a subset of the Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition Cryptography API.
When this optional package is implemented on a CDC/FP based platform that already supports some of the
classes in this optional package, the whole API is the union of the API in the CDC/FP and the API in the
SATSA-CRYPTO optional package.

• The java.security and java.security.spec packages. They provide the basic support for
accessing public keys, computing digests, and verifying digital signatures.

• The javax.crypto and javax.crypto.spec packages. They provide the basic support for
encryption and decryption of data.

• A subset of the java.lang package. It includes the exception class IllegalStateException,
which is not included in the CLDC API or the MIDP API.

Package Summary

Exception classes from java.lang required by the SATSA-APDU, SATSA-JCRMI, and SATSA-CRYPTO
optional packages (see details above)

java.lang Provide classes that are fundamental to the design of the Java programming language.

Optional Package: SATSA-APDU Communication

javax.microedition.
apdu

This package defines the APDU protocol handler for ISO7816-4 communication to a
smart card device.

Optional Package: SATSA-JCRMI Communication

java.rmi  A subset of the java.rmi package in the Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition.

javacard.framework Provides Java Card API exceptions that may be thrown by a remote method.

javacard.framework.
service

Provides a Java Card API exception that may be thrown by a remote method.

javacard.security Provides a Java Card API exception that may be thrown by a remote method.

javax.microedition.
jcrmi

Provides classes and interfaces for Java Card RMI connection.

Optional Package: SATSA-PKI Signature Service
8
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SATSA-CRYPTO Optional Package
javax.microedition.pki This package defines classes to support basic user certificate management.

javax.microedition.
securityservice

This package defines classes to generate application-level digital signatures that
conform to the Cryptographic Message Syntax (CMS) format.

Optional Package: SATSA-CRYPTO Cryptographic Interfaces

java.security Provides the classes and interfaces for the security framework.

java.security.spec Provides classes and interfaces for key specifications and algorithm parameter
specifications.

javax.crypto Provides the classes and interfaces for cryptographic operations.

javax.crypto.spec Provides classes and interfaces for key specifications and algorithm parameter
specifications.

Generic Connection Framework Interfaces

javax.microedition.io CLDC I/O interfaces with permission based access exceptions.

Package Summary
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SATSA-CRYPTO Optional Package
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C H A P T E R  3
Package

java.lang
Description
Provide classes that are fundamental to the design of the Java programming language.

Since: SATSA1.0

Class Summary

Exceptions

IllegalStateException Signals that a method has been invoked at an illegal or inappropriate time.

UnsupportedOperationEx
ception

Thrown to indicate that the requested operation is not supported.
11



IllegalStateException  java.lang

Declaration
java.lang

IllegalStateException
Declaration
public class IllegalStateException extends RuntimeException

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--java.lang.RuntimeException

|
+--java.lang.IllegalStateException

Description
Signals that a method has been invoked at an illegal or inappropriate time. In other words, the Java environment
or Java application is not in an appropriate state for the requested operation.

Since: JDK1.1

Constructors

IllegalStateException()

Declaration:
public IllegalStateException()

Description:
Constructs an IllegalStateException with no detail message. A detail message is a String that
describes this particular exception.

IllegalStateException(String)

Declaration:
public IllegalStateException(java.lang.String s)

Description:
Constructs an IllegalStateException with the specified detail message. A detail message is a
String that describes this particular exception.

Parameters:
s - The String that contains a detailed message
12



java.lang UnsupportedOperationException

Declaration
java.lang

UnsupportedOperationException
Declaration
public class UnsupportedOperationException extends RuntimeException

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--java.lang.RuntimeException

|
+--java.lang.UnsupportedOperationException

Description
Thrown to indicate that the requested operation is not supported.

Since: JDK 1.2, SATSA 1.0

Constructors

UnsupportedOperationException()

Declaration:
public UnsupportedOperationException()

Description:
Constructs an UnsupportedOperationException with no detail message.

UnsupportedOperationException(String)

Declaration:
public UnsupportedOperationException(java.lang.String message)

Description:
Constructs an UnsupportedOperationException with the specified detail message.

Parameters:
message - The detail message
13
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UnsupportedOperationException(String)
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C H A P T E R  4
Package

java.rmi
Description
 A subset of the java.rmi package in the Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition. The package includes the
Remote  interface and the RemoteException class. The Remote interface serves to identify interfaces
whose methods may be invoked from a non-local virtual machine. A RemoteException is the common
superclass for a number of communication-related exceptions that may occur during the execution of a remote
method call.

Since: SATSA1.0

Class Summary

Interfaces

Remote The Remote interface serves to identify interfaces whose methods may be invoked
from a non-local virtual machine.

Exceptions

RemoteException A RemoteException is the common superclass for a number of communication-
related exceptions that may occur during the execution of a remote method call.
15



Remote  java.rmi

Declaration
java.rmi

Remote
Declaration
public interface Remote

Description
The Remote interface serves to identify interfaces whose methods may be invoked from a non-local virtual
machine. Any object that is a remote object MUST directly or indirectly implement this interface. Only those
methods specified in a remote interface, that is, an interface that extends java.rmi.Remote, are available
remotely.

Implementation classes can implement any number of remote interfaces and can extend other remote
implementation classes.

Since: JDK1.1
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java.rmi RemoteException

Declaration
java.rmi

RemoteException
Declaration
public class RemoteException extends java.io.IOException

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--java.io.IOException

|
+--java.rmi.RemoteException

Description
A RemoteException is the common superclass for a number of communication-related exceptions that may
occur during the execution of a remote method call. Each method of a remote interface, an interface that extends
java.rmi.Remote, MUST list RemoteException in its throws clause.

Since: JDK1.1

Fields

detail

Declaration:
public java.lang.Throwable detail

Description:
Nested exception to hold wrapped remote exception.

Since: JDK1.1

Constructors

RemoteException()

Declaration:
public RemoteException()

Description:
Constructs a RemoteException with no specified detail message.

Since: JDK1.1

RemoteException(String)

Declaration:
public RemoteException(java.lang.String s)
17
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RemoteException(String, Throwable)
Description:
Constructs a RemoteException with the specified detail message.

Parameters:
s - The detail message

Since: JDK1.1

RemoteException(String, Throwable)

Declaration:
public RemoteException(java.lang.String s, java.lang.Throwable ex)

Description:
Constructs a RemoteException with the specified detail message and nested exception.

Parameters:
s - The detail message

ex - The nested exception

Since: JDK1.1

Methods

getMessage()

Declaration:
public java.lang.String getMessage()

Description:
Returns the detail message, including the message from the nested exception if there is one.

Overrides: getMessage in class Throwable

Returns: The message saved when the exception was constructed

Since: JDK1.1
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C H A P T E R  5
Package

java.security
Description
Provides the classes and interfaces for the security framework. This package supports the generation and storage
of cryptographic public key pairs, as well as a number of exportable cryptographic operations, including those
for message digest and signature generation.

SATSA Subset Description
This package is a subset of the java.security package in the Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition, version 1.
4.2.

Since: SATSA1.0

Class Summary

Interfaces

Key The Key interface is the top-level interface for all keys.

PublicKey A public key.

Classes

KeyFactory Key factories are used to convert key specifications (transparent representations of the
underlying key material) into keys (opaque cryptographic keys of type Key).

MessageDigest This MessageDigest class provides applications with the functionality of a message
digest algorithm, such as MD5 or SHA.

Signature This Signature class is used to provide applications with the functionality of a
digital signature algorithm.

Exceptions

DigestException This is the generic Message Digest exception.

GeneralSecurityExcepti
on

The GeneralSecurityException class is a generic security exception class that
provides type safety for all the security-related exception classes that extend from it.

InvalidAlgorithmParame
terException

This is the exception for invalid or inappropriate algorithm parameters.

InvalidKeyException This is the exception for invalid Keys (invalid encoding, wrong length, uninitialized,
etc).

KeyException This is the basic key exception.

NoSuchAlgorithmExcepti
on

This exception is thrown when a particular cryptographic algorithm is requested but is
not available in the environment.
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SATSA Subset Description
SignatureException This is the generic Signature exception.

Class Summary
20



java.security DigestException

Declaration
java.security

DigestException
Declaration
public class DigestException extends GeneralSecurityException

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--java.security.GeneralSecurityException

|
+--java.security.DigestException

Description
This is the generic Message Digest exception.

Constructors

DigestException()

Declaration:
public DigestException()

Description:
Constructs a DigestException with no detail message. A detail message is a String that describes this
particular exception.

DigestException(String)

Declaration:
public DigestException(java.lang.String msg)

Description:
Constructs a DigestException with the specified detail message. A detail message is a String that
describes this particular exception.

Parameters:
msg - The detail message
21



GeneralSecurityException  java.security

Declaration
java.security

GeneralSecurityException
Declaration
public class GeneralSecurityException extends java.lang.Exception

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--java.security.GeneralSecurityException

Direct Known Subclasses: javax.crypto.BadPaddingException, DigestException,
javax.crypto.IllegalBlockSizeException,
InvalidAlgorithmParameterException, java.security.spec.
InvalidKeySpecException, KeyException, NoSuchAlgorithmException, javax.
crypto.NoSuchPaddingException, javax.crypto.ShortBufferException,
SignatureException

Description
The GeneralSecurityException class is a generic security exception class that provides type safety for
all the security-related exception classes that extend from it.

Constructors

GeneralSecurityException()

Declaration:
public GeneralSecurityException()

Description:
Constructs a GeneralSecurityException with no detail message.

GeneralSecurityException(String)

Declaration:
public GeneralSecurityException(java.lang.String msg)

Description:
Constructs a GeneralSecurityException with the specified detail message. A detail message is a
String that describes this particular exception.

Parameters:
msg - The detail message
22



java.security InvalidAlgorithmParameterException

Declaration
java.security

InvalidAlgorithmParameterException
Declaration
public class InvalidAlgorithmParameterException extends GeneralSecurityException

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--java.security.GeneralSecurityException

|
+--java.security.InvalidAlgorithmParameterException

Description
This is the exception for invalid or inappropriate algorithm parameters.

Since: 1.2

See Also: java.security.spec.AlgorithmParameterSpec

Constructors

InvalidAlgorithmParameterException()

Declaration:
public InvalidAlgorithmParameterException()

Description:
Constructs an InvalidAlgorithmParameterException with no detail message. A detail message
is a String that describes this particular exception.

InvalidAlgorithmParameterException(String)

Declaration:
public InvalidAlgorithmParameterException(java.lang.String msg)

Description:
Constructs an InvalidAlgorithmParameterException with the specified detail message. A
detail message is a String that describes this particular exception.

Parameters:
msg - The detail message
23



InvalidKeyException  java.security

Declaration
java.security

InvalidKeyException
Declaration
public class InvalidKeyException extends KeyException

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--java.security.GeneralSecurityException

|
+--java.security.KeyException

|
+--java.security.InvalidKeyException

Description
This is the exception for invalid Keys (invalid encoding, wrong length, uninitialized, etc).

Constructors

InvalidKeyException()

Declaration:
public InvalidKeyException()

Description:
Constructs an InvalidKeyException with no detail message. A detail message is a String that
describes this particular exception.

InvalidKeyException(String)

Declaration:
public InvalidKeyException(java.lang.String msg)

Description:
Constructs an InvalidKeyException with the specified detail message. A detail message is a String
that describes this particular exception.

Parameters:
msg - The detail message
24



java.security Key

Declaration
java.security

Key
Declaration
public interface Key

All Known Subinterfaces: PublicKey

All Known Implementing Classes: javax.crypto.spec.SecretKeySpec

Description
The Key interface is the top-level interface for all keys. It defines the functionality shared by all key objects. All
keys have three characteristics:

• An Algorithm

This is the key algorithm for that key. The key algorithm is usually an encryption or asymmetric operation
algorithm (such as DSA or RSA), which works with those algorithms and with related algorithms (such as MD5
with RSA, SHA-1 with RSA, Raw DSA, etc.)

• An Encoded Form

This is an external encoded form for the key used when a standard representation of the key is needed outside
the Java Virtual Machine, as when transmitting the key to some other party. The key is encoded according to a
standard format (such as X.509 SubjectPublicKeyInfo). Note: The syntax of the ASN.1 type
SubjectPublicKeyInfo is defined as follows:

SubjectPublicKeyInfo ::= SEQUENCE {
algorithm AlgorithmIdentifier,
subjectPublicKey BIT STRING }

AlgorithmIdentifier ::= SEQUENCE {
algorithm OBJECT IDENTIFIER,
parameters ANY DEFINED BY algorithm OPTIONAL }

For more information, see RFC 2459: Internet X.509 Public Key Infrastructure Certificate and CRL Profile
(http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2459.txt).

• A Format

This is the name of the format of the encoded key.

Keys are generally obtained through key generators and certificates. Keys may also be obtained from key
specifications (transparent representations of the underlying key material) through the use of a key factory.

Methods

getAlgorithm()

Declaration:
public java.lang.String getAlgorithm()
25



Key  java.security

getEncoded()
Description:
Returns the standard algorithm name for this key. For example, “DSA” indicates that this is a DSA key. See
Appendix A in the Java Cryptography Architecture API Specification & Reference for information about
standard algorithm names.

Returns: The name of the algorithm associated with this key

getEncoded()

Declaration:
public byte[] getEncoded()

Description:
Returns the key in its primary encoding format, or null if this key does not support encoding.

Returns: The encoded key, or null if the key does not support encoding.

getFormat()

Declaration:
public java.lang.String getFormat()

Description:
Returns the name of the primary encoding format of this key, or null if this key does not support encoding.
The primary encoding format is named in terms of the appropriate ASN.1 data format, if an ASN.1
specification for this key exists. For example, the name of the ASN.1 data format for public keys is
SubjectPublicKeyInfo, as defined by the X.509 standard; in this case, the returned format is “X.509”.
Similarly, the name of the ASN.1 data format for private keys is PrivateKeyInfo, as defined by the PKCS #8
standard; in this case, the returned format is “PKCS#8”.

Returns: The primary encoding format of the key
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java.security KeyException

Declaration
java.security

KeyException
Declaration
public class KeyException extends GeneralSecurityException

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--java.security.GeneralSecurityException

|
+--java.security.KeyException

Direct Known Subclasses: InvalidKeyException

Description
This is the basic key exception.

See Also: Key, InvalidKeyException

Constructors

KeyException()

Declaration:
public KeyException()

Description:
Constructs a KeyException with no detail message. A detail message is a String that describes this
particular exception.

KeyException(String)

Declaration:
public KeyException(java.lang.String msg)

Description:
Constructs a KeyException with the specified detail message. A detail message is a String that describes
this particular exception.

Parameters:
msg - The detail message
27



KeyFactory  java.security

Declaration
java.security

KeyFactory
Declaration
public class KeyFactory

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.security.KeyFactory

Description
Key factories are used to convert key specifications (transparent representations of the underlying key material)
into keys (opaque cryptographic keys of type Key).

Since: 1.2

See Also: Key, PublicKey, java.security.spec.KeySpec, java.security.spec.
X509EncodedKeySpec

Methods

generatePublic(KeySpec)

Declaration:
public final java.security.PublicKey generatePublic(java.security.spec.KeySpec keySpec)

throws InvalidKeySpecException

Description:
Generates a public key object from the provided key specification (key material).

Parameters:
keySpec - The specification (key material) of the public key

Returns: The public key

Throws:
java.security.spec.InvalidKeySpecException - If the given key specification is
inappropriate for this key factory to produce a public key.

getInstance(String)

Declaration:
public static java.security.KeyFactory getInstance(java.lang.String algorithm)

throws NoSuchAlgorithmException

Description:
Generates a KeyFactory object that implements the specified algorithm.

Parameters:
algorithm - The name of the requested key algorithm. See Appendix A in the Java Cryptography
Architecture API Specification & Reference for information about standard algorithm names.
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java.security KeyFactory

getInstance(String)
Returns: A KeyFactory object for the specified algorithm

Throws:
NoSuchAlgorithmException - If the requested algorithm is not available
29



MessageDigest  java.security

Declaration
java.security

MessageDigest
Declaration
public abstract class MessageDigest

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.security.MessageDigest

Description
This MessageDigest class provides applications with the functionality of a message digest algorithm, such
as MD5 or SHA. Message digests are secure one-way hash functions that take arbitrary-sized data and output a
fixed-length hash value.

A MessageDigest object starts out initialized. The data is processed through it using the update method.
At any point reset can be called to reset the digest. Once all the data to be updated has been updated, the
digest method should be called to complete the hash computation.

The digest method can be called once for a given number of updates. After digest has been called, the
MessageDigest object is reset to its initialized state.

Methods

digest(byte[], int, int)

Declaration:
public int digest(byte[] buf, int offset, int len)

throws DigestException

Description:
Completes the hash computation by performing final operations such as padding. The digest is reset after
this call is made.

Parameters:
buf - The output buffer for the computed digest

offset - The offset into the output buffer to begin storing the digest

len - The number of bytes within buf allotted for the digest

Returns: The number of bytes placed into buf

Throws:
DigestException - If an error occurs

getInstance(String)

Declaration:
public static java.security.MessageDigest getInstance(java.lang.String algorithm)

throws NoSuchAlgorithmException

Description:
Generates a MessageDigest object that implements the specified digest algorithm.
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reset()
Parameters:
algorithm - The name of the algorithm requested. See Appendix A in the Java Cryptography
Architecture API Specification & Reference for information about standard algorithm names.

Returns: A MessageDigest object implementing the specified algorithm.

Throws:
NoSuchAlgorithmException - If the algorithm is not available in the caller’s environment

reset()

Declaration:
public void reset()

Description:
Resets the digest for further use.

update(byte[], int, int)

Declaration:
public void update(byte[] input, int offset, int len)

Description:
Updates the digest using the specified array of bytes, starting at the specified offset.

Parameters:
input - The array of bytes

offset - The offset to start from in the array of bytes

len - The number of bytes to use, starting at offset
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NoSuchAlgorithmException  java.security

Declaration
java.security

NoSuchAlgorithmException
Declaration
public class NoSuchAlgorithmException extends GeneralSecurityException

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--java.security.GeneralSecurityException

|
+--java.security.NoSuchAlgorithmException

Description
This exception is thrown when a particular cryptographic algorithm is requested but is not available in the
environment.

Constructors

NoSuchAlgorithmException()

Declaration:
public NoSuchAlgorithmException()

Description:
Constructs a NoSuchAlgorithmException with no detail message. A detail message is a String that
describes this particular exception.

NoSuchAlgorithmException(String)

Declaration:
public NoSuchAlgorithmException(java.lang.String msg)

Description:
Constructs a NoSuchAlgorithmException with the specified detail message. A detail message is a
String that describes this particular exception, which may, for example, specify which algorithm is not
available.

Parameters:
msg - The detail message
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java.security PublicKey

Declaration
java.security

PublicKey
Declaration
public interface PublicKey extends Key

All Superinterfaces: Key

Description
A public key. This interface contains no methods or constants. It merely serves to group (and provide type
safety for) all public key interfaces.

See Also: Key, Signature.initVerify(PublicKey)
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Signature  java.security

Declaration
java.security

Signature
Declaration
public abstract class Signature

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.security.Signature

Description
This Signature class is used to provide applications with the functionality of a digital signature algorithm.
Digital signatures are used for authentication and integrity assurance of digital data.

The signature algorithm can be, among others, the NIST standard DSA, using DSA and SHA-1. The DSA
algorithm using the SHA-1 message digest algorithm can be specified as SHA1withDSA. In the case of RSA,
there are multiple choices for the message digest algorithm, so the signing algorithm could be specified as, for
example, MD2withRSA, MD5withRSA, or SHA1withRSA. The algorithm name must be specified, as there is
no default. When an algorithm name is specified, the system determines if there is an implementation of the
algorithm requested available in the environment, and if there is more than one, if there is a preferred one.

A Signature object can be used to generate and verify digital signatures.

There are three phases to the use of a Signature object for verifying a signature:

1. Initializing - with a public key, initializes the signature for verification.

2. Updating - depending on the type of initialization, this updates the bytes to be verified.

3. Verifying - verifies a signature on all updated bytes.

Methods

getInstance(String)

Declaration:
public static java.security.Signature getInstance(java.lang.String algorithm)

throws NoSuchAlgorithmException

Description:
Generates a Signature object that implements the specified digest algorithm.

Parameters:
algorithm - The standard name of the algorithm requested. See Appendix A in the Java
Cryptography Architecture API Specification & Reference for information about standard algorithm
names.

Returns: The new Signature object

Throws:
NoSuchAlgorithmException - If the algorithm is not available in the environment
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initVerify(PublicKey)
initVerify(PublicKey)

Declaration:
public final void initVerify(java.security.PublicKey publicKey)

throws InvalidKeyException

Description:
Initializes this object for verification. If this method is called again with a different argument, it negates the
effect of this call.

Parameters:
publicKey - The public key of the identity whose signature is going to be verified

Throws:
InvalidKeyException - If the key is invalid

update(byte[], int, int)

Declaration:
public final void update(byte[] data, int off, int len)

throws SignatureException

Description:
Updates the data to be verified, using the specified array of bytes, starting at the specified offset.

Parameters:
data - The array of bytes

off - The offset to start from in the array of bytes

len - The number of bytes to use, starting at offset

Throws:
SignatureException - If this signature object is not initialized properly

verify(byte[])

Declaration:
public final boolean verify(byte[] signature)

throws SignatureException

Description:
Verifies the passed-in signature.

A call to this method resets this signature object to the state it was in when previously initialized for
verification via a call to initVerify(PublicKey). That is, the object is reset and available to verify
another signature from the identity whose public key was specified in the call to initVerify.

Parameters:
signature - The signature bytes to be verified

Returns: true if the signature was verified, false if not

Throws:
SignatureException - If this signature object is not initialized properly, or the passed-in
signature is improperly encoded or of the wrong type, etc.
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Declaration
java.security

SignatureException
Declaration
public class SignatureException extends GeneralSecurityException

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--java.security.GeneralSecurityException

|
+--java.security.SignatureException

Description
This is the generic Signature exception.

Constructors

SignatureException()

Declaration:
public SignatureException()

Description:
Constructs a SignatureException with no detail message. A detail message is a String that describes
this particular exception.

SignatureException(String)

Declaration:
public SignatureException(java.lang.String msg)

Description:
Constructs a SignatureException with the specified detail message. A detail message is a String that
describes this particular exception.

Parameters:
msg - The detail message
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C H A P T E R  6
Package

java.security.spec
Description
Provides classes and interfaces for key specifications and algorithm parameter specifications.

A key specification is a transparent representation of the key material that constitutes a key. A key may be
specified in an algorithm-specific way, or in an algorithm-independent encoding format (such as ASN.1).

Package Specification
• PKCS #1: RSA Encryption Standard, Version 1.5, November 1993

• Federal Information Processing Standards Publication (FIPS PUB) 186: Digital Signature Standard (DSS)

Related Documentation
For documentation that includes information about algorithm parameter and key specifications, see:

• Java Cryptography Architecture API Specification and Reference

SATSA Subset Description
This package is a subset of the java.security.spec package in the Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition,
version 1.4.2.

Since: SATSA1.0

Class Summary

Interfaces

AlgorithmParameterSpec A (transparent) specification of cryptographic parameters.

KeySpec A (transparent) specification of the key material that constitutes a cryptographic key.

Classes

EncodedKeySpec This class represents a public key in encoded format.

X509EncodedKeySpec This class represents the ASN.1 encoding of a public key, encoded according to the
ASN.1 type SubjectPublicKeyInfo.

Exceptions

InvalidKeySpecExceptio
n

This is the exception for invalid key specifications.
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Declaration
java.security.spec

AlgorithmParameterSpec
Declaration
public interface AlgorithmParameterSpec

All Known Implementing Classes: javax.crypto.spec.IvParameterSpec

Description
A (transparent) specification of cryptographic parameters.

This interface contains no methods or constants. Its only purpose is to group (and provide type safety for) all
parameter specifications. All parameter specifications must implement this interface.

Since: 1.2
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java.security.spec EncodedKeySpec

Declaration
java.security.spec

EncodedKeySpec
Declaration
public abstract class EncodedKeySpec implements KeySpec

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.security.spec.EncodedKeySpec

All Implemented Interfaces: KeySpec

Direct Known Subclasses: X509EncodedKeySpec

Description
This class represents a public key in encoded format.

Since: 1.2

See Also: java.security.Key, java.security.KeyFactory, KeySpec,
X509EncodedKeySpec

Constructors

EncodedKeySpec(byte[])

Declaration:
public EncodedKeySpec(byte[] encodedKey)

Description:
Creates a new EncodedKeySpec with the given encoded key.

Parameters:
encodedKey - The encoded key

Methods

getEncoded()

Declaration:
public byte[] getEncoded()

Description:
Returns the encoded key.

Returns: The encoded key
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getFormat()
getFormat()

Declaration:
public abstract java.lang.String getFormat()

Description:
Returns the name of the encoding format associated with this key specification.

If the opaque representation of a key (see Key) can be generated (see KeyFactory) from this key
specification (or a subclass of it), getFormat called on the opaque key returns the same value as the
getFormat method of this key specification.

Returns: A string representation of the encoding format
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java.security.spec InvalidKeySpecException

Declaration
java.security.spec

InvalidKeySpecException
Declaration
public class InvalidKeySpecException extends java.security.GeneralSecurityException

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--java.security.GeneralSecurityException

|
+--java.security.spec.InvalidKeySpecException

Description
This is the exception for invalid key specifications.

Since: 1.2

See Also: KeySpec

Constructors

InvalidKeySpecException()

Declaration:
public InvalidKeySpecException()

Description:
Constructs an InvalidKeySpecException with no detail message. A detail message is a String that
describes this particular exception.

InvalidKeySpecException(String)

Declaration:
public InvalidKeySpecException(java.lang.String msg)

Description:
Constructs an InvalidKeySpecException with the specified detail message. A detail message is a
String that describes this particular exception.

Parameters:
msg - The detail message
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Declaration
java.security.spec

KeySpec
Declaration
public interface KeySpec

All Known Implementing Classes: EncodedKeySpec, javax.crypto.spec.
SecretKeySpec

Description
A (transparent) specification of the key material that constitutes a cryptographic key.

If the key is stored on a hardware device, its specification may contain information that helps identify the key on
the device.

A key may be specified in an algorithm-specific way, or in an algorithm-independent encoding format (such as
ASN.1).

This interface contains no methods or constants. Its only purpose is to group (and provide type safety for) all
key specifications. All key specifications must implement this interface.

Since: 1.2

See Also: java.security.Key, java.security.KeyFactory, EncodedKeySpec,
X509EncodedKeySpec
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Declaration
java.security.spec

X509EncodedKeySpec
Declaration
public class X509EncodedKeySpec extends EncodedKeySpec

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.security.spec.EncodedKeySpec

|
+--java.security.spec.X509EncodedKeySpec

All Implemented Interfaces: KeySpec

Description
This class represents the ASN.1 encoding of a public key, encoded according to the ASN.1 type
SubjectPublicKeyInfo. The SubjectPublicKeyInfo syntax is defined in the X.509 standard as
follows:

SubjectPublicKeyInfo ::= SEQUENCE {
algorithm AlgorithmIdentifier,
subjectPublicKey BIT STRING }

Since: 1.2

See Also: java.security.Key, java.security.KeyFactory, KeySpec, EncodedKeySpec

Constructors

X509EncodedKeySpec(byte[])

Declaration:
public X509EncodedKeySpec(byte[] encodedKey)

Description:
Creates a new X509EncodedKeySpec with the given encoded key.

Parameters:
encodedKey - The key, which is assumed to be encoded according to the X.509 standard.

Methods

getEncoded()

Declaration:
public byte[] getEncoded()
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getFormat()
Description:
Returns the key bytes, encoded according to the X.509 standard.

Overrides: getEncoded in class EncodedKeySpec

Returns: The X.509 encoding of the key

getFormat()

Declaration:
public final java.lang.String getFormat()

Description:
Returns the name of the encoding format associated with this key specification.

Overrides: getFormat in class EncodedKeySpec

Returns: The string “X.509”
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C H A P T E R  7
Package

javacard.framework
Description
Provides Java Card API exceptions that may be thrown by a remote method. The Java Card exception classes
are included to ensure the same behavior when the method is invoked remotely.

Since: SATSA1.0

Class Summary

Exceptions

APDUException APDUException represents an APDU-related exception.

CardException The CardException class defines a field reason and two accessor methods
getReason() and setReason().

CardRuntimeException The CardRuntimeException class defines a field reason and two accessor
methods getReason() and setReason().

ISOException ISOException class encapsulates an ISO 7816-4 response status word as its
reason code.

PINException PINException represents a OwnerPIN class access-related exception.

SystemException SystemException represents a JCSystem class-related exception.

TransactionException TransactionException represents an exception in the transaction subsystem.

UserException UserException represents a user exception.
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Declaration
javacard.framework

APDUException
Declaration
public class APDUException extends CardRuntimeException

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--java.lang.RuntimeException

|
+--javacard.framework.CardRuntimeException

|
+--javacard.framework.APDUException

Description
APDUException represents an APDU-related exception.

Fields

BAD_LENGTH

Declaration:
public static final short BAD_LENGTH

Description:
This reason code is used by the APDU.setOutgoingLength() method to indicate that the length
parameter is greater that 256 or if non BLOCK CHAINED data transfer is requested and len is greater
than (IFSD-2), where IFSD is the Outgoing Block Size.

BUFFER_BOUNDS

Declaration:
public static final short BUFFER_BOUNDS

Description:
This reason code is used by the APDU.sendBytes() method to indicate that the sum of buffer offset
parameter and the byte length parameter exceeds the APDU buffer size.

ILLEGAL_USE

Declaration:
public static final short ILLEGAL_USE

Description:
This APDUException reason code indicates that the method should not be invoked based on the current
state of the APDU.
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IO_ERROR
IO_ERROR

Declaration:
public static final short IO_ERROR

Description:
This reason code indicates that an unrecoverable error occurred in the I/O transmission layer.

NO_T0_GETRESPONSE

Declaration:
public static final short NO_T0_GETRESPONSE

Description:
This reason code indicates that during T=0 protocol, the CAD did not return a GET RESPONSE command
in response to a <61xx> response status to send additional data. The outgoing  transfer has been aborted.
No more data or status can be sent to the CAD in this APDU.process() method.

NO_T0_REISSUE

Declaration:
public static final short NO_T0_REISSUE

Description:
This reason code indicates that during T=0 protocol, the CAD did not reissue the same APDU command
with the corrected length in response to a <6Cxx> response status to request command reissue with the
specified length. The outgoing transfer has been aborted. No more data or status can be sent to the CAD in
this APDU.process() method.

T1_IFD_ABORT

Declaration:
public static final short T1_IFD_ABORT

Description:
This reason code indicates that during T=1 protocol, the CAD returned an ABORT S-Block command and
aborted the data transfer. The incoming or outgoing transfer has been aborted. No more data can be received
from the CAD. No more data or status can be sent to the CAD in this APDU.process() method.

Constructors

APDUException(short)

Declaration:
public APDUException(short reason)

Description:
Constructs an APDUException.

Parameters:
reason - The reason for the exception
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APDUException  javacard.framework

throwIt(short)
Methods

throwIt(short)

Declaration:
public static void throwIt(short reason)

Description:
Throws an instance of APDUException with the specified reason.

Parameters:
reason - The reason for the exception

Throws:
APDUException - Always
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javacard.framework CardException

Declaration
javacard.framework

CardException
Declaration
public class CardException extends java.lang.Exception

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--javacard.framework.CardException

Direct Known Subclasses: UserException

Description
The CardException class defines a field reason and two accessor methods getReason() and
setReason(). The reason field encapsulates an exception cause identifier in Java Card. All Java Card
checked exception classes should extend CardException.

Constructors

CardException(short)

Declaration:
public CardException(short reason)

Description:
Constructs a CardException instance with the specified reason.

Parameters:
reason - The reason for the exception

Methods

getReason()

Declaration:
public short getReason()

Description:
Gets the reason code.

Returns: The reason for the exception

See Also: setReason(short)
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setReason(short)
setReason(short)

Declaration:
public void setReason(short reason)

Description:
Sets the reason code.

Parameters:
reason - The reason for the exception

See Also: getReason()

throwIt(short)

Declaration:
public static void throwIt(short reason)

throws CardException

Description:
Throws an instance of CardException class with the specified reason.

Parameters:
reason - The reason for the exception

Throws:
CardException - Always
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javacard.framework CardRuntimeException

Declaration
javacard.framework

CardRuntimeException
Declaration
public class CardRuntimeException extends java.lang.RuntimeException

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--java.lang.RuntimeException

|
+--javacard.framework.CardRuntimeException

Direct Known Subclasses: APDUException, javacard.security.CryptoException,
ISOException, PINException, javacard.framework.service.ServiceException,
SystemException, TransactionException

Description
The CardRuntimeException class defines a field reason and two accessor methods getReason()
and setReason(). The reason field encapsulates an exception cause identifier in Java Card. All Java Card
unchecked exception classes should extend CardRuntimeException.

Constructors

CardRuntimeException(short)

Declaration:
public CardRuntimeException(short reason)

Description:
Constructs a CardRuntimeException instance with the specified reason.

Parameters:
reason - The reason for the exception

Methods

getReason()

Declaration:
public short getReason()

Description:
Gets the reason code.

Returns: The reason for the exception

See Also: setReason(short)
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CardRuntimeException  javacard.framework

setReason(short)
setReason(short)

Declaration:
public void setReason(short reason)

Description:
Sets the reason code.

Parameters:
reason - The reason for the exception

See Also: getReason()

throwIt(short)

Declaration:
public static void throwIt(short reason)

throws CardRuntimeException

Description:
Throws an instance of the CardRuntimeException class with the specified reason.

Parameters:
reason - The reason for the exception

Throws:
CardRuntimeException - Always
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javacard.framework ISOException

Declaration
javacard.framework

ISOException
Declaration
public class ISOException extends CardRuntimeException

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--java.lang.RuntimeException

|
+--javacard.framework.CardRuntimeException

|
+--javacard.framework.ISOException

Description
ISOException class encapsulates an ISO 7816-4 response status word as its reason code.

Constructors

ISOException(short)

Declaration:
public ISOException(short sw)

Description:
Constructs an ISOException instance with the specified status word.

Parameters:
sw - The ISO 7816-4 defined status word

Methods

throwIt(short)

Declaration:
public static void throwIt(short sw)

Description:
Throws an instance of the ISOException class with the specified status word.

Parameters:
sw - The ISO 7816-4 defined status word

Throws:
ISOException - Always
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PINException  javacard.framework

Declaration
javacard.framework

PINException
Declaration
public class PINException extends CardRuntimeException

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--java.lang.RuntimeException

|
+--javacard.framework.CardRuntimeException

|
+--javacard.framework.PINException

Description
PINException represents a OwnerPIN class access-related exception.

Fields

ILLEGAL_VALUE

Declaration:
public static final short ILLEGAL_VALUE

Description:
This reason code is used to indicate that one or more input parameters is out of allowed bounds.

Constructors

PINException(short)

Declaration:
public PINException(short reason)

Description:
Constructs a PINException. To conserve on resources use throwIt() to use the JCRE owned
instance of this class.

Parameters:
reason - The reason for the exception
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javacard.framework PINException

throwIt(short)
Methods

throwIt(short)

Declaration:
public static void throwIt(short reason)

Description:
Throws an instance of PINException with the specified reason.

Parameters:
reason - The reason for the exception

Throws:
PINException - Always
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SystemException  javacard.framework

Declaration
javacard.framework

SystemException
Declaration
public class SystemException extends CardRuntimeException

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--java.lang.RuntimeException

|
+--javacard.framework.CardRuntimeException

|
+--javacard.framework.SystemException

Description
SystemException represents a JCSystem class-related exception.

Fields

ILLEGAL_AID

Declaration:
public static final short ILLEGAL_AID

Description:
This reason code is used by the javacard.framework.Applet.register() method to indicate
that the input AID parameter is not a legal AID value.

ILLEGAL_TRANSIENT

Declaration:
public static final short ILLEGAL_TRANSIENT

Description:
This reason code is used to indicate that the request to create a transient object is not allowed in the current
applet context. See Java Card Runtime Environment (JCRE) Specification, section 6.2.1 for details.

ILLEGAL_USE

Declaration:
public static final short ILLEGAL_USE

Description:
This reason code is used to indicate that the requested function is not allowed. For example, JCSystem.
requestObjectDeletion() method throws this exception if the object deletion mechanism is not
implemented.
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javacard.framework SystemException

ILLEGAL_VALUE
ILLEGAL_VALUE

Declaration:
public static final short ILLEGAL_VALUE

Description:
This reason code is used to indicate that one or more input parameters are out of allowed bounds.

NO_RESOURCE

Declaration:
public static final short NO_RESOURCE

Description:
This reason code is used to indicate that there is insufficient resource in the Card for the request.

For example, the Java Card Virtual Machine may throw this exception reason when there is insufficient
heap space to create a new instance.

NO_TRANSIENT_SPACE

Declaration:
public static final short NO_TRANSIENT_SPACE

Description:
This reason code is used by the makeTransient*() methods to indicate that no room is available in
volatile memory for the requested object.

Constructors

SystemException(short)

Declaration:
public SystemException(short reason)

Description:
Constructs a SystemException.

Parameters:
reason - The reason for the exception

Methods

throwIt(short)

Declaration:
public static void throwIt(short reason)

throws SystemException

Description:
Throws an instance of SystemException with the specified reason.

Parameters:
reason - The reason for the exception
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throwIt(short)
Throws:
SystemException - Always
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javacard.framework TransactionException

Declaration
javacard.framework

TransactionException
Declaration
public class TransactionException extends CardRuntimeException

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--java.lang.RuntimeException

|
+--javacard.framework.CardRuntimeException

|
+--javacard.framework.TransactionException

Description
TransactionException represents an exception in the transaction subsystem.

Fields

BUFFER_FULL

Declaration:
public static final short BUFFER_FULL

Description:
This reason code is used during a transaction to indicate that the commit buffer is full.

IN_PROGRESS

Declaration:
public static final short IN_PROGRESS

Description:
This reason code is used by the beginTransaction method to indicate a transaction is already in
progress.

INTERNAL_FAILURE

Declaration:
public static final short INTERNAL_FAILURE

Description:
This reason code is used during a transaction to indicate an internal JCRE problem (fatal error).

NOT_IN_PROGRESS

Declaration:
public static final short NOT_IN_PROGRESS
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TransactionException(short)
Description:
This reason code is used by the abortTransaction and commitTransaction methods when a
transaction is not in progress.

Constructors

TransactionException(short)

Declaration:
public TransactionException(short reason)

Description:
Constructs a TransactionException with the specified reason.

Parameters:
reason - The internal code indicating the cause of the error detected

Methods

throwIt(short)

Declaration:
public static void throwIt(short reason)

Description:
Throws an instance of TransactionException with the specified reason.

Parameters:
reason - The internal code indicating the cause of the error detected

Throws:
TransactionException - Always
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Declaration
javacard.framework

UserException
Declaration
public class UserException extends CardException

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--javacard.framework.CardException

|
+--javacard.framework.UserException

Description
UserException represents a user exception.

Constructors

UserException()

Declaration:
public UserException()

Description:
Constructs a UserException with reason = 0.

UserException(short)

Declaration:
public UserException(short reason)

Description:
Constructs a UserException with the specified reason.

Parameters:
reason - The reason for the exception

Methods

throwIt(short)

Declaration:
public static void throwIt(short reason)

throws UserException

Description:
Throws an instance of UserException with the specified reason.
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throwIt(short)
Parameters:
reason - The reason for the exception

Throws:
UserException - Always
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C H A P T E R  8
Package

javacard.framework.service
Description
Provides a Java Card API exception that may be thrown by a remote method. The Java Card exception class is
included to ensure the same behavior when the method is invoked remotely.

Since: SATSA1.0

Class Summary

Exceptions

ServiceException ServiceException represents a service framework-related exception.
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ServiceException  javacard.framework.service

Declaration
javacard.framework.service

ServiceException
Declaration
public class ServiceException extends javacard.framework.CardRuntimeException

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--java.lang.RuntimeException

|
+--javacard.framework.CardRuntimeException

|
+--javacard.framework.service.ServiceException

Description
ServiceException represents a service framework-related exception.

Fields

CANNOT_ACCESS_IN_COMMAND

Declaration:
public static final short CANNOT_ACCESS_IN_COMMAND

Description:
This reason code is used to indicate that the command in the APDU object cannot be accessed for input
processing.

CANNOT_ACCESS_OUT_COMMAND

Declaration:
public static final short CANNOT_ACCESS_OUT_COMMAND

Description:
This reason code is used to indicate that the command in the APDU object cannot be accessed for output
processing.

COMMAND_DATA_TOO_LONG

Declaration:
public static final short COMMAND_DATA_TOO_LONG

Description:
This reason code is used to indicate that the incoming data for a command in the APDU object does not fit in
the APDU buffer.
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COMMAND_IS_FINISHED
COMMAND_IS_FINISHED

Declaration:
public static final short COMMAND_IS_FINISHED

Description:
This reason code is used to indicate that the command in the APDU object has been completely processed.

DISPATCH_TABLE_FULL

Declaration:
public static final short DISPATCH_TABLE_FULL

Description:
This reason code is used to indicate that a dispatch table is full.

ILLEGAL_PARAM

Declaration:
public static final short ILLEGAL_PARAM

Description:
This reason code is used to indicate that an input parameter is not allowed.

REMOTE_OBJECT_NOT_EXPORTED

Declaration:
public static final short REMOTE_OBJECT_NOT_EXPORTED

Description:
This reason code is used by RMIService to indicate that the remote method returned an remote object
which has not been exported.

Constructors

ServiceException(short)

Declaration:
public ServiceException(short reason)

Description:
Constructs a ServiceException.

Parameters:
reason - The reason for the exception

Methods

throwIt(short)

Declaration:
public static void throwIt(short reason)

throws ServiceException
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throwIt(short)
Description:
Throws an instance of ServiceException with the specified reason.

Parameters:
reason - The reason for the exception

Throws:
ServiceException - Always
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C H A P T E R  9
Package

javacard.security
Description
Provides a Java Card API exception that may be thrown by a remote method. The Java Card exception class is
included to ensure the same behavior when the method is invoked remotely.

Since: SATSA1.0

Class Summary

Exceptions

CryptoException CryptoException represents a cryptography-related exception.
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Declaration
javacard.security

CryptoException
Declaration
public class CryptoException extends javacard.framework.CardRuntimeException

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--java.lang.RuntimeException

|
+--javacard.framework.CardRuntimeException

|
+--javacard.security.CryptoException

Description
CryptoException represents a cryptography-related exception.

Fields

ILLEGAL_USE

Declaration:
public static final short ILLEGAL_USE

Description:
This reason code is used to indicate that the signature or cipher algorithm does not pad the incoming
message and the input message is not block aligned.

ILLEGAL_VALUE

Declaration:
public static final short ILLEGAL_VALUE

Description:
This reason code is used to indicate that one or more input parameters is out of allowed bounds.

INVALID_INIT

Declaration:
public static final short INVALID_INIT

Description:
This reason code is used to indicate that the signature or cipher object has not been correctly initialized for
the requested operation.

NO_SUCH_ALGORITHM

Declaration:
public static final short NO_SUCH_ALGORITHM
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UNINITIALIZED_KEY
Description:
This reason code is used to indicate that the requested algorithm or key type is not supported.

UNINITIALIZED_KEY

Declaration:
public static final short UNINITIALIZED_KEY

Description:
This reason code is used to indicate that the key is uninitialized.

Constructors

CryptoException(short)

Declaration:
public CryptoException(short reason)

Description:
Constructs a CryptoException with the specified reason. To conserve on resources use throwIt()
to use the JCRE-owned instance of this class.

Parameters:
reason - The reason for the exception

Methods

throwIt(short)

Declaration:
public static void throwIt(short reason)

Description:
Throws an instance of CryptoException with the specified reason.

Parameters:
reason - The reason for the exception

Throws:
CryptoException - Always
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throwIt(short)
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Package

javax.crypto
Description
Provides the classes and interfaces for cryptographic operations.

SATSA Subset Description
This package is a subset of the javax.crypto package in the Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition, version 1.4.
2.
It supports symmetric and asymmetric ciphers. Only a default Cryptographic Service Provider is supported.
References to the provider in the subset refer to the default Cryptographic Service Provider.

Since: SATSA1.0

Class Summary

Classes

Cipher This class provides the functionality of a cryptographic cipher for encryption and
decryption.

Exceptions

BadPaddingException This exception is thrown when a particular padding mechanism is expected for the
input data but the data is not padded properly.

IllegalBlockSizeExcept
ion

This exception is thrown when the length of data provided to a block cipher is incorrect,
i.e., does not match the block size of the cipher.

NoSuchPaddingException This exception is thrown when a particular padding mechanism is requested but is not
available in the environment.

ShortBufferException This exception is thrown when an output buffer provided by the user is too short to hold
the operation result.
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Declaration
javax.crypto

BadPaddingException
Declaration
public class BadPaddingException extends java.security.GeneralSecurityException

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--java.security.GeneralSecurityException

|
+--javax.crypto.BadPaddingException

Description
This exception is thrown when a particular padding mechanism is expected for the input data but the data is not
padded properly.

Since: 1.4

Constructors

BadPaddingException()

Declaration:
public BadPaddingException()

Description:
Constructs a BadPaddingException with no detail message. A detail message is a String that
describes this particular exception.

BadPaddingException(String)

Declaration:
public BadPaddingException(java.lang.String msg)

Description:
Constructs a BadPaddingException with the specified detail message. A detail message is a String
that describes this particular exception, which may, for example, specify which algorithm is not available.

Parameters:
msg - The detail message
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Declaration
javax.crypto

Cipher
Declaration
public class Cipher

java.lang.Object
|
+--javax.crypto.Cipher

Description
This class provides the functionality of a cryptographic cipher for encryption and decryption. It forms the core
of the Java Cryptographic Extension (JCE) framework.

In order to create a Cipher object, the application calls the Cipher’s getInstance method and passes the
name of the requested transformation to it.

A transformation is a string that describes the operation (or set of operations) to be performed on the given
input, to produce some output. A transformation always includes the name of a cryptographic algorithm (e.g.,
DES), and may be followed by a feedback mode and padding scheme.

A transformation is of the form:

• “algorithm/mode/padding” or

• “algorithm”

(in the latter case, provider-specific default values for the mode and padding scheme are used). For example, the
following is a valid transformation:

Cipher c = Cipher.getInstance(“DES/CBC/PKCS5Padding”);

When requesting a block cipher in stream cipher mode (e.g., DES in CFB or OFB mode), the user may
optionally specify the number of bits to be processed at a time by appending this number to the mode name as
shown in the “DES/CFB8/NoPadding” and “DES/OFB32/PKCS5Padding” transformations. If no such number
is specified, a provider-specific default is used.

Fields

DECRYPT_MODE

Declaration:
public static final int DECRYPT_MODE

Description:
Constant used to initialize cipher to decryption mode.

ENCRYPT_MODE

Declaration:
public static final int ENCRYPT_MODE

Description:
Constant used to initialize cipher to encryption mode.
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doFinal(byte[], int, int, byte[], int)
Methods

doFinal(byte[], int, int, byte[], int)

Declaration:
public final int doFinal(byte[] input, int inputOffset, int inputLen, byte[] output,

int outputOffset)

throws IllegalStateException, ShortBufferException, IllegalBlockSizeExcepti

on, BadPaddingException

Description:
Encrypts or decrypts data in a single-part operation, or finishes a multiple-part operation. The data is
encrypted or decrypted, depending on how this cipher was initialized.

The first inputLen bytes in the input buffer, starting at inputOffset inclusive, and any input bytes
that may have been buffered during a previous update operation, are processed, with padding (if
requested) being applied. The result is stored in the output buffer, starting at outputOffset inclusive.

If the output buffer is too small to hold the result, a ShortBufferException is thrown. In this case,
repeat this call with a larger output buffer.

Upon finishing, this method resets this cipher object to the state it was in when previously initialized via a
call to init. That is, the object is reset and available to encrypt or decrypt (depending on the operation
mode that was specified in the call to init) more data.

Note: If any exception is thrown, this cipher object may need to be reset before it can be used again.

Note: This method should be copy-safe, which means the input and output buffers can reference the
same byte array and no unprocessed input data is overwritten when the result is copied into the output
buffer.

Parameters:
input - The input buffer

inputOffset - The offset in input where the input starts

inputLen - The input length

output - The buffer for the result

outputOffset - The offset in output where the result is stored

Returns: The number of bytes stored in output

Throws:
java.lang.IllegalStateException - If this cipher is in a wrong state (e.g., has not been
initialized)

IllegalBlockSizeException - If this cipher is a block cipher, no padding has been requested
(only in encryption mode), and the total input length of the data processed by this cipher is not a
multiple of block size

ShortBufferException - If the given output buffer is too small to hold the result

BadPaddingException - If this cipher is in decryption mode, and (un)padding has been requested,
but the decrypted data is not bounded by the appropriate padding bytes
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getInstance(String)
getInstance(String)

Declaration:
public static final javax.crypto.Cipher getInstance(java.lang.String transformation)

throws NoSuchAlgorithmException, NoSuchPaddingException

Description:
Generates a Cipher object that implements the specified transformation.

Parameters:
transformation - The name of the transformation, e.g., DES/CBC/PKCS5Padding. See Appendix
A in the Java Cryptography Extension Reference Guide for information about standard transformation
names.

Returns: A cipher that implements the requested transformation

Throws:
java.security.NoSuchAlgorithmException - If the specified transformation is not
available

NoSuchPaddingException - If transformation contains a padding scheme that is not
available

getIV()

Declaration:
public final byte[] getIV()

Description:
Returns the initialization vector (IV) in a new buffer. This is useful in the case where a random IV was
created.

Returns: The initialization vector in a new buffer, or null if the underlying algorithm does not use an IV,
or if the IV has not yet been set.

init(int, Key)

Declaration:
public final void init(int opmode, java.security.Key key)

throws InvalidKeyException

Description:
Initializes this cipher with a key.

The cipher is initialized for one of the following operations: encryption, decryption, depending on the value
of opmode.

If this cipher requires any algorithm parameters that cannot be derived from the given key, the underlying
cipher implementation is supposed to generate the required parameters itself (using provider-specific
default or random values) if it is being initialized for encryption, and raise an InvalidKeyException
if it is being initialized for decryption.

Note: When a Cipher object is initialized, it loses all previously-acquired state. In other words, initializing a
Cipher is equivalent to creating a new instance of that Cipher and initializing it.

Parameters:
opmode - The operation mode of this cipher: ENCRYPT_MODE or DECRYPT_MODE

key - The key
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init(int, Key, AlgorithmParameterSpec)
Throws:
java.security.InvalidKeyException - If the given key is inappropriate for initializing this
cipher, or if this cipher is being initialized for decryption and requires algorithm parameters that cannot
be determined from the given key, or if the given key has a keysize that exceeds the maximum
allowable keysize.

init(int, Key, AlgorithmParameterSpec)

Declaration:
public final void init(int opmode, java.security.Key key, java.security.spec.

AlgorithmParameterSpec params)

throws InvalidKeyException, InvalidAlgorithmParameterException

Description:
Initializes this cipher with a key and a set of algorithm parameters.

The cipher is initialized for one of the following operations: encryption or decryption depending on the
value of opmode.

If this cipher requires any algorithm parameters and params is null, the underlying cipher implementation
is supposed to generate the required parameters itself (using provider-specific default or random values) if it
is being initialized for encryption, and raise an InvalidAlgorithmParameterException If it is
being initialized for decryption.

Note: When a Cipher object is initialized, it loses all previously-acquired state. In other words, initializing a
Cipher is equivalent to creating a new instance of that Cipher and initializing it.

Parameters:
opmode - The operation mode of this cipher: ENCRYPT_MODE or DECRYPT_MODE

key - The encryption key

params - The algorithm parameters

Throws:
java.security.InvalidKeyException - If the given key is inappropriate for initializing this
cipher, or its keysize exceeds the maximum allowable keysize.

java.security.InvalidAlgorithmParameterException - If the given algorithm
parameters are inappropriate for this cipher, or this cipher is being initialized for decryption and
requires algorithm parameters and params is null, or the given algorithm parameters imply a
cryptographic strength that would exceed the legal limits.

update(byte[], int, int, byte[], int)

Declaration:
public final int update(byte[] input, int inputOffset, int inputLen, byte[] output,

int outputOffset)

throws IllegalStateException, ShortBufferException

Description:
Continues a multiple-part encryption or decryption operation (depending on how this cipher was
initialized), processing another data part.

The first inputLen bytes in the input buffer, starting at inputOffset inclusive, are processed, and
the result is stored in the output buffer, starting at outputOffset inclusive.

If the output buffer is too small to hold the result, a ShortBufferException is thrown. In this case,
repeat this call with a larger output buffer.
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update(byte[], int, int, byte[], int)
If inputLen is zero, this method returns a length of zero.

Note: This method should be copy-safe, which means the input and output buffers can reference the
same byte array and no unprocessed input data is overwritten when the result is copied into the output
buffer.

Parameters:
input - The input buffer

inputOffset - The offset in input where the input starts

inputLen - The input length

output - The buffer for the result

outputOffset - The offset in output where the result is stored

Returns: The number of bytes stored in output

Throws:
java.lang.IllegalStateException - If this cipher is in a wrong state (e.g., has not been
initialized)

ShortBufferException - If the given output buffer is too small to hold the result
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Declaration
javax.crypto

IllegalBlockSizeException
Declaration
public class IllegalBlockSizeException extends java.security.GeneralSecurityException

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--java.security.GeneralSecurityException

|
+--javax.crypto.IllegalBlockSizeException

Description
This exception is thrown when the length of data provided to a block cipher is incorrect, i.e., does not match the
block size of the cipher.

Since: 1.4

Constructors

IllegalBlockSizeException()

Declaration:
public IllegalBlockSizeException()

Description:
Constructs an IllegalBlockSizeException with no detail message. A detail message is a String
that describes this particular exception.

IllegalBlockSizeException(String)

Declaration:
public IllegalBlockSizeException(java.lang.String msg)

Description:
Constructs an IllegalBlockSizeException with the specified detail message. A detail message is a
String that describes this particular exception.

Parameters:
msg - The detail message
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Declaration
javax.crypto

NoSuchPaddingException
Declaration
public class NoSuchPaddingException extends java.security.GeneralSecurityException

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--java.security.GeneralSecurityException

|
+--javax.crypto.NoSuchPaddingException

Description
This exception is thrown when a particular padding mechanism is requested but is not available in the
environment.

Since: 1.4

Constructors

NoSuchPaddingException()

Declaration:
public NoSuchPaddingException()

Description:
Constructs a NoSuchPaddingException with no detail message. A detail message is a String that
describes this particular exception.

NoSuchPaddingException(String)

Declaration:
public NoSuchPaddingException(java.lang.String msg)

Description:
Constructs a NoSuchPaddingException with the specified detail message. A detail message is a
String that describes this particular exception, which may, for example, specify which algorithm is not
available.

Parameters:
msg - The detail message
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Declaration
javax.crypto

ShortBufferException
Declaration
public class ShortBufferException extends java.security.GeneralSecurityException

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--java.security.GeneralSecurityException

|
+--javax.crypto.ShortBufferException

Description
This exception is thrown when an output buffer provided by the user is too short to hold the operation result.

Since: 1.4

Constructors

ShortBufferException()

Declaration:
public ShortBufferException()

Description:
Constructs a ShortBufferException with no detail message. A detail message is a String that
describes this particular exception.

ShortBufferException(String)

Declaration:
public ShortBufferException(java.lang.String msg)

Description:
Constructs a ShortBufferException with the specified detail message. A detail message is a String
that describes this particular exception, which may, for example, specify which algorithm is not available.

Parameters:
msg - The detail message
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Package

javax.crypto.spec
Description
Provides classes and interfaces for key specifications and algorithm parameter specifications.

A key specification is a transparent representation of the key material that constitutes a key. A key may be
specified in an algorithm-specific way, or in an algorithm-independent encoding format (such as ASN.1).

An algorithm parameter specification is a transparent representation of the sets of parameters used with an
algorithm.

Package Specification
• Federal Information Processing Standards Publication (FIPS PUB) 46-2: Data Encryption Standard (DES)

SATSA Subset Description
This package is a subset of the javax.crypto.spec package in the Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition,
version 1.4.2.

Since: SATSA1.0

Class Summary

Classes

IvParameterSpec This class specifies an initialization vector (IV).

SecretKeySpec This class specifies a secret key in a provider-independent fashion.
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Declaration
javax.crypto.spec

IvParameterSpec
Declaration
public class IvParameterSpec implements java.security.spec.AlgorithmParameterSpec

java.lang.Object
|
+--javax.crypto.spec.IvParameterSpec

All Implemented Interfaces: java.security.spec.AlgorithmParameterSpec

Description
This class specifies an initialization vector (IV). Examples that use IVs are ciphers in feedback mode, e.g., DES
in CBC mode and RSA ciphers with OAEP encoding operation.

Since: 1.4

Constructors

IvParameterSpec(byte[], int, int)

Declaration:
public IvParameterSpec(byte[] iv, int offset, int len)

Description:
Uses the first len bytes in iv, beginning at offset inclusive, as the IV.

The bytes that constitute the IV are those between iv[offset] and iv[offset+len-1] inclusive.

Parameters:
iv - The buffer with the IV

offset - The offset in iv where the IV starts

len - The number of IV bytes

Methods

getIV()

Declaration:
public byte[] getIV()

Description:
Returns the initialization vector (IV).

Returns: The initialization vector (IV)
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Declaration
javax.crypto.spec

SecretKeySpec
Declaration
public class SecretKeySpec implements java.security.spec.KeySpec, java.security.Key

java.lang.Object
|
+--javax.crypto.spec.SecretKeySpec

All Implemented Interfaces: java.security.Key, java.security.spec.KeySpec

Description
This class specifies a secret key in a provider-independent fashion.

It can be used to construct a SecretKey from a byte array.

This class is only useful for raw secret keys that can be represented as a byte array and have no key parameters
associated with them, e.g., DES or Triple DES keys.

Constructors

SecretKeySpec(byte[], int, int, String)

Declaration:
public SecretKeySpec(byte[] key, int offset, int len, java.lang.String algorithm)

Description:
Constructs a secret key from the given byte array, using the first len bytes of key, starting at offset
inclusive.

The bytes that constitute the secret key are those between key[offset] and key[offset+len-1]
inclusive.

This constructor does not check if the given bytes indeed specify a secret key of the specified algorithm. For
example, if the algorithm is DES, this constructor does not check if key is 8 bytes long, and also does not
check for weak or semi-weak keys. In order for those checks to be performed, an algorithm-specific key
specification class must be used.

Parameters:
key - The key material of the secret key

offset - The offset in key where the key material starts.

len - The length of the key material

algorithm - The name of the secret-key algorithm to be associated with the given key material. See
Appendix A in the Java Cryptography Extension Reference Guide for information about standard
algorithm names.
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getAlgorithm()
Methods

getAlgorithm()

Declaration:
public java.lang.String getAlgorithm()

Description:
Returns the name of the algorithm associated with this secret key.

Specified By: getAlgorithm in interface Key

Returns: The secret key algorithm

getEncoded()

Declaration:
public byte[] getEncoded()

Description:
Returns the key material of this secret key.

Specified By: getEncoded in interface Key

Returns: The key material

getFormat()

Declaration:
public java.lang.String getFormat()

Description:
Returns the name of the encoding format for this secret key.

Specified By: getFormat in interface Key

Returns: The string “RAW”
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Package

javax.microedition.apdu
Description
This package defines the APDU protocol handler for ISO7816-4 communication to a smart card device.

Since: SATSA1.0

Class Summary

Interfaces

APDUConnection  This interface defines the APDU (Application Protocol Data Unit) connection.
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Declaration
javax.microedition.apdu

APDUConnection
Declaration
public interface APDUConnection extends javax.microedition.io.Connection

All Superinterfaces: javax.microedition.io.Connection

Description
 This interface defines the APDU (Application Protocol Data Unit) connection. J2ME applications can use this
connection to communicate with applications on a smart card using APDU protocol. ISO 7816-4 defines the
APDU protocol as an application-level protocol between a smart card and an application on the device. There
are two types of APDU messages: command APDUs and response APDUs. Command APDUs are sent to the
smart card by J2ME applications. Response APDUs are the messages received from the smart cards. For more
information on APDU protocol see the ISO 7816-4 specifications.

Also, J2ME applications can use getATR method in this interface to obtain information regarding an Answer
To Reset (ATR) returned by the smart card on card reset and use the enterPin method to ask the user to enter
a PIN, which is sent to the smart card for verification.

The methods of APDUConnection are not synchronized. The only method that can be called safely in another
thread is close. When close is invoked on a connection that is executing in another thread, any pending I/O
method MUST throw an InterruptedIOException. If an application terminates without calling close
on the open connection, the implementation SHOULD perform the close operation automatically in order to
recover resources, such as the logical channel.

Creating an APDU Connection
An APDU connection is created by passing a generic connection URI string with a card application identifier
(AID) and optionally the slot in which the card is inserted, to the Connector.open method. For example, the
connection string:

apdu:0;target=A0.0.0.67.4.7.1F.3.2C.3

indicates that the connection is to be established with a target application having AID A0.0.0.67.4.7.1F.3.2C.3,
which resides in the smart card inserted in the default slot; that is, slot number 0. If the slot number is not
specified, then the default slot is assumed.

Each APDU connection has a logical channel reserved exclusively for it. That is, the channel is dedicated to the
J2ME application and the selected smart card application until the connection is closed. A smart card supporting
logical channels allows the host device to open multiple logical channels to communicate with on-card
applications. Logical channels other than the basic channel may be closed when the connection is closed. Basic
channel or channel 0 has to remain open while the card is powered on.

Since the basic channel or channel 0 cannot be closed, the terminal should maintain its availability status. When
a J2ME application asks for a new connection, the implementation would find out if channel 0 is in use by any
application (native or J2ME application). If channel 0 is not in use, the implementation would acquire the
channel 0 for communicating with the card application by setting the state of channel 0 to “IN USE”. It would
then select the desired application on channel 0. If the selection is successful, the newly created connection
object would be returned to the J2ME application, which can then use it to communicate with the card
application. If the card application selection fails or the J2ME application calls close on the connection
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Description
object, the availability state of the basic channel will be set back to “AVAILABLE” meaning that the basic
channel is available for use.

When a J2ME application requests a connection to the card and channel 0 is in use by some other application
(native or J2ME application), the implementation sends a MANAGE CHANNEL command to the card requesting
a logical channel for the new connection. If there is a logical channel available, the card returns with the logical
channel number, which is used by the new connection. The implementation selects the desired application on
the newly allocated logical channel. If the selection is successful, the implementation returns the newly created
connection object to the J2ME application, which can then use it for communicating with the card application.
If the application selection fails or the J2ME application calls the close() method to close the connection
with the card application, the implementation sends a MANAGE CHANNEL command to the card to close the
channel. The channel is then available for use by other applications.

In the case when there are no logical channels are available, or the card does not support logical channels, the
card returns an error. An IOException is thrown and no connection object is returned to the J2ME
application.

Communicating With Smart Card Applications
Once an APDU connection is created, the J2ME application can use the exchangeAPDU method to send
command APDUs and receive response APDUs to and from the card. J2ME applications cannot use
exchangeAPDU to send card application selection APDUs or channel management APDUs. Card application
selection is allowed only by calling the Connector.open method with the URI string described above and
logical channels management is defined by API functionality.

There may be several APDU connections open at the same time using different logical channels with the same
card. However, since the APDU protocol is synchronous, there can be no interleaving of commands and their
response APDUs across logical channels. Between the receipt of the command APDU and the sending of the
response APDU to that command, only one logical channel is active. For T=0 protocol, for case 4 and case 2
command APDUs, the card may respond with ’61 XX or ’6C XX’. These special cases MUST be handled by
the implementation in the following manner:

• ’61 XX’: The implementation MUST send GET RESPONSE to the card to get the response data before any
other command is sent.

• ’6C XX’: The implementation MUST resend the command after setting Le equal to ’XX’ received from the
card before any other  command is sent.

In both the cases discussed above, the implementation MUST make sure that between sending the command
APDU, receiving status word ’61 XX’ or ’6C XX’, and sending GET RESPONSE or resending the command
APDU with Le set to ’XX’ respectively, there MUST not be any other APDU exchange on any logical channel
with the card. In case the status word ’61 XX’ is received multiple times successively from the card, the
implementation must accumulate all the response data received from the card before returning it to the J2ME
application. J2ME applications MUST remain oblivious of the exchanges mentioned above and should only get
the response received as a result of the above operations.

Communicating With Multiple Smart Card Applications
A J2ME application may connect and communicate with multiple smart card applications interchangeably or
have multiple connections with the same card application, if the card application is multi-selectable. To achieve
this the J2ME application can repeat the procedure mentioned above to create corresponding connection
objects.

Closing an APDUConnection
J2ME application can call javax.microedition.io.Connection.close() on an APDU connection
to close the connection. If the connection was established on channel other than channel 0, this action closes the
channel, consequently deselecting the card application and making the channel available for use by other
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Description
applications. In the case of channel 0, the channel is marked as available for use by other applications. The
application selected on channel 0 is not deselected at the time the connection is closed but remains selected until
a new connection is established on channel 0.

Exceptions that can be Thrown During Connection Establishment
A ConnectionNotFoundException is thrown in any of the following situations:

• In the case of the null implementation

• If the card slot does not exist

• If the card is not inserted or powered on

• If the card application selection fails because the card application with the specified application identifier
does not exist or because the card application refused selection

If the card application selection fails because the J2ME application is not allowed to access the application with
the specified application identifier a SecurityException is thrown.

In cases such as when there is no logical channel available to establish a connection, an IOException is
thrown and a connection object is returned to the J2ME application.

If a card is removed after the connection is established and then re-inserted, the J2ME application has to re-
establish the connection and get a new connection object. Any attempts to exchange APDUs using the
connection object created before removal of the card results in an InterruptedIOException being
thrown.

BNF Format for the Connector.open() string
The URI MUST conform to the BNF syntax specified below. If the URI does not conform to this syntax, an
IllegalArgumentException is thrown.

Smart Card Slot Discovery Mechanism
J2ME devices may support a variable number of security elements (usually smart card slots). Some security
elements are permanently attached to the device (e.g. a soldered chip), others are removable. The removable
security elements may be cold-swappable, requiring the battery to be removed before the security element can
be exchanged. Other removable security elements can be inserted and removed while the system is running. (e.
g. a hot-swappable smart card reader).

<APDU_connection_string> ::= “apdu:”<targetAddress>

<targetAddress> ::= [slot];target

<slot> ::= smart card slot number. (optional. Hexadecimal
number identifying the smart card slot. Default slot
assumed if left empty)

<target> ::= “target=”<AID>|“SAT”

<AID> ::= < 5 - 16 bytes >
An AID (Application Identifier) uniquely identifies a
smart card application. It is represented by 5 to 16
hexadecimal bytes where each byte value is seperated
by a “.”.
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Description
A system property is defined to indicate the names of the smart card slots. The property can be queried through
the System.getProperty() method using the key microedition.smartcardslots. The value returned is a
comma-separated list of the smart card slots which can be used in the Connector.open() string to identify
the specific smart card slot. In case of the null implementation the value of the system property
microedition.smartcardslots MUST be an empty string (“”).

If the platform includes a UICC, it MUST be in slot 0.

The logical slot names include the slot number and a descriptor indicating the type of the slot. For cold-
swappable slots the letter ’C’ is appended to the slot number. For hot-swappable slots the letter ’H’ is appended
to the slot number. The slot descriptors (the letter ’C’ and ’H’ appended to the slot number) cannot be passed as
part of the URI to open a connection to the smart card application. The J2ME application MUST remove the
descriptor from the logical slot name and only use the slot number in the URI to identify the specific smart card
slot.

A typical configuration for a cold-swappable UICC and a hot-swappable removable card is:

microedition.smartcardslots: 0C,1H

Support for (U)SIM Application Toolkit
If an implementation allows J2ME applications to communicate with (U)SAT, support for communication with
(U)SAT should be implemented as specified below.

The APDUConnection can be used to communicate with (U)SAT applications on channel 0. The following
sections describe the constraints and methods in supporting communicating with (U)SAT applications.

Technical Constraints
• (U)SAT always occupies channel 0. Therefore, channel 0 is not available for other APDU/JCRMI

connections.

• Multiple (U)SAT connections can be established simultaneously.

• Only ENVELOPE APDUs may be sent. For all other APDUs IllegalArgumentException is
thrown.

• The class byte MUST be set by the implementation, which is either A0 or 80, depending on whether the
phone is running GSM or UMTS. The class byte supplied by the J2ME application is ignored.

• In the case when UICC responds with status word ’9E XX’ or ’9F XX’, the behavior of
APDUConnection is the same as when status word ’61 XX’ is received from the card.

• In the case when UICC responds with status word ’62 XX’ or ’63 XX’ the implementation MUST send
GET RESPONSE to the card with Le set to 00 before any other command is sent. The implementation
MUST make sure that between sending the ENVELOPE APDU, receiving status word ’62 XX’ or ’63 XX’,
and sending GET RESPONSE APDU with Le set to ’00’, there MUST not be any other APDU exchange
on any logical channel with the card.

• When the J2ME application sends an ENVELOPE APDU to the UICC, the native application may be
performing a proactive session. In this case the UICC MUST manage the synchronization issue. The UICC
may respond with status word ’93 00’ ((U)SAT is busy) when the UICC is performing another proactive
session.

Open Connection with (U)SIM, invoke, Close Connection
To communicate using (U)SAT commands, a J2ME application performs these steps:

• The J2ME application establishes a connection by using the Connector.open method. To open a
connection with a smart card using (U)SAT commands, the URI string passed to the Connector.open
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Description
method MUST be the following:

“apdu:<slot>;target=SAT”

Where “apdu” is the protocol and slot is the card slot having the (U)SIM. The value “SAT” for parameter
“target” indicates that the connection is to be established with (U)SAT.

The implementation MUST use logical channel 0 even if this channel is occupied by other applications, and
MUST not send a MANAGE CHANNEL or a SELECT by DF NAME command to the (U)SIM.

• The J2ME application invokes the exchangeAPDU method on javax.microedition.apdu.
APDUConnection interface to send the ENVELOPE commands. The J2ME application MUST not
initiate a proactive session since if a proactive session is started, it could cause synchronization problems
with other entities talking to the (U)SAT, such as other J2ME applications or native applications. If a
proactive session is started by the (U)SAT application in response to an envelope sent by the J2ME
application, it is the responsibility of the J2ME application to deal with it accordingly.
The implementation MUST check the INS byte of the APDU sent by the J2ME application. If the APDU is
not an ENVELOPE command, the implementation throws an IllegalArgumentException. The
implementation MUST set the CLA byte corresponding to whether the phone is running GSM or UMTS.

• To close the connection, the J2ME application invokes the close method on javax.microedition.
apdu.APDUConnection. The implementation MUST not send a CLOSE CHANNEL to the (U)SIM.

APDUConnection Example
The following example shows how an APDUConnection can be used to access a smart card application.

APDUConnection acn = null;
try{

// Create an APDUConnection object
acn = (APDUConnection)

Connector.open(“apdu:0;target=A0.0.0.67.4.7.1F.3.2C.3”);

// Send a command APDU and receive response APDU
responseAPDU = acn.exchangeAPDU(commandAPDU);
...

} catch (IOException e) {
...

} finally {
...
if(acn != null) {

// Close connection
acn.close();

}
...

}
...

Note regarding PIN-related methods
A platform should implement the PIN entry UI in such a way that:

• The UI is distinguishable from a UI generated by external sources (for example J2ME applications)

• external sources are not able to retrieve or insert PIN data

• If the static access control mechanism is implemented, the PIN related methods MUST be implemented as
specified in the static access control mechanism. For further details see Appendix A (Recommended
Security Element Access Control).
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Methods

changePin(int)

Declaration:
public byte[] changePin(int pinID)

throws IOException

Description:
This is a high-level method that lets the J2ME application ask the user for PIN values for changing the PIN
and sending these values to the card. A call to changePin method pops up a UI that requests the user for
an old or existing PIN value and the new PIN value to change the value of the PIN. The pinID field
indicates which PIN is to be changed. The user can either cancel the request or continue. If the user enters
the PIN values and chooses to continue, the implementation is responsible for presenting the PIN value to
the card. If padding is required for the PIN, the implementation is responsible for providing appropriate
padding.

Parameters:
pinID - The ID of PIN the implementation is supposed to prompt  the user to change

Returns: Result of changing the PIN value, which is the status word received from the smart card in the
form of a byte array. This method would return null if the user cancels the request.

Throws:
java.io.IOException - If the PIN could not be communicated with the card because the
connection was closed before this method was called or because of communication problems

java.io.InterruptedIOException - Can be thrown in any of these situations:

• If this Connection object is closed during the exchange operation

• If the card is removed after connection is established and then reinserted, and attempt is made to
change PIN  without re-establishing the connection

java.lang.SecurityException - If the J2ME application does not have appropriate rights to
ask for changing the PIN value

java.lang.UnsupportedOperationException - If the implementation does not support
this method

disablePin(int)

Declaration:
public byte[] disablePin(int pinID)

throws IOException

Description:
This is a high-level method that lets the J2ME application ask for the user PIN value for the PIN that is to be
disabled and send it to the card. A call to disablePin method pops up a UI that requests the user to enter
the value for the PIN that is to be disabled. The pinID field indicates which PIN is to be disabled. The user
can either cancel the request or continue. If the user enters the PIN and chooses to continue the
implementation is responsible for presenting the PIN value to the card to disable PIN. If padding is required
for the PIN, the implementation is responsible for providing appropriate padding.

Parameters:
pinID - The ID of PIN the implementation is required to prompt  the user to enter
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Returns: Result of disabling the PIN value, which is the status word received from the smart card in the
form of a byte array. This method returns null if the user cancels the request.

Throws:
java.io.IOException - If the PIN could not be communicated with the card because the
connection was closed before this method was called or because of communication problems.

java.io.InterruptedIOException - Can be thrown in any of these situations:

• If this Connection object is closed during the exchange operation

• If the card is removed after connection is established and then reinserted, and attempt is made to
disable PIN without re-establishing the connection

java.lang.SecurityException - If the J2ME application does not have appropriate rights to
ask for disabling the PIN

java.lang.UnsupportedOperationException - If the implementation does not support
this method

enablePin(int)

Declaration:
public byte[] enablePin(int pinID)

throws IOException

Description:
This is a high-level method that lets the J2ME application ask for the user to enter the value for the PIN that
is to be enabled and send it to the card. A call to enablePin method pops up a UI that requests the user to
enter the value for the PIN that is to be enabled. The pinID field indicates which PIN is to be enabled. The
user can either cancel the request or continue. If the user enters the PIN and chooses to continue the
implementation is responsible for presenting the PIN value to the card for enabling the PIN. If padding is
required for the PIN, the implementation is responsible for providing appropriate padding.

Parameters:
pinID - The ID of the PIN the implementation is required to prompt the user to enter

Returns: Result of enabling the PIN value, which is the status word received from the smart card in the
form of a byte array. This method would return null if the user cancels the request.

Throws:
java.io.IOException - If the PIN could not be communicated with the card because the
connection was closed before this method was called or because of communication problems

java.io.InterruptedIOException - Can be thrown in any of these situations:

• If this Connection object is closed during the exchange operation

• If the card is removed after connection is established and then reinserted, and attempt is made to
enable PIN  without re-establishing the connection

java.lang.SecurityException - If the J2ME application does not have appropriate rights to
ask for enabling the PIN

java.lang.UnsupportedOperationException - If the implementation does not support
this method.
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enterPin(int)

Declaration:
public byte[] enterPin(int pinID)

throws IOException

Description:
This is a high-level method that lets the J2ME application ask for the user PIN value for PIN verification
purposes and send it to the card. A call to the enterPin method pops up a UI that requests the PIN from
the user. The pinID field indicates which PIN must be requested from the user. The user can either cancel
the request or continue. If the user enters the PIN and chooses to continue the implementation is responsible
for presenting the PIN value to the card for verification. If padding is required for the PIN, the
implementation is responsible for providing appropriate padding.

Parameters:
pinID - The ID of PIN the implementation is supposed to prompt  the user to enter

Returns: Result of PIN verification which is the status word received from the smart card in the form of a
byte array. This method would return null if the user cancels the request.

Throws:
java.io.IOException - If the PIN could not be communicated with the card because the
connection was closed before this method was called or because of communication problems.

java.io.InterruptedIOException - Can be thrown in any of these situations:

• If this Connection object is closed during the exchange operation

• If the card is removed after connection is established and then reinserted, and PIN entry is attempted
without re-establishing the connection

java.lang.SecurityException - If the J2ME application does not have appropriate rights to
ask for PIN verification

java.lang.UnsupportedOperationException - If the implementation does not support
this method

exchangeAPDU(byte[])

Declaration:
public byte[] exchangeAPDU(byte[] commandAPDU)

throws IOException

Description:
Exchanges an APDU command with a smart card application. This method puts the channel number of the
associated channel in the CLA byte of the command APDU. Communication with a smart card device is
synchronous. This method blocks until the response has been received from the smart card application, or is
interrupted. The interruption could be due to the card being removed from the slot or operation timeout.

Parameters:
commandAPDU - A byte encoded command for the smart card application

Returns: A byte encoded response to the requested operation

Throws:
java.lang.IllegalArgumentException - if:

• commandAPDU parameter is null

• commandAPDU contains a card application selection APDU
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• commandAPDU contains a MANAGE CHANNEL command APDU

• The channel associated with the connection object is non-zero and the CLA byte has a value other
than 0x0X, 0x8X, 0x9X or 0xAX

• commandAPDU parameter contains a malformed APDU

java.io.InterruptedIOException - Can be thrown in any of these situations:

• If the Connection object is closed during the exchange operation

• If the card is removed after connection is established and then reinserted, and an APDU exchange is
attempted  without re-establishing the connection

java.io.IOException - If the operation was not successful because of problems communicating
with the card, or if the connection was already closed

java.lang.SecurityException - If commandAPDU byte array contains an APDU that the
J2ME application is not allowed to send to the card application.

getATR()

Declaration:
public byte[] getATR()

Description:
Returns the Answer To Reset (ATR) message sent by the smart card in response to the reset operation.
ATR is received from the card when the card is powered up or when it is reset. The implementation MUST
detect the presence of the card when this method is called and return the value of ATR if the card is present
and null if the card has been removed.

Returns: The ATR message if the card is inserted, or null if the card has been removed or the connection
has been closed.

unblockPin(int, int)

Declaration:
public byte[] unblockPin(int blockedPinID, int unblockingPinID)

throws IOException

Description:
This is a high-level method that lets the J2ME application ask the user to enter the value for an unblocking
PIN, and the new value for the blocked PIN, and send these to the card. A call to unblockPin method
pops up a UI that requests the user to enter the value for the unblocking PIN and the new value for the
blocked PIN. The unblockingPinID field indicates which unblocking PIN is used to unblock the
blocked PIN, which is indicated by the field blockedPinID. The user can either cancel the request or
continue. If the user enters the PIN values and chooses to continue, the implementation is responsible for
presenting the PIN values to the card for unblocking the blocked PIN. If padding is required for either of the
PIN values, the implementation is responsible for providing appropriate padding.

Parameters:
blockedPinID - The ID of the PIN that is to be unblocked

unblockingPinID - The ID of the unblocking PIN

Returns: Result of unblocking the PIN value, which is the status word received from the smart card in the
form of a byte array. This method returns null if the user cancels the request.
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Throws:
java.io.IOException - If the PIN could not be communicated with the card because the
connection was closed before this method was called or because of communication problems.

java.io.InterruptedIOException - Can be thrown in any of these situations:

• If this Connection object is closed during the exchange operation

• If the card is removed after connection is established and then reinserted, and attempt is made to
unblock PIN without re-establishing the connection

java.lang.SecurityException - If the J2ME application does not have appropriate rights to
ask for unblocking the PIN.

java.lang.UnsupportedOperationException - If the implementation does not support
this method.
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Package

javax.microedition.io
Description
CLDC I/O interfaces with permission based access exceptions.

Note that CLDC 1.0 specification defines the Connector class. It is reproduced in this specification to
highlight the runtime SecurityException that is thrown when a specific protocol handler is not permitted
by the calling application. Enforcement of a security policy that causes the exception to be thrown is profile
dependent. For example, MIDP 2.0 uses a permissions model to control application access to restricted
interfaces. This modification to the Connector class has been incorporated in the CLDC 1.1 specification.

APDU and Java Card RMI Interfaces
In addition to the javax.microedition.io classes specified in the Connected Limited Device
Configuration, the Security and Trust Services API includes the following interfaces:

• javax.microedition.apdu.APDUConnection

• javax.microedition.jcrmi.JavaCardRMIConnection

Connector Behaviors
The CLDC Connector class includes several convenience methods that allow for an InputStream or
OutputStream to be opened directly and the Connection instance to be disposed of automatically when
the streams have been closed. Transactions with smart cards do not share this same interaction model as other
stream oriented connections. The following Connector methods MUST throw an
IllegalArgumentException for the smart card connection handlers:

• openInputStream

• openDataInputStream

• openOutputStream

• openDataOutputStream

The CLDC Connector includes a mode parameter to the open method, which is used to test if a device
supports communication to and from the generic connection. All smart card communication involves a request
and a response. There are no exceptions thrown, because of the requested mode.

• READ

• WRITE

• READ_WRITE

After calling the close method, further method calls to the connection will result in an IOException
(except for close) for those methods that are declared to throw IOExceptions. For the methods that do not
throw exceptions, unknown results may be returned.

Since: SATSA1.0
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Connector Behaviors
Class Summary

Classes

Connector Factory class for creating new Connection objects.
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Declaration
javax.microedition.io

Connector
Declaration
public class Connector

java.lang.Object
|
+--javax.microedition.io.Connector

Description
Factory class for creating new Connection objects.

The creation of Connections is performed dynamically by looking up a protocol implementation class whose
name is formed from the platform name (read from a system property) and the protocol name of the requested
connection (extracted from the parameter string supplied by the application programmer.) The parameter string
that describes the target should conform to the URL format as described in RFC 2396. This takes the general
form:

{scheme}:[{target}][{parms}]

where {scheme} is the name of a protocol such as http.

The {target} is normally some kind of network address.

Any {parms} are formed as a series of equates of the form “;x=y”.  Example: “;type=a”.

An optional second parameter may be specified to the open function. This is a mode flag that indicates to the
protocol handler the intentions of the calling code. The options here specify if the connection is going to be read
(READ), written (WRITE), or both (READ_WRITE). The validity of these flag settings is protocol dependent.
For instance, a connection for a printer would not allow read access, and would throw an
IllegalArgumentException. If the mode parameter is not specified, READ_WRITE is used by default.

An optional third parameter is a boolean flag that indicates if the calling code can handle timeout exceptions. If
this flag is set, the protocol implementation may throw an InterruptedIOException when it detects a
timeout condition. This flag is only a hint to the protocol handler, and it does not guarantee that such exceptions
will actually be thrown. If this parameter is not set, no timeout exceptions are thrown.

Because connections are frequently opened just to gain access to a specific input or output stream, four
convenience functions are provided for this purpose. See also: DatagramConnection for information
relating to datagram addressing.

Since: CLDC 1.0

Fields

READ

Declaration:
public static final int READ

Description:
Access mode READ.
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READ_WRITE
The value 1 is assigned to READ.

READ_WRITE

Declaration:
public static final int READ_WRITE

Description:
Access mode READ_WRITE.

The value 3 is assigned to READ_WRITE.

WRITE

Declaration:
public static final int WRITE

Description:
Access mode WRITE.

The value 2 is assigned to WRITE.

Methods

open(String)

Declaration:
public static javax.microedition.io.Connection open(java.lang.String name)

throws IOException

Description:
Create and open a Connection.

Parameters:
name - The URL for the connection

Returns: A new Connection object

Throws:
java.lang.IllegalArgumentException - If a parameter is invalid

ConnectionNotFoundException - If the requested connection cannot be made, or the protocol type does
not exist

java.io.IOException - If some other kind of I/O error occurs

java.lang.SecurityException - If a requested protocol handler is not permitted

open(String, int)

Declaration:
public static javax.microedition.io.Connection open(java.lang.String name, int mode)

throws IOException

Description:
Create and open a Connection.

Parameters:
name - The URL for the connection
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open(String, int, boolean)
mode - The access mode

Returns: A new Connection object

Throws:
java.lang.IllegalArgumentException - If a parameter is invalid

ConnectionNotFoundException - If the requested connection cannot be made, or the protocol type does
not exist

java.io.IOException - If some other kind of I/O error occurs

java.lang.SecurityException - If a requested protocol handler is not permitted

open(String, int, boolean)

Declaration:
public static javax.microedition.io.Connection open(java.lang.String name, int mode,

boolean timeouts)

throws IOException

Description:
Create and open a Connection.

Parameters:
name - The URL for the connection

mode - The access mode

timeouts - A flag to indicate that the caller wants timeout exceptions

Returns: A new Connection object

Throws:
java.lang.IllegalArgumentException - If a parameter is invalid

ConnectionNotFoundException - If the requested connection cannot be made, or the protocol type does
not exist

java.io.IOException - If some other kind of I/O error occurs

java.lang.SecurityException - If a requested protocol handler is not permitted

openDataInputStream(String)

Declaration:
public static java.io.DataInputStream openDataInputStream(java.lang.String name)

throws IOException

Description:
Create and open a connection input stream.

Parameters:
name - The URL for the connection

Returns: A DataInputStream

Throws:
java.lang.IllegalArgumentException - If a parameter is invalid

ConnectionNotFoundException - If the connection cannot be found

java.io.IOException - If some other kind of I/O error occurs
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java.lang.SecurityException - If access to the requested stream is not permitted

openDataOutputStream(String)

Declaration:
public static java.io.DataOutputStream openDataOutputStream(java.lang.String name)

throws IOException

Description:
Create and open a connection output stream.

Parameters:
name - The URL for the connection

Returns: A DataOutputStream

Throws:
java.lang.IllegalArgumentException - If a parameter is invalid

ConnectionNotFoundException - If the connection cannot be found

java.io.IOException - If some other kind of I/O error occurs

java.lang.SecurityException - If access to the requested stream is not permitted

openInputStream(String)

Declaration:
public static java.io.InputStream openInputStream(java.lang.String name)

throws IOException

Description:
Create and open a connection input stream.

Parameters:
name - The URL for the connection

Returns: An InputStream

Throws:
java.lang.IllegalArgumentException - If a parameter is invalid

ConnectionNotFoundException - If the connection cannot be found

java.io.IOException - If some other kind of I/O error occurs

java.lang.SecurityException - If access to the requested stream is not permitted

openOutputStream(String)

Declaration:
public static java.io.OutputStream openOutputStream(java.lang.String name)

throws IOException

Description:
Create and open a connection output stream.

Parameters:
name - The URL for the connection

Returns: An OutputStream
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Throws:
java.lang.IllegalArgumentException - If a parameter is invalid

ConnectionNotFoundException - If the connection cannot be found

java.io.IOException - If some other kind of I/O error occurs

java.lang.SecurityException - If access to the requested stream is not permitted
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Package

javax.microedition.jcrmi
Description
Provides classes and interfaces for Java Card RMI connection.

The JavaCardRMIConnection interface defines the Java Card RMI connection, which can be used by
J2ME applications to communicate with applications on a smart card using the Java Card RMI protocol.

A J2ME application uses stubs for communicating with remote objects on a smart card. A stub is a proxy for a
remote object. When passing a remote object as a return value in a remote method call, the stub for that remote
object is passed instead. The J2ME application invokes a method on the local stub, which is responsible for
carrying out the method call on the remote object.

The RemoteStub class is the common superclass for stubs of remote objects.

The interface RemoteRef represents the handle for a remote object. Each stub contains an instance of
RemoteRef. RemoteRef contains the concrete representation of a reference. This reference is used to carry
out remote calls on the remote object for which it is a reference.

The RemoteStub class and RemoteRef interface are transparent to J2ME applications. They are used by the
stubs generated by the Java Card RMI stub compiler.

Since: SATSA1.0

Class Summary

Interfaces

JavaCardRMIConnection This interface defines the Java Card RMI connection, which can be used by J2ME
applications to communicate with applications on a smart card using the Java Card
RMI protocol.

RemoteRef The interface RemoteRef represents the handle for a remote object.

Classes

RemoteStub The RemoteStub class is the common superclass for stubs of remote objects.
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Declaration
javax.microedition.jcrmi

JavaCardRMIConnection
Declaration
public interface JavaCardRMIConnection extends javax.microedition.io.Connection

All Superinterfaces: javax.microedition.io.Connection

Description
This interface defines the Java Card RMI connection, which can be used by J2ME applications to communicate
with applications on a smart card using the Java Card RMI protocol.

Creating a Java Card RMI Connection
The Java Card RMI connection is created by passing a generic connection URI string with a card application
identifier (AID) and optionally the slot in which the card is inserted, to the Connector.open method. For
example, the connection string

jcrmi:0;AID=A0.0.0.67.4.7.1F.3.2C.3

indicates that the connection is to be established with an application having the AID A0.0.0.67.4.7.1F.
3.2C.3 and which resides in the smart card inserted in the default slot (slot number 0). If the slot number is not
specified, then the default slot is assumed.

Each Java Card RMI connection has a logical channel reserved exclusively for it. That is, the channel is
dedicated to the J2ME application and the selected smart card application until the connection is closed. A
smart card supporting logical channels allows the host device to open multiple logical channels to communicate
with on-card applications. A logical channel, other than the basic channel, must be closed when a corresponding
connection is closed. Basic channel or channel 0 must remain open while the card is powered on.

Since the basic channel or channel 0 cannot be closed, the implementation should maintain its availability
status. When a J2ME application asks for a new connection, the implementation finds out if channel 0 is in use
by any application (native or J2ME application). If channel 0 is not in use, the implementation acquires channel
0 for communicating with the card application by setting the state of channel 0 to “IN USE”. It then selects the
desired application on channel 0. If the selection is successful, the newly created connection object is returned
to the J2ME application, which can then use it to communicate with the card application. If the card application
selection fails, or the J2ME application calls the close method on the connection object, the availability state
of the basic channel is set back to “AVAILABLE,” meaning that the basic channel is available for use.

When a J2ME application requests a connection to the card and channel 0 is in use by some other application
(native or J2ME application), the implementation sends a MANAGE CHANNEL command to the card requesting
a logical channel for the new connection. If there is a logical channel available, the card returns with the logical
channel number, which is used by the new connection. The implementation selects the desired application on
the newly allocated logical channel. If the selection is successful, the implementation returns the newly created
connection object to the J2ME application, which can then use it for communicating with the card application.
If application selection fails or the J2ME application calls the close() method to close the connection with
the card application, the implementation sends a MANAGE CHANNEL command to the card to close the
channel. The channel is then available for use by other applications.

When no logical channels are available or the card does not support logical channels, the card returns an error.
An IOException is thrown and no connection object is returned to the J2ME application.
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Description
Invoking Methods on Remote Objects in Java Card
Once the Java Card RMI connection is created, the J2ME application can obtain an initial remote reference
object using getInitialReference. Using this reference, the application can invoke methods of an initial
remote object on the card and obtain other references to remote objects.

Communicating With Multiple Smart Card Applications
A J2ME application may connect and communicate with multiple smart card applications interchangeably. To
achieve this, the J2ME application can repeat the procedure mentioned above to create corresponding
connection objects.

Closing a JavaCardRMIConnection
A J2ME application can call javax.microedition.io.Connection.close() on the connection
object to terminate the connection and release the logical channel. The logical channel is free to be used by
other applications. If an application terminates without closing an open connection, the implementation
SHOULD perform the close operation automatically.

Exceptions that can be Thrown During Connection Establishment
A ConnectionNotFoundException is thrown in any of the following situations:

• In case of the null implementation

• If the card slot does not exist

• If the card is not inserted or powered on

• If the card application selection fails because the card application with the specified application identifier
does not exist or because the card application refused selection

If the J2ME application is not allowed to access the application with the specified application identifier, a
SecurityException is thrown.

If there is no logical channel available to establish a connection, an IOException must be thrown.

If initial remote reference object can not be created,  a RemoteException must be thrown.

If a card is removed after the connection is established and then re-inserted, the J2ME application must re-
establish the connection and get a new connection object. Any attempts to invoke a remote method using the
connection object created before removal of the card results in a RemoteException being thrown.

BNF Format for the Connector.open() string
The URI MUST conform to the BNF syntax specified below. If the URI does not conform to this syntax, an
IllegalArgumentException is thrown.

<JCRMI_connection_string> ::= “jcrmi:”< cardApplicationAddress>

<cardApplicationAddress> ::= [slot];<AID_string>

<slot> ::= smart card slot. (optional. Hexadecimal number
identifying the smart card slot. Default slot assumed if
left empty)

<AID_string> ::= “AID=”<AID>
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Description
Smart Card Slot Discovery Mechanism
J2ME devices may support a variable number of security elements (usually smart card slots). Some security
elements are permanently attached to the device (e.g. a soldered chip), others are removable. The removable
security elements may be cold-swappable, requiring the battery to be removed before the security element can
be exchanged. Other removable security elements can be inserted and removed while the system is running. (e.
g. a hot-swappable smart card reader).

A system property is defined to indicate the names of the smart card slots. The property can be queried through
the System.getProperty() method using the key microedition.smartcardslots. The value returned is a
comma-separated list of the smart card slots which can be used in the Connector.open() string to identify
the specific smart card slot. In case of the null implementation the value of the system property
microedition.smartcardslots MUST be empty string (“”).

If the platform includes a UICC, it MUST be in slot 0.

The logical slot names include the slot number and a descriptor indicating the type of the slot. For cold-
swappable slots the letter ’C’ is appended to the slot number. For hot-swappable slots the letter ’H’ is appended
to the slot number. The slot descriptors (the letter ’C’ and ’H’ appended to the slot number) cannot be passed as
part of the URI to open a connection to the smart card application. The J2ME application MUST remove the
descriptor from the logical slot name and only use the slot number in URI to identify the specific smart card
slot.

A typical configuration for a cold-swappable UICC and a hot-swappable removable card would be:

microedition.smartcardslots: 0C,1H

Example
The following example shows how a JavaCardRMIConnection can be used to access a smart card
application.

try {
JavaCardRMIConnection connection = (JavaCardRMIConnection)

Connector.open(“jcrmi:0;AID=A0.0.0.67.4.7.1F.3.2C.3”);
Counter counter = (Counter) connection.getInitialReference();
...
currentValue = counter.add(50);
...
connection.close();

} catch (Exception e) {
...

}

Note regarding PIN-related methods
A platform should implement the PIN entry UI in such a way that:

• The UI is distinguishable from a UI generated by external sources (for example J2ME applications)

• External sources are not able to retrieve or insert PIN data

<AID> ::= <5 - 16 bytes>
An AID (Application Identifier) uniquely identifies a
smart card application. It is represented by 5 to 16
hexadecimal bytes where each byte value is seperated
by a “.”.
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PINENTRY_CANCELLED
• If the static access control mechanism is implemented, the PIN related methods MUST be implemented as
specified in the static access control mechanism. For further details see Appendix A (Recommended
Security Element Access Control).

Fields

PINENTRY_CANCELLED

Declaration:
public static final short PINENTRY_CANCELLED

Description:
This status is returned to the calling J2ME application if the operation for PIN verification/change/disable/
enable/unblock was not successful because the user cancelled the PIN entry request.

Methods

changePin(int)

Declaration:
public short changePin(int pinID)

throws RemoteException

Description:
A call to the changePin method pops up a UI that requests the user for an old or existing PIN value and
the new PIN value to change the value of the PIN. The pinID field indicates which PIN is to be changed.
The user can either cancel the request or continue. If the user enters the PIN values and chooses to continue
the implementation is responsible for presenting the old and new values of the PIN to the card. If padding is
required for the PIN, the implementation is responsible for providing appropriate padding.

Parameters:
pinID - The ID of PIN the implementation is suppose to prompt the user to change

Returns: PINENTRY_CANCELLED If the user cancelled the PIN entry request or the value returned by
the remote method

Throws:
java.rmi.RemoteException - If the PIN could not be communicated to the card or an exception
is thrown by the card in response to the PIN entry

java.lang.SecurityException - If the J2ME application does not have appropriate rights to
ask for changing the PIN value

java.lang.UnsupportedOperationException - If the implementation does not support
this method

disablePin(int)

Declaration:
public short disablePin(int pinID)

throws RemoteException
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enablePin(int)
Description:
A call to the disablePin method pops up a UI that requests the user to enter the value for the PIN that is
to be disabled. The pinID field indicates which PIN is to be disabled. The user can either cancel the
request or continue. If the user enters the PIN and chooses to continue the implementation is responsible for
presenting the PIN value to the card to disable PIN. If padding is required for the PIN, the implementation
is responsible for providing appropriate padding.

Parameters:
pinID - The ID of PIN the implementation is required to prompt  the user to enter

Returns: PINENTRY_CANCELLED If the user cancelled the PIN entry request or the value returned by
the remote method

Throws:
java.rmi.RemoteException - If the PIN could not be communicated to the card or an exception
is thrown by the card in response to the PIN entry

java.lang.SecurityException - If the J2ME application does not have appropriate rights to
ask for disabling the PIN

java.lang.UnsupportedOperationException - If the implementation does not support
this method

enablePin(int)

Declaration:
public short enablePin(int pinID)

throws RemoteException

Description:
A call to the enablePin method pops up a UI that requests the user to enter the value for the PIN that is
to be enabled. The pinID field indicates which PIN is to be enabled. The user can either cancel the request
or continue. If the user enters the PIN and chooses to continue the implementation is responsible for
presenting the PIN value to the card for enabling the PIN. If padding is required for the PIN, the
implementation is responsible for providing appropriate padding.

Parameters:
pinID - The ID of PIN the implementation is required to prompt  the user to enter

Returns: PINENTRY_CANCELLED If the user cancelled the PIN entry request or the value returned by
the remote method

Throws:
java.rmi.RemoteException - If the PIN could not be communicated to the card or an exception
is thrown by the card in response to the PIN entry

java.lang.SecurityException - If the J2ME application does not have appropriate rights to
ask for enabling the PIN

java.lang.UnsupportedOperationException - If the implementation does not support
this method

enterPin(int)

Declaration:
public short enterPin(int pinID)

throws RemoteException
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getInitialReference()
Description:
A call to the enterPin method pops up a UI that requests the PIN from the user. The pinID field
indicates which PIN must be requested from the user. The user can either cancel the request or continue. If
the user enters the PIN and chooses to continue, The implementation is responsible for presenting the PIN
entered by the user to the card for verification. If padding is required for the PIN, the implementation is
responsible for providing appropriate padding.

Parameters:
pinID - The ID of PIN the implementation is suppose to prompt the user to enter

Returns: PINENTRY_CANCELLED If the user cancelled the PIN entry request or the value returned by
the remote method

Throws:
java.rmi.RemoteException - If the PIN could not be communicated to the card or an exception
is thrown by the card in response to the PIN entry

java.lang.SecurityException - If the J2ME application does not have appropriate rights to
ask for PIN verification.

java.lang.UnsupportedOperationException - If the implementation does not support
this method.

getInitialReference()

Declaration:
public java.rmi.Remote getInitialReference()

Description:
Returns the stub object for an initial remote reference.

Returns: the initial remote reference

unblockPin(int, int)

Declaration:
public short unblockPin(int blockedPinID, int unblockingPinID)

throws RemoteException

Description:
This is a high-level method that lets the J2ME application ask the user to enter the value for an unblocking
PIN, and the new value for the blocked PIN and send these to the card. A call to the unblockPin method
pops up a UI that requests the user to enter the value for the unblocking PIN and the new value for the
blocked PIN. The unblockingPinID field indicates which unblocking PIN is to be used to unblock the
blocked PIN which is indicated by the field blockedPinID. The user can either cancel the request or
continue. If the user enters the PIN values and chooses to continue, the implementation is responsible for
presenting the PIN values to the card for unblocking the blocked PIN. If padding is required for either of the
PIN values, the implementation is responsible for providing appropriate padding.

Parameters:
blockedPinID - The ID of the PIN that is to be unblocked

unblockingPinID - The ID of the unblocking PIN

Returns: PINENTRY_CANCELLED If the user cancelled the PIN entry request or the value returned by
the remote method
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Throws:
java.rmi.RemoteException - If the PIN could not be communicated to the card or an exception
is thrown by the card in response to the PIN entry

java.lang.SecurityException - If the J2ME application does not have appropriate rights to
ask for unblocking the PIN

java.lang.UnsupportedOperationException - If the implementation does not support
this method
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Declaration
javax.microedition.jcrmi

RemoteRef
Declaration
public interface RemoteRef

Description
The interface RemoteRef represents the handle for a remote object. Each stub contains an instance of
RemoteRef. RemoteRef contains the concrete representation of a reference. This remote reference is used
to carry out remote calls on the remote object for which it is a reference.

Methods

invoke(String, Object[])

Declaration:
public java.lang.Object invoke(java.lang.String method, java.lang.Object[] params)

throws Exception

Description:
Invokes a remote method.

A remote method invocation consists of three steps:

1. Marshall the representation for the method and parameters.

2. Communicate the method invocation to the host and unmarshall the return value or exception returned.

3. Return the result of the method invocation to the caller.

The remote method invoked on the card can throw an exception to signal that an unexpected condition has
been detected.

If the exception thrown on the card is an exception defined in the Java Card 2.2 API, then the same
exception is thrown to the stub method. The client can access the reason code associated with Java Card-
specific exceptions using the standard getReason() method.

If the exception thrown on the card is a subclass of an exception defined in the Java Card 2.2 API, then the
closest exception defined in the API (along with the reason code, if applicable) is thrown to the stub
method. The detail message string of the exception object may indicate that exception subclass was thrown
on the card.

Apart from the exceptions thrown by the remote method itself, errors during communication, marshalling,
protocol handling, unmarshalling, stub object instantiation, and so on, related to the JCRMI method
invocation, results in a RemoteException being thrown to the stub method.

Parameters:
methOD - The simple (not fully qualified) name of the method followed by the method descriptor. The
representation of a method descriptor is the same as that described in The Java Virtual Machine
Specification (section 4.3.3)

params - The parameter list
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remoteEquals(RemoteRef)
Returns: Result of remote method invocation

Throws:
java.lang.Exception - If any exception occurs during the remote method invocation

remoteEquals(RemoteRef)

Declaration:
public boolean remoteEquals(javax.microedition.jcrmi.RemoteRef obj)

Description:
Compares two remote references. Two remote references are equal if they refer to the same remote object.

Parameters:
obj - The Object to compare with

Returns: true if these Objects are equal; false otherwise

remoteHashCode()

Declaration:
public int remoteHashCode()

Description:
Returns a hashcode for a remote object. Two remote object stubs that refer to the same remote object will
have the same hash code.

Returns: The remote object hashcode
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Declaration
javax.microedition.jcrmi

RemoteStub
Declaration
public class RemoteStub

java.lang.Object
|
+--javax.microedition.jcrmi.RemoteStub

Description
The RemoteStub class is the common superclass for stubs of remote objects.

Fields

ref

Declaration:
protected javax.microedition.jcrmi.RemoteRef ref

Description:
The remote reference associated with this stub object.  The stub uses this reference to perform a remote
method call.

Constructors

RemoteStub()

Declaration:
public RemoteStub()

Description:
Constructs a RemoteStub.

Methods

equals(Object)

Declaration:
public boolean equals(java.lang.Object obj)

Description:
Compares two remote objects for equality. Two remote objects are equal if their remote references are non-
null and equal.

Overrides: equals in class Object
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hashCode()
Parameters:
obj - The Object to compare with

Returns: true if these Objects are equal; false otherwise

hashCode()

Declaration:
public int hashCode()

Description:
Returns a hashcode for a remote object. Two remote object stubs that refer to the same remote object will
have the same hash code.

Overrides: hashCode in class Object

Returns: Remote object hashcode

setRef(RemoteRef)

Declaration:
public void setRef(javax.microedition.jcrmi.RemoteRef ref)

Description:
Sets the remote reference associated with this stub object.

Parameters:
ref - The remote reference
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Package

javax.microedition.pki
Description
This package defines classes to support basic user certificate management.

Since: SATSA1.0

Class Summary

Classes

UserCredentialManager This class provides functionality for user credential management, which includes
creating certificate signing requests, adding user credentials, and removing credentials
that may be used to generate digital signatures as specified in the
CMSMessageSignatureService class.

Exceptions

UserCredentialManagerE
xception

This class is used to identify error conditions in the management of the user certificate
store.
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Declaration
javax.microedition.pki

UserCredentialManager
Declaration
public final class UserCredentialManager

java.lang.Object
|
+--javax.microedition.pki.UserCredentialManager

Description
This class provides functionality for user credential management, which includes creating certificate signing
requests, adding user credentials, and removing credentials that may be used to generate digital signatures as
specified in the CMSMessageSignatureService class. The initial version of credential management
supports X.509 version 3 Certificates and URIs that resolve to X.509 Certificates.

In a public key cryptographic system, a user has two distinct keys. One key is kept private while the other is
made public. There are a number of public key cryptographic systems, some of which may be used for the
creation of digital signatures (for example, DSA), while others can be used for encryption (for example, Rabin).
Some systems may be used for both encryption and digital signatures (for example, RSA). Generally the private
key, which is only known to the user, is used to generate a signature or to decrypt a message. The public key, as
can be deduced from the name, is public knowledge and is used to verify the user’s signature or to encrypt
information intended for the user.

When selecting a public key to encrypt a message or verify a digital signature, it is important to be able to link
the public key either 1to the user for which the encrypted message is intended or to the user that generated the
signature. Public key infrastructure (PKI) provides a mechanism for binding an identity to a public key. The
binding is expressed in a data structure known as a certificate. The X.509 certificate format is one of the most
widely adopted certificate formats. X.509 certificates generally contain at least the following information:

• An X.500 name that can potentially be linked to the identity of the user.

• The public key associated with the X.500 name.

• A validity period for the certificate (Not Before and Not After).

• Information on the certificate issuer (an X.500 name for the issuer and a serial number). This uniquely
identifies a certificate in a PKI.

The certificate may contain additional information. The certificate itself is signed by the certificate issuer. The
certificate issuer is usually referred to as a Certificate Authority (CA).

The process that a CA follows before issuing a certificate is governed by the certification practice statement
(CPS) of the CA. This usually involves both technical and non-technical steps that need to be completed before
a certificate is issued. Technical steps include obtaining the public key that must be certified, verifying that the
user is in possession of the corresponding private key, and returning the certificate or a reference to the
certificate once it is issued. Non-technical steps include the processes followed to establish the certificate
requesters identity. Upon completion of the technical and non-technical steps of the registration process, the
user is said to be enrolled into the PKI.

The purpose of this class is to provide the technical building blocks required to enroll a user in a PKI. This will
allow a user to obtain a certificate that can be used in conjunction with the sign and authenticate
methods in the  javax.microedition.securityservice.CMSMessageSignatureService
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Example
class. This can also be used for renewing and deleting certificates once they have expired. With this package it is
possible to:

• Obtain a certificate signing request that can be sent to a PKI.

• Add a certificate or certificate URI to a certificate store.

• Remove a certificate or certificate URI from a certificate store.

Example
// Parameters for certificate request message.
String nameInfo = new String(“CN=User Name”);
byte[] enrollmentRequest = null;
int keyLength = 1024;
// User friendly names and prompts.
String securityElementID = new String(“Bank XYZ”);
String securityElementPrompt = new String

(“Please insert bank XYZ security element before proceeding”);
String friendlyName = new String(“My Credential”);
// Certificate chain and URI from registration response.
byte[] pkiPath;
String uri;

// Obtain a certificate enrollment request message.
try {

enrollmentRequest = UserCredentialManager.generateCSR
(nameInfo, UserCredentialManager.ALGORITHM_RSA, keyLength,
UserCredentialManager.KEY_USAGE_NON_REPUDIATION,
securityElementID, securityElementPrompt, false);

// Send it to a registration server.
...

// Assign values for pkipath and certificate uri
// from the registration response.
...

// Store the certificate on the security element.
UserCredentialManager.addCredential(friendlyName,

pkiPath, uri);
} catch (IllegalArgumentException iae) {

iae.printStackTrace();
} catch (NullPointerException npe) {

npe.printStackTrace();
} catch (CMSMessageSignatureServiceException cmse) {

cmse.printStackTrace();
} catch (UserCredentialManagerException pkie) {

pkie.printStackTrace();
}

Note regarding UI implementations
User prompts and notifications should be implemented in such a way that:

• The UI is distinguishable from a UI generated by external sources (for example J2ME applications).

• External sources are not able to modify the data presented to the user.

• External sources are not able to retrieve the PIN data.
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ALGORITHM_DSA
Fields

ALGORITHM_DSA

Declaration:
public static final java.lang.String ALGORITHM_DSA

Description:
Algorithm identifier for a DSA signature key. This is the String representation of the OID identifying a
DSA signature key.

ALGORITHM_RSA

Declaration:
public static final java.lang.String ALGORITHM_RSA

Description:
Algorithm identifier for an RSA signature key. This is the String representation of the OID identifying
the RSA algorithm.

KEY_USAGE_AUTHENTICATION

Declaration:
public static final int KEY_USAGE_AUTHENTICATION

Description:
Indicates a key used for authentication.

KEY_USAGE_NON_REPUDIATION

Declaration:
public static final int KEY_USAGE_NON_REPUDIATION

Description:
Indicates a key used for digital signatures.

Methods

addCredential(String, byte[], String)

Declaration:
public static boolean addCredential(java.lang.String certDisplayName, byte[] pkiPath,

java.lang.String uri)

throws UserCredentialManagerException

Description:
Adds a user certificate or certificate URI to a certificate store.

A credential is registered using an ordered sequence of certificates, called a PKI Path. The PKI Path is
defined in ITU-T RECOMMENDATION X.509 (2000) | ISO/IEC 9594-8:2001, Technical Corrigendum 1
(DTC 2) and is used by the J2SE CertPath Encodings (http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4.1/docs/guide/security/
certpath/CertPathProgGuide.html#AppA).

PkiPath: an ASN.1 DER encoded sequence of certificates, defined as follows:
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addCredential(String, byte[], String)
PkiPath ::= SEQUENCE OF Certificate

Within the sequence, the order of certificates is such that the subject of the first certificate is the issuer of the
second certificate, etc. Each certificate in PkiPath shall be unique. No certificate may appear more than
once in a value of Certificate in PkiPath. The last certificate is the end entity user certificate.

The use of the certificate URI is platform dependent. Some platforms may not store the user certificate, but
may instead keep a copy of the URI. If only the URI is retained instead of the certificates included in the
PkiPath, the implementation MUST parse the user certificate in the pkiPath to obtain relevant
information such as the issuing CA name, the user certificate serial number, the public key, and user
distinguished name. Some of these fields may be required by the underlying security element. The
certificate URI parameter can be null in deployments where off device access to certificate storage is not
supported.

Some platforms MAY store the credential information with a specific security element, while other
platforms MAY have a central repository for credentials. It is platform dependent where the information is
maintained.

Storing the requested credential must be confirmed by the user. The implementation must display the user
friendly name of the certificate or the certificate URL. The user should have the option to view the detailed
information of the credential, such as the certificate issuer, certificate subject, and certificate validity period.
This method returns false if the user cancels the request to add the credential.

Authorization to store the requested credential is also subject to the policy of the underlying security
element or the platform. If user authorization is required through the entry of a PIN, the implementation of
this method is responsible for collecting the PIN from the user. Incorrect PIN entry is handled by the
implementation. The number of retries following an incorrect PIN entry is governed by the policy of the
security element or the platform. If the PIN is blocked due to an excessive number of incorrect PIN entries,
the implementation must throw a SecurityException exception.

If the requested certificate can not be stored, a UserCredentialManagerException is thrown and
the getReason method MUST return CREDENTIAL_NOT_SAVED.

Parameters:
certDisplayName - The user friendly name associated with the certificate. If
certDisplayName is null or an empty string an IllegalArgumentException is thrown.
Applications MUST use unique user friendly names to make selection easier. If the
certDisplayName is already registered, an IllegalArgumentException is thrown.

pkiPath - The DER encoded PKIPath containing user certificate and certificate authority
certificates. If pkiPath is null or incorrectly formatted an IllegalArgumentException is
thrown. If pkiPath is already registered, an IllegalArgumentException is thrown.

uri - A URI that resolves to a X.509v3 certificate. The uri can be null.

Returns: false If the operation to add the credential was cancelled by the user before completion.

Throws:
java.lang.IllegalArgumentException - If parameters are not valid

UserCredentialManagerException - If an error occurs while adding a user credential

java.lang.SecurityException - If the caller is not authorized to add to the user certificate
store
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generateCSR(String, String, int, int, String, String, boolean)
generateCSR(String, String, int, int, String, String, boolean)

Declaration:
public static byte[] generateCSR(java.lang.String nameInfo, java.lang.String algorithm,

int keyLen, int keyUsage, java.lang.String securityElementID, java.lang.

String securityElementPrompt, boolean forceKeyGen)

throws UserCredentialManagerException, CMSMessageSignatureServiceException

Description:
Creates a DER encoded PKCS#10 certificate enrollment request.

The implementation uses the securityElementID and the securityElementPrompt to choose
an appropriate security element. If an appropriate security element cannot be found, a
UserCredentialManagerException is thrown and the getReason method MUST return
SE_NOT_FOUND. The implementation MUST use the algorithm, keyLen, and keyUsage
parameters to select a specific key to use in signing the certificate request. If the algorithm is not supported
or the specific key parameters can not be fulfilled, then a UserCredentialManagerException
MUST be thrown and the getReason method MUST return SE_NO_KEYS.

If the platform can select a security element and the security element contains multiple keys, it is up to the
platform to select an appropriate key (when key generation is not forced). If a key is found that is not yet
associated with a user certificate or a user certificate request, the platform MUST select such a key in
preference to keys that are already associated with a user certificate or certificate request. If all keys are
associated with a certificate or a certificate request, the implementation MUST select the key associated
with a certificate request in preference to keys that are associated with a certificate. If all keys are already
associated with a user certificate and key generation was not forced, the platform MAY select one of the
existing keys for inclusion in the certificate signing request, depending on the security element policy.

The application requests key generation by setting the forceKeyGen flag. If a key is requested of a
security element that is not capable of key generation, a UserCredentialManagerException
MUST be thrown and the getReason method MUST return SE_NO_KEYGEN. If the key can not be
generated with the requested key parameters, a UserCredentialManagerException MUST be
thrown and the getReason method MUST return SE_NO_KEYS. If the security element requires the user
to specify a new PIN that is used to protect the keys to be generated, the implementation of this method is
responsible for collecting the new PIN from the user.

If a security element is found, but it contains no keys that can be used, then a
UserCredentialManagerExceptionMUST be thrown and the getReasonmethod MUST return
SE_NO_KEYS. If a security element is found, but all available keys have been associated with certificates
and if the platform does not allow selection of keys already associated with certificates, then a
UserCredentialManagerExceptionMUST be thrown and the getReasonmethod MUST return
SE_NO_UNASSOCIATED_KEYS.

If a security element can be selected and an appropriate key is available (either generated or already
existing) the certification request is generated and formatted. The certification request is formatted as a
PKCS#10 certificate request. The request may contain additional attributes.

See “X.690 - Information technology - ASN.1 encoding rules: Specification of Basic Encoding Rules
(BER), Canonical Encoding Rules (CER) and Distinguished Encoding Rules (DER)” at http://www.itu.int/
ITU-T/studygroups/com17/languages/  (http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/studygroups/com17/languages/) for
details about ASN.1 encoding rules.

Generation of the certificate enrollment request and the key pair must be confirmed by the user. The user
should have the option to view the detailed information of the key used in signing the certificate request,
such as the key usage, key length, public key algorithm. This method returns null if the user cancels the
certificate enrollment request.
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Authorization to generate certificate enrollment request is also subject to the policy of the underlying
security element. If user authorization is required through the entry of PIN, the implementation of this
method is responsible for collecting the PIN from the user. Incorrect PIN entry is handled by the
implementation. The number of retries following incorrect PIN entry is governed by the security element
policy. If the PIN is blocked due to an excessive number of incorrect PIN entries, the implementation must
throw a SecurityException exception.

Parameters:
nameInfo - The distinguished name to be included in the PKCS#10 certificate signing request. The
distinguished name MUST follow the encoding rules of RFC2253 (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2253.txt).
If null is passed as the parameter value, it is up to the implementation to choose an appropriate
distinguished name (for example, the WIM serial number). If nameInfo is empty or not formatted
according RFC2253 an IllegalArgumentException is thrown.

algorithm - The Object Identifier (OID) for the public key algorithm to use. (see RFC 1778 (http://
www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1778.txt)) The static variables UserCredentialManager.
ALGORITHM_RSA and UserCredentialManager.ALGORITHM_DSA may be used to indicate
either RSA or DSA signature keys. If algorithm is empty or not formatted according RFC1778 an
IllegalArgumentException is thrown. If the requested algorithm is not supported on the
platform then a UserCredentialManagerException MUST be thrown and the getReason
method MUST return SE_NO_KEYS.

keyLen - The key length (typically 1024 for RSA). If keyLen is incorrect an
IllegalArgumentException is thrown.

keyUsage - The functionality for which the key is marked inside the security element. This may be
one of UserCredentialManager.KEY_USAGE_AUTHENTICATION or
UserCredentialManager.KEY_USAGE_NON_REPUDIATION. If keyUsage is incorrect an
IllegalArgumentException is thrown.

securityElementID - Identifies the security element on which the key resides or will be
generated. If this parameter is null the implementation MUST choose the first available security
element that meets the specified requirements. If no appropriate security element is found, the
securityElementPrompt parameter MUST be used to guide the user on selecting the correct
security element. If no security element can be selected, a UserCredentialManagerException
is thrown and the getReason method MUST return SE_NOT_FOUND.

securityElementPrompt - Guides a user to insert the correct security element, if the suitable
security element is removable and not detected. If this parameter is set to null, a user prompt is not
used to guide the user to select an appropriate security element.

forceKeyGen - If set to true a new key MUST be generated. If the security element does not
support key generation it MUST throw an UserCredentialManagerException and the
getReason method MUST return a SE_NO_KEYGEN error code. If set to false no key generation
is required and an existing key may be used.

Returns: DER encoded PKCS#10 certificate enrollment request, or null if the certificate enrollment
request was cancelled by the user before completion.

Throws:
java.lang.IllegalArgumentException - If the parameters are not valid

UserCredentialManagerException - If an error occurs while generating the certificate
request
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java.lang.SecurityException - If the caller is not authorized to access the user certificate
store

javax.microedition.securityservice.
CMSMessageSignatureServiceException - If an error occurs while signing the certificate
request

removeCredential(String, byte[], String, String)

Declaration:
public static boolean removeCredential(java.lang.String certDisplayName,

byte[] issuerAndSerialNumber, java.lang.String securityElementID, java.lang.

String securityElementPrompt)

throws UserCredentialManagerException

Description:
Removes a certificate or certificate URI from a certificate store.

Removal of the credential from the certificate store must be confirmed by the user. The implementation
must display the user friendly name of the certificate or the certificate URL. The user should have the
option to view the detailed information of the credential, such as the certificate issuer, certificate subject,
and certificate validity period. This method returns false if the user cancels the request to remove the
credential.

Authorization to remove the requested credential is also subject to the policy of the underlying security
element or the platform. If user authorization is required through the entry of PIN, the implementation of
this method is responsible for collecting the PIN from the user. Incorrect PIN entry is handled by the
implementation. The number of retries following incorrect PIN entry is governed by the policy of the
security element or the platform. If the PIN is blocked due to an excessive number of incorrect PIN entries,
the implementation must throw a SecurityException exception.

Parameters:
certDisplayName - The user friendly name associated with the certificate. If
certDisplayName is null or an empty string an IllegalArgumentException is thrown.

issuerAndSerialNumber - The DER encoded ASN.1 structure that contains the certificate issuer
and serial number as defined in RFC 3369 (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3369.txt). If
issuerAndSerialNumber is null or not properly formatted according to RFC3369 an
IllegalArgumentException is thrown. If the requested certificate is not found, a
UserCredentialManagerException is thrown and the getReason method MUST return
CREDENTIAL_NOT_FOUND.

securityElementID - Identifies the security element on which the key resides. If this parameter is
null the implementation MUST choose the first available security element that meets the specified
requirements. If no appropriate security element is found, the securityElementPrompt
parameter MUST be used to guide the user on selecting the correct security element. If no security
element can be selected, a UserCredentialManagerException is thrown and the
getReason method MUST return SE_NOT_FOUND.

securityElementPrompt - Guides the user to insert the correct security element if the security
element is removable and not detected.  If this parameter is set to null, no information regarding
which security element to use is displayed to the user.

Returns: false If the operation to remove the credential was cancelled by the user before completion.

Throws:
java.lang.IllegalArgumentException - If the parameters are not valid
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removeCredential(String, byte[], String, String)
UserCredentialManagerException - If an error occurs while removing the credential

java.lang.SecurityException - If the caller is not authorized to remove from the user
certificate store
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Declaration
javax.microedition.pki

UserCredentialManagerException
Declaration
public final class UserCredentialManagerException extends java.lang.Exception

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--javax.microedition.pki.UserCredentialManagerException

Description
This class is used to identify error conditions in the management of the user certificate store. Thrown by the
CMSMessageSignatureService and UserCredentialManager classes.

Fields

CREDENTIAL_NOT_FOUND

Declaration:
public static final byte CREDENTIAL_NOT_FOUND

Description:
Code returned if an appropriate certificate can not be found.

CREDENTIAL_NOT_SAVED

Declaration:
public static final byte CREDENTIAL_NOT_SAVED

Description:
Code returned if a credential can not be added. For example, it is returned if there is insufficient memory to
add additional credentials

SE_NO_KEYGEN

Declaration:
public static final byte SE_NO_KEYGEN

Description:
Code returned if a security element does not support key generation.

SE_NO_KEYS

Declaration:
public static final byte SE_NO_KEYS

Description:
Code returned if a security element does not have keys available for certificate requests.
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SE_NO_UNASSOCIATED_KEYS
SE_NO_UNASSOCIATED_KEYS

Declaration:
public static final byte SE_NO_UNASSOCIATED_KEYS

Description:
Code returned if a security element does not have any keys available that are not already associated with a
certificate, and if the platform does not allow reuse of keys that are associated with an existing certificate.

SE_NOT_FOUND

Declaration:
public static final byte SE_NOT_FOUND

Description:
Code returned if an appropriate security element can not be found.

Constructors

UserCredentialManagerException(byte)

Declaration:
public UserCredentialManagerException(byte code)

Description:
Construct an exception with specific reason code.

Parameters:
code - The code for the error condition

Methods

getReason()

Declaration:
public byte getReason()

Description:
Gets the reason code.

Returns: The code for the error condition
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getReason()
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Package

javax.microedition.securityservice
Description
This package defines classes to generate application-level digital signatures that conform to the Cryptographic
Message Syntax (CMS) format.

Since: SATSA1.0

Class Summary

Classes

CMSMessageSignatureSer
vice

Provides signature services for cryptographic messages.

Exceptions

CMSMessageSignatureSer
viceException

This class is used to identify error conditions detected while signing messages.
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Declaration
javax.microedition.securityservice

CMSMessageSignatureService
Declaration
public final class CMSMessageSignatureService

java.lang.Object
|
+--javax.microedition.securityservice.CMSMessageSignatureService

Description
Provides signature services for cryptographic messages.

Cryptographic operations are frequently required to realize authentication, authorization, integrity, and privacy
services. These services may be provided at various layers (for example, communication layer, application
layer, and so on). These services form critical security components of larger systems and services such as e-
commerce, e-government, or corporate applications. The layer at which these services are used are governed by
the security requirements of the system and the policies used to formulate those requirements.

The services of authentication and authorization are often delivered through the use of digital signatures. For a
digital signature to be useful, it must be possible to determine what was signed, which algorithms were used,
and who generated the signature. Additional9 information may be included. The combination of this
information into a single construct is referred to as a formatted digital signature.

A formatted digital signature is well suited to deliver the services of authentication, authorization, and integrity
of information at the application layer within numerous systems. The generation of a formatted digital signature
involves the use of multiple cryptographic operations including random number generation, hash generation,
and the application of a suitable signature algorithm. The cryptographic operations are often performed on a
security element that is trusted for secure storage of cryptographic keys and secure computation of
cryptographic operations. The result of these cryptographic operations is combined with information such as the
user’s identity and the data on which the cryptographic operations are performed. This is then combined and
presented in a specific format that is expressed in ASN.1 or XML. The result is referred to as a formatted digital
signature. Examples of formatted digital signatures include PKCS#7, CMS, and XML Digital Signature. This
class supports signature messages that conform to the Cryptographic Message Syntax format as specified in
RFC 2630 (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2630.txt) with enhanced security services for RFC 2634 (http://www.ietf.
org/rfc/rfc2634.txt).

The complexity of generating a formatted digital signature is reduced through the use of a high-level interface.
The implementation is responsible for identifying and managing the appropriate security elements, requesting
the required cryptographic operations from the system and security element, as well as performing the
appropriate formatting of the results. The advantages of this interface is twofold. First, the complexity of
generating a formatted digital signature is removed from the application developer. Second, the size of the
implementation can be drastically reduced, removing the need for separate packages to access and manage
security elements, perform specific cryptographic operations, and formatting the results appropriately.

This class provides a compact and high-level cryptographic interface that utilizes security elements available on
a J2ME device.

In this version of the interface, signature generation is defined for authentication and authorization purposes.
The sign and authenticate methods return CMS-formatted signatures. The signed message can be
constructed with content included (opaque signature) or without the content (detached signature).
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Example Code
For the purpose of this interface, a security element is a device or part of a device that is trusted to provide
secure storage of user credentials and certificates as well as cryptographic keys. In addition, such a device is
trusted to perform secure computation involving the cryptographic keys that are securely stored on the device. If
a requested security element can not be found, a UserCredentialManagerException is thrown and the
getReason method MUST return UserCredentialManagerException.SE_NOT_FOUND.

A device may have multiple security elements. The security elements may be removable. Public information
such as the user credential and a reference to the corresponding security element may be cached on the J2ME
device.

Authorization of the use of a key in a security element is governed by the policy of the security element (for
example, no authorization required, PIN entry required, biometric required, and so on).

Cryptographic keys may be marked for different purposes, such as non-repudiation or authentication. The
implementation honors the key usage defined by a security element.

This class honors the key usage policy defined by the security element by splitting the generation of formatted
digital signatures between two methods, namely the sign and authenticate methods. The sign method
is associated with keys marked for digital signature and non-repudiation. The authenticate method is
associated with keys marked for digital signature only, or digital signature and a key usage apart from non-
repudiation (such as authentication).

These two methods, apart from being associated with a specific key usage, also have distinct behavior regarding
user interaction. The sign method always displays the text that is about to be signed. The authenticate
method is overloaded and does not display the data that is about to be signed, if that data is passed as a byte
array. If the data that is about to be signed is passed as a String, it is always displayed.

The sign method should be used for higher-value transactions and authorizations while the authenticate
method should be used whenever a digital signature is required to authenticate a user.

Example Code
This is an example of how this interface may be used to generate a formatted digital signature used for
authentication or non-repudiation purposes.

String caName = new String(“cn=ca_name,ou=ou_name,o=org_name,c=ie”);
String[] caNames = new String[1];
String stringToSign = new String(“JSR 177 Approved”);
String userPrompt = new String(“Please insert the security element ”

+ “issued by bank ABC”
+ “for the application XYZ.”);

byte[] byteArrayToSign = new byte[8];
byte[] authSignature;
byte[] signSignature;
caNames[0] = caName;
try {

// Generate a formatted authentication signature that includes the
// content that was signed in addition to the certificate.
// Selection of the key is implicit in selection of the certificate,
// which is selected through the caNames parameter.
// If the appropriate key is not found in any of the security
// elements present in the device, the implementation may guide
// the user to insert an alternative security element using
// the securityElementPrompt parameter.
authSignature = CMSMessageSignatureService.authenticate(

byteArrayToSign,
CMSMessageSignatureService.SIG_INCLUDE_CERTIFICATE
|CMSMessageSignatureService.SIG_INCLUDE_CONTENT,
caNames, userPrompt);

// Generate a formatted signature that includes the
// content that was signed in addition to the certificate.
// Selection of the key is implicit in selection of the certificate,
// which is selected through the caNames parameter.
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Note regarding UI implementations
// If the appropriate key is not found in any of the
// security elements present in the device, the implementation
// may guide the user to insert an alternative
// security element using the securityElementPrompt parameter.
signSignature = CMSMessageSignatureService.sign(

stringToSign,
CMSMessageSignatureService.SIG_INCLUDE_CERTIFICATE
|CMSMessageSignatureService.SIG_INCLUDE_CONTENT,
caNames, userPrompt);

} catch (IllegalArgumentException iae) {
// Perform error handling
iae.printStackTrace();

} catch (CMSMessageSignatureServiceException ce) {
if (ce.getReason() == ce.CRYPTO_FORMAT_ERROR) {

System.out.println(“Error formatting signature.”);
} else {

System.out.println(ce.getMessage());
}

}
...

Note regarding UI implementations
The user prompts and notifications should be implemented in such a way that:

• The UI is distinguishable from a UI generated by external sources (for example J2ME applications).

• External sources are not able to modify the data presented to the user.

• External sources are not able to retrieve the PIN data.

Fields

SIG_INCLUDE_CERTIFICATE

Declaration:
public static final int SIG_INCLUDE_CERTIFICATE

Description:
Includes the user certificate in the signature. If this option is specified and the certificate is not available, a
CMSMessageSignatureServiceException exception MUST be thrown and the getReason
method MUST return the CRYPTO_NO_CERTIFICATE error code.

SIG_INCLUDE_CONTENT

Declaration:
public static final int SIG_INCLUDE_CONTENT

Description:
Includes the content that was signed in the signature. If this option is specified and the sign and
authenticate methods do not support opaque signatures, a
CMSMessageSignatureServiceException exception MUST be thrown and the getReason
method MUST return the CRYPTO_NO_OPAQUE_SIG error code.
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authenticate(byte[], int, String[], String)
Methods

authenticate(byte[], int, String[], String)

Declaration:
public static byte[] authenticate(byte[] byteArrayToAuthenticate, int options, java.

lang.String[] caNames, java.lang.String securityElementPrompt)

throws CMSMessageSignatureServiceException, UserCredentialManagerException

Description:
Generates a signature that may be used for authentication purposes. If the authentication signature is
generated using public key technology, this method may be tied to key pairs marked for digital signature
and authentication operations. It is up to the implementation to search the available security elements for
relevant keys. Selection of the appropriate key is facilitated by the caNames parameter. If the appropriate
key is not found in any of the security elements present in the device, the implementation may guide the
user to insert an alternative security element using the securityElementPrompt parameter.

The implementation SHOULD display the user friendly name of the certificate or the certificate URI to the
user. If more than one certificate is found, the user SHOULD be presented with a list of certificate friendly
names. It is up to the user to select the appropriate certificate based on the certificate friendly name.

The signature format is controlled through the options parameter. If the options parameter is non-zero
and is not a valid combination of CMSMessageSignatureService.
SIG_INCLUDE_CERTIFICATE and CMSMessageSignatureService.
SIG_INCLUDE_CONTENT, an IllegalArgumentException exception MUST be thrown.

Authorization of the use of the private key to generate a signature is subject to the policy of the underlying
security element. If signature authorization is required through the entry of a PIN, the implementation of
this method is responsible for collecting the PIN from the user and presenting the PIN to the security
element. Incorrect PIN entry is handled by the implementation. The number of retries following incorrect
PIN entry is governed by the security element policy. If the PIN is blocked due to an excessive number of
incorrect PIN entries, the implementation MUST throw a SecurityException exception.

This method does not display the data that is about to be signed. The fact that a user is blindly signing
information introduces the risk of a man-in-the-middle attack. For this reason it is recommended that access
to this method is controlled using the standard access control mechanisms as defined by MIDP 2.0.

The signature format returned by this method MUST follow the CMS   (http://www.ietf.org/
rfc/rfc2630.txt) signature format as specified in RFC 2630.

Parameters:
byteArrayToAuthenticate - The byte array that is to be signed

options - The bitwise OR of the following options: CMSMessageSignatureService.
SIG_INCLUDE_CONTENT and CMSMessageSignatureService.
SIG_INCLUDE_CERTIFICATE. If the implementation does not support detached signatures
(signatures without the original content), the absence of the CMSMessageSignatureService.
SIG_INCLUDE_CONTENT option results in a CMSMessageSignatureServiceException
with a reason code of CRYPTO_NO_DETACHED_SIG. If the implementation does not support opaque
signatures and the CMSMessageSignatureService.SIG_INCLUDE_CONTENT option is
specified, a CMSMessageSignatureServiceException exception with a reason code of
CRYPTO_NO_OPAQUE_SIG MUST be thrown. If certificate URIs are used instead of certificates and
the CMSMessageSignatureService.SIG_INCLUDE_CERTIFICATE option is specified, a
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authenticate(String, int, String[], String)
CMSMessageSignatureServiceException exception with a reason code of
CRYPTO_NO_CERTIFICATE MUST be thrown.

caNames - An array of Strings that contain the distinguished names of certification authorities that
are trusted to issue certificates that may be used for authenticating a user. The distinguished name
MUST be formatted according to RFC 2253 (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2253.txt). If this parameter is
set to null or the array is empty, it is up to the implementation to interact with the user to select an
appropriate certificate that may be used for authentication. If an entry in the caNames array is null,
contains an empty String, or is not properly formatted according to RFC2253 an
IllegalArgumentException is thrown. If, for a given collection of caNames more than one
certificate is available, a list of available certificates that are currently valid (i.e. not expired) MUST be
displayed to the user for selection. The system clock MUST be used to determine the validity of
certificates.

securityElementPrompt - Guides a user to insert the correct security element if the security
element is removable and not detected. If this parameter is set to null no information regarding which
security element to use is displayed to the user. If there are no certificates that can be selected to
complete the operation a CMSMessageSignatureServiceException is thrown and the
getReason method MUST return the CRYPTO_NO_CERTIFICATE error code.

Returns: The DER encoded signature, null if the signature generation was cancelled by the user before
completion

Throws:
CMSMessageSignatureServiceException - If an error occurs during signature generation

java.lang.IllegalArgumentException - If the parameters are not valid

java.lang.SecurityException - If the caller is not authorized to generate authentication
messages

javax.microedition.pki.UserCredentialManagerException - if a security element
is not found

authenticate(String, int, String[], String)

Declaration:
public static byte[] authenticate(java.lang.String stringToAuthenticate, int options,

java.lang.String[] caNames, java.lang.String securityElementPrompt)

throws CMSMessageSignatureServiceException, UserCredentialManagerException

Description:
Generates a signature that may be used for authentication purposes. If the authentication signature is
generated using public key technology, this method may be tied to key pairs marked for digital signature
and authentication operations. It is up to the implementation to search the available security elements for
relevant keys. Selection of the appropriate key is facilitated by the caNames parameter. If the appropriate
key is not found in any of the security elements present in the device, the implementation may guide the
user to insert an alternative security element using the securityElementPrompt parameter.

The implementation MUST display the user friendly name of the certificate or the certificate URI to the
user. If more than one certificate is found, the user MUST be presented with a list of certificate friendly
names. It is up to the user to select the appropriate certificate based on the certificate friendly name.

The signature format is controlled through the options parameter. If the options parameter is non-zero
and is not a valid combination of CMSMessageSignatureService.
SIG_INCLUDE_CERTIFICATE and CMSMessageSignatureService.
SIG_INCLUDE_CONTENT, an IllegalArgumentException exception MUST be thrown.
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authenticate(String, int, String[], String)
Before requesting confirmation of the signature through a PIN or some other means, the implementation of
this method MUST display the stringToAuthenticate to the user.

Authorization to use a private key to generate a signature is subject to the policy of the underlying security
element. If signature authorization is required through the entry of a PIN, the implementation of this
method is responsible for collecting the PIN from the user and presenting the PIN to the security element.
Incorrect PIN entry is handled by the implementation. The number of retries following an incorrect PIN
entry is governed by the security element policy. If the PIN is blocked due to an excessive number of
incorrect PIN entries, the implementation MUST throw a SecurityException exception.

The signature MUST be generated on the UTF-8 encoding of the stringToAuthenticate.

The signature format returned by this method MUST follow the CMS   (http://www.ietf.org/
rfc/rfc2630.txt) signature format as specified in RFC 2630.

Parameters:
stringToAuthenticate - The string that is to be signed

options - The bitwise OR of the following options: CMSMessageSignatureService.
SIG_INCLUDE_CONTENT and CMSMessageSignatureService.
SIG_INCLUDE_CERTIFICATE. If the implementation does not support detached signatures
(signatures without the original content), the absence of the CMSMessageSignatureService.
SIG_INCLUDE_CONTENT option results in a CMSMessageSignatureServiceException
with a reason code of CRYPTO_NO_DETACHED_SIG. If the implementation does not support opaque
signatures and the CMSMessageSignatureService.SIG_INCLUDE_CONTENT option is
specified, a CMSMessageSignatureServiceException exception with a reason code of
CRYPTO_NO_OPAQUE_SIG MUST be thrown. If certificate URIs are used instead of certificates and
the CMSMessageSignatureService.SIG_INCLUDE_CERTIFICATE option is specified, a
CMSMessageSignatureServiceException exception with a reason code of
CRYPTO_NO_CERTIFICATE MUST be thrown.

caNames - An array of Strings that contain the distinguished names of certification authorities that
are trusted to issue certificates that may be used for authenticating a user. The distinguished name
MUST be formatted according to RFC 2253 (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2253.txt). If this parameter is
set to null or the array is empty, it is up to the implementation to interact with the user to select an
appropriate certificate that may be used for authentication. If an entry in the caNames array is null,
contains an empty String, or is not properly formatted according to RFC2253 an
IllegalArgumentException is thrown. If, for a given collection of caNames more than one
certificate is available, a list of available certificates that are currently valid (i.e. not expired) MUST be
displayed to the user for selection. The system clock MUST be used to determine the validity of
certificates.

securityElementPrompt - Guides a user to insert the correct security element, if the security
element is removable and not detected. If this parameter is set to null no information regarding which
security element to use is displayed to the user. If there are no certificates that can be selected to
complete the operation a CMSMessageSignatureServiceException is thrown and the
getReason method MUST return the CRYPTO_NO_CERTIFICATE error code.

Returns: The DER encoded signature, null, if the signature generation was cancelled by the user before
completion

Throws:
CMSMessageSignatureServiceException - If an error occurs during signature generation

java.lang.IllegalArgumentException - If the parameters are not valid
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sign(String, int, String[], String)
java.lang.SecurityException - If the caller is not authorized to generate authentication
messages

javax.microedition.pki.UserCredentialManagerException - If a security element
is not found

sign(String, int, String[], String)

Declaration:
public static byte[] sign(java.lang.String stringToSign, int options, java.lang.

String[] caNames, java.lang.String securityElementPrompt)

throws CMSMessageSignatureServiceException, UserCredentialManagerException

Description:
Generates a CMS signed message.

The signature may be generated using key pairs that are marked for non-repudiation. It is up to the
implementation to search the available security elements for relevant keys. Selection of the appropriate key
is facilitated by the caNames parameter. Only keys certified by the specified certificate authority are
eligible for key selection. If the appropriate key is not found in any of the security elements present in the
device, the implementation may guide the user to insert an alternative security element using the
securityElementPrompt parameter.

The implementation MUST display the user friendly name of the certificate or the certificate URI to the
user. If more than one certificate is found, the user MUST be presented with a list of certificate friendly
names. It is up to the user to select the appropriate certificate based on the certificate friendly name.

The signature format is controlled through the options parameter. If the options parameter is non-zero
and is not a valid combination of CMSMessageSignatureService.
SIG_INCLUDE_CERTIFICATE and CMSMessageSignatureService.
SIG_INCLUDE_CONTENT, an IllegalArgumentException exception MUST be thrown.

Before requesting confirmation of the signature through a PIN or some other means, the implementation of
this method MUST display the stringToSign to the user.

Authorization of the use of the private key to generate a signature is subject to the policy of the underlying
security element. If signature authorization is required through the entry of a PIN, the implementation of
this method is responsible for collecting the PIN from the user and presenting the PIN to the security
element. Incorrect PIN entry is handled by the implementation. The number of retries following incorrect
PIN entry is governed by the security element policy. If the PIN is blocked due to an excessive number of
incorrect PIN entries, the implementation MUST throw a SecurityException exception.

The signature MUST be generated on the UTF-8 encoding of the stringToSign.

The signature format returned by this method MUST follow the CMS   (http://www.ietf.org/
rfc/rfc2630.txt) signature format as specified in RFC2630.

Parameters:
stringToSign - The string that is to be signed

options - The bitwise OR of the following options: CMSMessageSignatureService.
SIG_INCLUDE_CONTENT and CMSMessageSignatureService.
SIG_INCLUDE_CERTIFICATE. If the implementation does not support detached signatures
(signatures without the original content), the absence of the CMSMessageSignatureService.
SIG_INCLUDE_CONTENT option results in a CMSMessageSignatureServiceException
with a reason code of CRYPTO_NO_DETACHED_SIG. If the implementation does not support opaque
signatures and the CMSMessageSignatureService.SIG_INCLUDE_CONTENT option is
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sign(String, int, String[], String)
specified, a CMSMessageSignatureServiceException exception with a reason code of
CRYPTO_NO_OPAQUE_SIG MUST be thrown. If certificate URIs are used instead of certificates and
the CMSMessageSignatureService.SIG_INCLUDE_CERTIFICATE option is specified, a
CMSMessageSignatureServiceException exception with a reason code of
CRYPTO_NO_CERTIFICATE MUST be thrown.

caNames - An array of Strings that contain the distinguished names of certification authorities that
are trusted to issue certificates that may be used for authenticating a user. The distinguished name
MUST be formatted according to RFC 2253 (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2253.txt). If this parameter is
set to null or the array is empty, it is up to the implementation to interact with the user to select an
appropriate certificate that may be used for digital signatures. If an entry in the caNames array is
null, contains an empty String, or is not properly formatted according to RFC2253 an
IllegalArgumentException is thrown. If, for a given collection of caNames more than one
certificate is available, a list of available certificates that are currently valid (i.e. not expired) MUST be
displayed to the user for selection. The system clock MUST be used to determine the validity of
certificates.

securityElementPrompt - Guides a user to insert the correct security element if the security
element is removable and not detected. If this parameter is set to null no information regarding which
security element to use is displayed to the user. If there are no certificates that can be selected to
complete the operation a CMSMessageSignatureServiceException is thrown and the
getReason method MUST return the CRYPTO_NO_CERTIFICATE error code.

Returns: The DER encoded signature, null, if the signature generation was cancelled by the user before
completion

Throws:
CMSMessageSignatureServiceException - If an error occurs during signature generation

java.lang.IllegalArgumentException - If the parameters are not valid

java.lang.SecurityException - If the caller is not authorized to sign messages

javax.microedition.pki.UserCredentialManagerException - If a security element
is not found
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Declaration
javax.microedition.securityservice

CMSMessageSignatureServiceExcepti
on
Declaration
public final class CMSMessageSignatureServiceException extends java.lang.Exception

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.lang.Throwable

|
+--java.lang.Exception

|
+--javax.microedition.securityservice.CMSMessageSignatureServiceException

Description
This class is used to identify error conditions detected while signing messages. Thrown by the
CMSMessageSignatureService and UserCredentialManager classes.

Fields

CRYPTO_FAILURE

Declaration:
public static final byte CRYPTO_FAILURE

Description:
Error code returned if a cyptographic error occured.

CRYPTO_FORMAT_ERROR

Declaration:
public static final byte CRYPTO_FORMAT_ERROR

Description:
Error code returned if an error occurs when formatting a result.

CRYPTO_NO_CERTIFICATE

Declaration:
public static final byte CRYPTO_NO_CERTIFICATE

Description:
Error code returned if a certificate is not available on the device for the selected public key.

CRYPTO_NO_DETACHED_SIG

Declaration:
public static final byte CRYPTO_NO_DETACHED_SIG
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CMSMessageSignatureServiceException
Description:
Error code returned if detached signatures are not supported.

CRYPTO_NO_OPAQUE_SIG

Declaration:
public static final byte CRYPTO_NO_OPAQUE_SIG

Description:
Error code returned if opaque signatures are not supported.

SE_BUSY

Declaration:
public static final byte SE_BUSY

Description:
Error code returned if security element is busy.

SE_CRYPTO_FAILURE

Declaration:
public static final byte SE_CRYPTO_FAILURE

Description:
Error code returned if a cryptographic operation failed in a security element.

SE_FAILURE

Declaration:
public static final byte SE_FAILURE

Description:
Error code returned if an operation involving the security element fails.

Constructors

CMSMessageSignatureServiceException(byte)

Declaration:
public CMSMessageSignatureServiceException(byte code)

Description:
Construct an exception with specific reason code.

Parameters:
code - The code for the error condition

Methods

getReason()

Declaration:
public byte getReason()
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getReason()
Description:
Gets the reason code.

Returns: The reason code for the error detected
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Constant Field Values

Contents
• javacard.framework.*

• javacard.security.*

• javax.crypto.*

• javax.microedition.*

javacard.framework.*

javacard.framework.APDUException

static short BAD_LENGTH 3

static short BUFFER_BOUNDS 2

static short ILLEGAL_USE 1

static short IO_ERROR 4

static short NO_T0_GETRESPONSE 170

static short NO_T0_REISSUE 172

static short T1_IFD_ABORT 171

javacard.framework.PINException

static short ILLEGAL_VALUE 1

javacard.framework.SystemException

static short ILLEGAL_AID 4

static short ILLEGAL_TRANSIENT 3
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javacard.framework.*

javacard.security.*

static short ILLEGAL_USE 6

static short ILLEGAL_VALUE 1

static short NO_RESOURCE 5

static short NO_TRANSIENT_SPACE 2

javacard.framework.TransactionException

static short BUFFER_FULL 3

static short IN_PROGRESS 1

static short INTERNAL_FAILURE 4

static short NOT_IN_PROGRESS 2

javacard.framework.service.ServiceException

static short CANNOT_ACCESS_IN_COMMAND 4

static short CANNOT_ACCESS_OUT_COMMAND 5

static short COMMAND_DATA_TOO_LONG 3

static short COMMAND_IS_FINISHED 6

static short DISPATCH_TABLE_FULL 2

static short ILLEGAL_PARAM 1

static short REMOTE_OBJECT_NOT_EXPORTED 7

javacard.security.CryptoException

static short ILLEGAL_USE 5

static short ILLEGAL_VALUE 1

static short INVALID_INIT 4

static short NO_SUCH_ALGORITHM 3

static short UNINITIALIZED_KEY 2

javacard.framework.SystemException
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javax.crypto.*

javax.microedition.*

javax.microedition.*

javax.microedition.*

javax.crypto.Cipher

static int DECRYPT_MODE 2

static int ENCRYPT_MODE 1

javax.microedition.io.Connector

static int READ 1

static int READ_WRITE 3

static int WRITE 2

javax.microedition.pki.UserCredentialManager

static java.lang.String ALGORITHM_DSA "1.2.840.10040.4.1"

static java.lang.String ALGORITHM_RSA "1.2.840.113549.1.1"

static int KEY_USAGE_AUTHENTICATION 0

static int KEY_USAGE_NON_REPUDIATION 1

javax.microedition.pki.UserCredentialManagerException

static byte CREDENTIAL_NOT_FOUND 5

static byte CREDENTIAL_NOT_SAVED 0

static byte SE_NO_KEYGEN 1

static byte SE_NO_KEYS 2

static byte SE_NO_UNASSOCIATED_KEYS 3

static byte SE_NOT_FOUND 4
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javax.microedition.*
javax.microedition.securityservice.CMSMessageSignatureService

static int SIG_INCLUDE_CERTIFICATE 2

static int SIG_INCLUDE_CONTENT 1

javax.microedition.securityservice.CMSMessageSignatureServiceException

static byte CRYPTO_FAILURE 1

static byte CRYPTO_FORMAT_ERROR 2

static byte CRYPTO_NO_CERTIFICATE 8

static byte CRYPTO_NO_DETACHED_SIG 3

static byte CRYPTO_NO_OPAQUE_SIG 4

static byte SE_BUSY 5

static byte SE_CRYPTO_FAILURE 7

static byte SE_FAILURE 6
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A P P E N D I X  A
Recommended Security
Element Access Control

This appendix provides a recommended access control model that allows an SE to protect the usage of its
resources. All implementations of GSM/UMTS compliant devices are expected to comply with this appendix. If
an implementation provides the access control model defined in this document, it MUST be implemented as
specified in this appendix.

The access control model consists of the following:

• Security objectives

• Assumptions to determine a threat model

• Access granularity

• Access control mechanisms

The access control model provides a general mechanism to protect any types of security elements. Within the
scope of this specification, the access control model is applied to the API in the SATSA-APDU and SATSA-
JCRMI optional packages to control access to smart card applications.

Smart card applications commonly use secure messaging to ensure data confidentiality, data integrity, and
authentication of the sender. The mechanisms defined in this appendix do not intend to replace the widely
adopted smart card security practices. Instead, they are designed to protect smart card access when the
cryptographic functions to support secure messaging are not available.

A.1 Security Objectives

The access control model is designed to achieve the following security objectives:

• Protect an SE from malicious J2ME applications.

• Support the SE to specify a fine-grained access control policy within the limitations of the platform.

• Allow a J2ME application to select an SE object (for example, a smart card application) for temporary
exclusive usage.

• Safeguard PINs from improper usage by the J2ME application.
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A.2 Assumptions

The access control model is based on the following assumptions.

• The J2ME application is bound by all the SE access restrictions.

• For the purpose of the access control model, both the J2ME application and the SE application trust the
device platform.

• The access control model does not take into consideration possible attacks on the SE from sources other
than the J2ME applications, such as hardware attacks.

A.3 Access Granularity

Access control governs APDU or Java Card RMI connection establishment and communication between a
terminal object and SE objects. For the purpose of this appendix, the following definitions apply.

A.3.1 Terminal Objects
A terminal object is a J2ME application that is executed at the terminal.

For the MIDP 2.0 compliant environment, the terminal object is identified by the hash of the certificate that is
used to create the domain. The detailed method to create such a hash is defined in Chapter 15 of the MIDP 2.0
specification.

For the MIDP 2.0 untrusted domain, or for the MIDP 1.0 environment, the terminal object is identified by the
null value.

All J2ME applications that share the same MIDP 2.0 security domain (or all J2ME applications if the MIDP 1.0
environment is in use) have the same access rights; that is, they are not distinguishable for the purpose of access
control.

A.3.2 SE Objects
A SE has several types of objects that can be used. For the purposes of access control in this version, object
granularity is limited to named applications. A smart card application is identified by an AID as defined in
ISO7816-4.

For an application, certain functions may be used. A smart card function is activated by sending an APDU, or in
the case of the Java Card RMI, by invoking a remote method on a remote object.

A.4 Mechanisms

Access control can be accomplished by one or both mechanisms specified below, depending on the
circumstances.

A.4.1 Domain Mechanism
The SE defines a private domain by providing the domain root object (trusted certificate or public key). In the
Domain Mechanism, the SE accepts only access from J2ME applications that reside in such a domain (i.e., the
application is signed with a certificate that chains back to the trusted certificate provided by the SE). This model
can be used with the existing MIDP 2.0 framework. Chapter 15 of the MIDP 2.0 specification, "The
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Recommended Security Policy for GSM/UMTS Compliant Devices", defines how operator trusted Protection
Domain Root Certificates are placed in a UICC.

The platform must support the Domain Mechanism for all SEs that can define the domain.

A.4.2 Static
The SE is able to publish its access control requirements in an Access Control File (ACF), as described in the
following sections. The ACF is created by the issuer of the application or the SE.

The platform must support the static mechanism for all SEs that can publish their Access Control Files.

A.4.2.1 Location of Access Control Files
Access Control Files are stored in the Security Element. The terminal platform is responsible for processing
these files. The [PKCS15] DODF used for MIDP 2.0 provisioning has an OidDO entry with the following OID
that contains a path to the Access Control Index File:

iso(1).org(3).dod(6).internet(1).private(4).enterprises(1).sun(42).products(2).
javaXMLsoftware(110).satsa(3).spec(1).seAccessControl(1).accessControlIndexFile(1)

The path has the following ASN.1 syntax:

Path ::= SEQUENCE {
     path OCTET STRING,
     index INTEGER (0..65535) OPTIONAL,
     length [0] INTEGER (0..65535) OPTIONAL
}( WITH COMPONENTS {..., index PRESENT, length PRESENT}|
WITH COMPONENTS {..., index ABSENT, length ABSENT})

A.4.2.2 Access Control Index File

Each Access Control Index Entry (ACIE) has the following ASN.1 syntax:

Acie ::= SEQUENCE {
aid AID OPTIONAL,
acfPath Path,
... -- for future extensions
}

AID ::= OCTET STRING

where:

• The aid identifies the application. A missing aid indicates that the entry is related to all applications in
the SE.

• The acfPath points to an Access Control File.

• Empty space can be indicated with a “tag” ‘00’.

Identifier: ’XX XX’ Structure: transparent Optional

File Size: n bytes Update activity: low

Access Conditions:
READ
UPDATE
DEACTIVATE
ACTIVATE

ALW
ADM
ADM
ADM

Bytes Description M/O Length

1 to n List of ACIE M n bytes
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In case there is an ACF related to the entire SE and an ACF related to a certain application (AID), then access to
this application is controlled by a combination of these ACFs. In the absence of an ACF related to the entire SE
access to applications that do not have their respective ACFs, is not allowed.

A.4.2.3 Access Control File

The ACF contains an Access Control List (ACL). The ACL consists of zero or more Access Control Entries
(ACE). If the ACL is empty, access is denied for all domains. If the ACL is missing, that is, if the static method
does not apply, then access is defined according to the domain method.

An ACE has the following ASN.1 syntax:

ACE ::= SEQUENCE {
principals [0] Principals OPTIONAL,
permissions [1] Permissions OPTIONAL,
userAuthentications [2] UserAuthentications OPTIONAL,
... -- for future extensions

}

Principals ::= SEQUENCE OF Principal
Principal ::= CHOICE {

rootID [0]PrincipalID,
endEntityID [1]PrincipalID,
domain [2]Domain, -- Operator, manufacturer or Trusted Third Party
... -- for future extensions
}

PrincipalID ::= OCTET STRING (SIZE(20))
–- SHA-1 hash of the domain  certificate
Domain ::= OBJECT IDENTIFIER
Permissions ::= SEQUENCE OF Permission
Permission ::= CHOICE {

apduMaskPermission [0]APDUMaskPermission,
jcrmiPermission [1] JCRMIPermission,
... -- for future extensions
}

APDUMaskPermission ::= SEQUENCE {
apduHeader APDUHeader,
mask APDUMask

}
APDUHeader ::= OCTET STRING (SIZE(4))
APDUMask ::= OCTET STRING (SIZE(4))

JCRMIPermission ::= SEQUENCE {
classes ClassList,
hashModifier UTF8String OPTIONAL,

Identifier: ’XX XX’ Structure: transparent Optional

File Size: n bytes Update activity: low

Access Conditions:
READ
UPDATE
DEACTIVATE
ACTIVATE

ALW
ADM
ADM
ADM

Bytes Description M/O Length

1 to n ACL M n bytes
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methods MethodIDList OPTIONAL
}
ClassList ::= SEQUENCE OF UTF8String
MethodIDList ::= SEQUENCE OF MethodID
MethodID ::= OCTET STRING (SIZE(4))

UserAuthentications ::= SEQUENCE OF UserAuthentication

UserAuthentication ::= SEQUENCE {
authID OCTET STRING,
userAuthenticationMethod UserAuthenticationMethod,
... -- for future extensions

}

UserAuthenticationMethod ::= CHOICE {
apduPinEntry [0]APDUPinEntry,
jcrmiPinEntry [1]JCRMIPinEntry,
... -- for future extensions

}

APDUPinEntry ::= SEQUENCE {
verifyPinAPDU [0]APDUHeader OPTIONAL,
changePinAPDU [1]APDUHeader OPTIONAL,
disablePinAPDU [2]APDUHeader OPTIONAL,
enablePinAPDU [3]APDUHeader OPTIONAL,
unblockPinAPDU [4]APDUHeader OPTIONAL,
... -- for future extensions

}

MethodName ::= UTF8String
JCRMIPinEntry ::= SEQUENCE {

verifyPinMethodID [0]MethodName OPTIONAL,
changePinMethodID [1]MethodName OPTIONAL,
disablePinMethodID [2]MethodName OPTIONAL,
enablePinMethodID [3]MethodName OPTIONAL,
unblockPinMethodID [4]MethodName OPTIONAL,
... -- for future extensions

}

Every ACE indicates:

• The terminal object (principals). A missing principals field indicates that the ACE applies to all
identified parties.

• The permissions. A missing permissions field indicates that all operations are allowed.

• The userAuthentications. A missing userAuthentications field indicates that PIN-related
operations are not allowed and an attempt to use such methods would result in SecurityException
being thrown.

The principals field indicates which terminal objects have certain permissions according to this ACE. It
consists of a list of principals, which can be a concrete principal indicated with a domain root, or an end-entity
root, or a domain identifier such as:

• Operator, identified with the OID as in MIDP 2.0

• Manufacturer with the OID (to be allocated)1

• Trusted third party with the OID (to be allocated)2

1. To be allocated in the next version of the MIDP specification or the equivalent specification.

2. To be allocated in the next version of the MIDP specification or the equivalent specification.
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The permissions are identified as allowed operations of potentially different types. The current specification
defines a permission type for APDU and Java Card RMI based access.

For APDU access, the apduHeader field contains the APDU header: CLA, INS, P1, P2 and the mask field
contains a mask. Note that the operations specified in the ACE for APDU may not include those used for
application selection and channel management. The API does not allow J2ME applications to send channel
management or selection command APDUs. These command APDUs are specified below:

• MANAGE CHANNEL (CLA=‘0X’ , INS=‘70’)

• SELECT, select by DF name (CLA=‘0X’, INS=‘A4’, P1=‘04’)

Furthermore, since the J2ME application is not aware of the channel that is being used to communicate with the
card, the channel bits in CLA should not be set in the APDU header and in the mask. In actual commands, the
implementation sets the channel bits according to the selected channel.

For Java Card RMI access the classes field contains the list of stub class names. The ’_Stub’ string,
appended to the end of the stub class name, is omitted to reduce the size of the permission. The implementation
appends the ’_Stub’ string to the end of stub class names after reading them from the classes field. The
methods field consists of zero or more MethodID that indicates remote method identifier. The MethodID is
defined as the first 4 bytes of a SHA-1 digest value, calculated for method name and signature in UTF-8 string
notation, with prepended hashModifier field value (if present).

The hashModifier value must guarantee that the method identifier for all remote methods of the classes
listed in this permission are unique. This field is not required and must be omitted if the method identifiers are
already unique and are not required to resolve any method identifier collisions.

The userAuthentications field indicates which PIN entry related methods the terminal object can
access. The authID in userAuthentication is a unique identity used to identify one of the
AuthenticationTypes in the Authentication Object Directory File (AODF) defined by [PKCS15]. The
authID that is specified in the UserAuthentication must be one of the
CommonAuthenticationObjectAttributes.authIDs in AuthenticationTypes. If there are
multiple UserAuthentication fields within an ACF that have the same authID, their corresponding
userAuthenticationMethod fields must be identical. This further implies that if access to an SE
application is controlled by a combination of ACFs, the UserAuthentication fields with same authID
must have identical userAuthenticationMethod fields.

The APDUPinEntry defines the APDU headers for the VERIFY/CHANGE/DISABLE/ENABLE/
UNBLOCK PIN that are used by respective high-level PIN-related methods defined in APDUConnection
interface to generate command APDUs. The APDUs are generated according to the ISO7816-8 specifications.
All these APDU headers are optional. The implementation must use the APDU headers from APDUPinEntry
if they are specified. If the APDU headers are not specified, the implementation uses the standardized APDU
headers from ISO7816-8 specifications with the PinAttribute.pinReference. The JCRMIPinEntry
defines method identities for the VERIFY/CHANGE/DISABLE/ENABLE/UNBLOCK PIN that are used by
respective PIN-related methods defined in JavaCardRMIConnection interface. If method identity for a
PIN-related method is not specified and the J2ME application attempts to use that method, a
SecurityException is thrown.

The APDUs generated or the identities of method used to VERIFY/CHANGE/DISABLE/ENABLE/
UNBLOCK PIN are checked against Permissions to verify if the J2ME application is allowed to use these
methods. If the J2ME application is not allowed to use these methods, a SecurityException is thrown.

The card issuer can define one or more UserAuthentications in the ACL and the J2ME application can
choose one of these by using the appropriate API in APDUConnection or JavaCardRMIConnection.
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A.4.2.3.1 Evaluating an ACL

For an APDUConnection, a J2ME application operation is allowed by the ACE if:

• The J2ME application is allowed to open a connection with an application in the SE if any one of the
following conditions are satisfied:

• The ACE principal identifies a domain category (CHOICE domain is used with the OID indicating
’operator’, ’manufacturer’, or ’trusted third party’) and the J2ME application belongs to the same domain
category; or

• The ACE principal identifies the domain root (CHOICE rootID is used) and the corresponding
PrincipalID matches with the hash of the root certificate in the path used to sign the J2ME
application; or

• The ACE principal identifies an end-entity ( CHOICE endEntityID is used) and the corresponding
PrincipalID matches with the end-entity certificate used to sign the J2ME application.

• The J2ME application is allowed to send an APDU to an application in the SE if:

• The APDU being sent by the J2ME application is specified by at least one of the ACE; and

• The APDU being sent by the J2ME application is not one of those used for application selection and
channel management.

A J2ME application operation is considered to be specified by an ACE operation if the following condition is
satisfied

APDU(MIDlet) AND mask(ACE) = APDU(ACE),

that is, if the bitwise AND between the MIDlet APDU header and the ACE mask equals to the ACE APDU
header.

For Java Card RMI, the implementation evaluates the permissions using the following procedures:

• When the J2ME application invokes the Connector.open() method to open a Java Card RMI
connection, an AID must be specified. The implementation evaluates whether the J2ME application can be
allowed access to the card application, using the same procedure that is defined for the APDU connection
access control.

• After establishing the Java Card RMI connection, the J2ME application can obtain remote objects using the
getInitialReference method on the JavaCardRMIConnection interface or as return values of
the remote method invocations. In both cases, when the J2ME application obtains a remote object, the
following evaluations are applied:

• The implementation verifies whether the name of the stub class stored in the RemoteRef object is in the
classes list. If the name is not in the list, the permission is not granted. If the name is present in the list,
the next evaluation step is performed.

• If the list of method identifiers is empty, the J2ME application is allowed to invoke all remote methods on
the remote object.

• If the list is not empty, the implementation calculates a remote method identifier for the method to be
invoked and checks if the calculated method identifier is in the list of method identifiers. If the calculated
method identifier is present in the list, access is granted. Otherwise, permission to invoke the method is
not granted.
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A.4.2.3.2 PIN Entry Mechanisms

For APDUConnection, the call to a PIN-related API by a J2ME application would result in the
implementation looking for an appropriate APDU header in APDUPinEntry. The implementation would use
that header to generate the appropriate APDU to be sent to the card. The status word returned by the card is
returned to the J2ME application.

For the JavaCardRMIConnection, when the JCRMIPinEntry is used, the implementation must know
an object that implements the PIN-related methods. The initial remote object reference returned by the
JavaCardRMIConnection interface can be used for this purpose. Therefore, if the card application on the
SE supports the PIN entry functionality, the initial remote object reference returned by the card applcation must
implement the methods having the following signature:

public short verifyPin(byte pinID, byte[] pinData);
public short changePin(byte pinID, byte[] oldPinData, byte[] newPinData);
public short disablePin(byte pinID, byte byte[] pinData);
public short enablePin(byte pinID, byte[] pinData);
public short unblockPin(byte pinID, byte[] unblockPinData, byte[] newPinData);

The returned value of the method would be the status of executing a PIN-related procedure. The card issuer can
choose arbitrary names for PIN-related methods. The J2ME application can use the appropriate API in
APDUConnection or JavaCardRMIConnection to verify, change, disable, enable or unblock the PIN
subject to access permissions.

The ID of PIN, which is used in PIN-related methods of APDUConnection and
JavaCardRMIConnection interfaces, is the [PKCS15] Authentication Object identifier.

A.4.2.4 Authentication Objects
Authentication objects are used to protect the security element or a certain application. An example of an
authentication object is a PIN that needs to be entered before performing a certain operation. Authentication
objects are stored in an Authentication Object Directory File (AODF), as defined in [PKCS15]. Some of the
fields of the [PKCS15] Authentication Object are not required by this Specification. The Following tables
specify which fields of the [PKCS15] Authentication object must be read by the implementation.

CommonObjectAttributes and
CommonAuthenticationObjectAttrbiutes Implementation Requirement

CommonObjectAttributes.label Must be supported and used for a prompt statement on PIN
dialog.

CommonAuthenticationObjectAttributes.authID Must be supported.

PinAttributes Implementation Requirement
PinAttributes.pinType Must be supported (all the PIN types must be supported).
PinAttributes.minLength Must be supported.
PinAttributes.storedlength Must be supported.
PinAttributes.maxLength Must be supported if present.
PinAttributes.pinReference Must be supported if the APDU headers are not specified in

the ACL. This attribute is ignored if the APDU headers are
specified.

PinAttributes.padChar Must be supported if present.
PinAttributes.lastPinChange Ignored.
PinAttributes.path Ignored.
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A.4.2.5 ACF Dynamics
The platform reads and processes the Access Control File(s), when the J2ME application opens a connection
with an application on the card, according to the procedure mentioned in section A.4.2.3.1.

A.4.2.6 ASN.1 Module
SATSA-AccessControl

DEFINITIONS IMPLICIT TAGS ::=
BEGIN
Path ::= SEQUENCE {
  path OCTET STRING,
  index INTEGER (0..65535) OPTIONAL,
  length [0] INTEGER (0..65535) OPTIONAL
}( WITH COMPONENTS {..., index PRESENT, length PRESENT}|
WITH COMPONENTS {..., index ABSENT, length ABSENT})

Acie ::= SEQUENCE {
  aid AID OPTIONAL,
  acfPath Path,
  ... -- for future extensions
}
AID ::= OCTET STRING

ACE ::= SEQUENCE {
  principals [0] Principals OPTIONAL,
  permissions [1] Permissions OPTIONAL,
  userAuthentications [2] UserAuthentications OPTIONAL,
  ... -- for future extensions
}

Principals ::= SEQUENCE OF Principal

Principal ::= CHOICE {
  rootID [0]PrincipalID,
  endEntityID [1]PrincipalID,
  domain [2]Domain, -- Operator, manufacturer or Trusted Third Party
  ... -- for future extensions
}

PrincipalID ::= OCTET STRING (SIZE(20))
  -- SHA-1 hash of the domain certificate

Domain ::= OBJECT IDENTIFIER

Permissions ::= SEQUENCE OF Permission

Permission ::= CHOICE {

PinFlags Implementation Requirement
PinFlags.case-sensitive Must be supported.
PinFlags.local Ignored (must be ’local’).
PinFlags.change-disabled Must be supported.
PinFlags.unblock-disabled Must be supported.
PinFlags.initialized Ignored.
PinFlags.needs-padding Must be supported.
PinFlags.unblockingPin Must be supported.
PinFlags.soPin Ignored.
PinFlags.disable-allowed Must be supported.
PinFlags.integrity-protected Ignored.
PinFlags.confidentiality-protected Ignored.
PinFlags.exchangeRefData Ignored.
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  apduMaskPermission [0]APDUMaskPermission,
  jcrmiPermission [1] JCRMIPermission,
  ... -- for future extensions
}

APDUMaskPermission ::= SEQUENCE {
  apduHeader APDUHeader,
  mask APDUMask
}

APDUHeader ::= OCTET STRING (SIZE(4))

APDUMask ::= OCTET STRING (SIZE(4))

JCRMIPermission ::= SEQUENCE {
  classes ClassList,
  hashModifier UTF8String OPTIONAL,
  methods MethodIDList OPTIONAL
}

ClassList ::= SEQUENCE OF UTF8String

MethodIDList ::= SEQUENCE OF MethodID

MethodID ::= OCTET STRING (SIZE(4))

UserAuthentications ::= SEQUENCE OF UserAuthentication

UserAuthentication ::= SEQUENCE {
  authID OCTET STRING,
  userAuthenticationMethod UserAuthenticationMethod,
  ... -- for future extensions
}

UserAuthenticationMethod ::= CHOICE {
  apduPinEntry [0]APDUPinEntry,
  jcrmiPinEntry [1]JCRMIPinEntry,
  ... -- for future extensions
}

APDUPinEntry ::= SEQUENCE {
  verifyPinAPDU [0]APDUHeader OPTIONAL,
  changePinAPDU [1]APDUHeader OPTIONAL,
  disablePinAPDU [2]APDUHeader OPTIONAL,
  enablePinAPDU [3]APDUHeader OPTIONAL,
  unblockPinAPDU [4]APDUHeader OPTIONAL,
  ... -- for future extensions
}

MethodName ::= UTF8String

JCRMIPinEntry ::= SEQUENCE {
  verifyPinMethodID [0]MethodName OPTIONAL,
  changePinMethodID [1]MethodName OPTIONAL,
  disablePinMethodID [2]MethodName OPTIONAL,
  enablePinMethodID [3]MethodName OPTIONAL,
  unblockPinMethodID [4]MethodName OPTIONAL,
  ... -- for future extensions
}

END

References:

[PKCS15] "PKCS #15 v1.1: Cryptographic Token Information Syntax Standard", RSA Laboratories, June 6,
2000.  URI: ftp://ftp.rsasecurity.com/pub/pkcs/pkcs-15/pkcs-15v1_1.pdf
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Security Permissions

This appendix defines the permissions to protect access to the API in the SATSA-APDU, SATSA-JCRMI, and
SATSA-PKI optional packages. No permissions are required to access the API in the SATSA-CRYPTO
optional package. Permissions are checked by the platform prior to the access of the protected function. Both
the MIDP 2.0 permissions and the J2SE style permission classes are defined in this appendix. Based on the
security framework implemented by the underlying platform, an implementation of a SATSA optional package
must support either the MIDP 2.0 permissions applicable to that optional package or the functional equivalent
J2SE style permission classes.

B.1 Smart Card Communication Permissions
The smart card communication API supports three use cases to communicate with a smart card:

• Communication with a smart card application using the APDU protocol.

• Communication with a (U)SAT application on channel 0 using the APDU protocol.

• Communication with an application on a Java Card 2.2 smart card using the JCRMI protocol.

Each use case requires a permission to protect access to the corresponding function.

B.1.1 MIDP 2.0 Permissions

The following table defines the MIDP 2.0 smart card communication permissions. The MIDP 2.0 pattern is
followed for the naming of the permissions.

Section 5.1, "Mapping MIDP 2.0 Permissions onto Function Groups in Protected Domains" in Chapter 15, The
Recommended Security Policy for GSM/UMTS Compliant Devices of the MIDP 2.0 Specification, provides
definitions for standard functional groupings. A new function group, Smart Card Communication, is defined to
represent permissions to any function that communicates with a smart card. An exception to this is the
permission javax.microedition.apdu.sat, which is not mapped to any function group. Access to (U)SAT
is granted to applications in the operator’s and manufacturer’s domains and denied for other domains. The
following table defines the behavior of the Smart Card Communication function group for the trusted third party
domain and the untrusted domain.

Permission Protected Java API Calls

javax.microedition.apdu.sat Connector.open("apdu:"[<slot>]";target=SAT");

javax.microedition.apdu.aid Connector.open("apdu:"[<slot>]";target="<AID>);

javax.microedition.jcrmi Connector.open("jcrmi:"[<slot>]";aid="<AID>);
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B.1 Smart Card Communication Permissions
When an implementation is deployed on a JTWI 1.0 platform, it must use the specified settings for the untrusted
domain.

B.1.2 J2SE Permission Classes

The following permission classes are defined to represent access to a smart card.

B.1.2.1 APDUPermission

package javax.microedition.apdu;

/**
 * This class represents access to a smart card using the APDU protocol.
 * An APDUPermission contains a name (also referred to as a "target name"
 * but no actions list.
 * The name is the symbolic name of the APDUPermission. The following list
 * provides the currently defined APDUPermission target names and the
 * descriptions of what each permission allows:
 *
 * Target Name: aid
 * What the permission allows:
 *   the ability to communicate with a smart card application identified by an AID
 * Target Name: sat
 * What the permission allows:
 *   the ability to communicate with a (U)SAT application on channel 0
 */
public final class APDUPermission extends java.security.Permission {

/**
 * Creates a new APDUPermission object with the specified name.
 * The name is the symbolic name of the APDUPermission, such as
 * "sat" or "aid".
 * @param name the name of the APDUPermission
 */
public APDUPermission(String name){}

}

B.1.2.2 JCRMIPermission

package javax.microedition.jcrmi;

/**
 * This class represents access to a smart card using the JCRMI protocol.
 */
public final class JCRMIPermission extends java.security.Permission {

/**
 * Creates a new JCRMIPermission object.
 * @param name should be null
 */
public JCRMIPermission(String name){}

}

Function Group Trusted Third Party
Domain Untrusted Domain

Smart Card
Communication

default setting Session default setting No

other settings Blanket,No other settings No
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B.2 Digital Signature Service Permission
Applications in the trusted third party domain and untrusted domain must be granted with a permission to
generate a formatted digital signature from binary data for authentication purposes. There is no permission
defined for all other functions in the SATSA-PKI optional package. Those functions must support explicit user
authorization in at least one of the following ways:

1.  The implementation must ensure that a user is informed when storing a credential in a certificate store,
removing a credential in a certificate store, and generating a certificate enrollment request including a key
pair when necessary. User acknowledgement is required before the function can be complete.

2. Authorization to use the function is also subject to the policy of the underlying security element. User
authorization may be required through the entry of PIN.

B.2.1 MIDP Permission

The following table defines the MIDP 2.0 security service permission.

The permission CMSMessageSignatureService is assigned to a new function group Authentication. The
following table defines the behavior of the new function group for trusted third party doman and untrusted
domain.

When an implementation is deployed on a JTWI 1.0 platform, it must use the specified settings for the untrusted
domain.

B.2.2 J2SE Permission Class

package javax.microedition.securityservice;

/**
 * This class represents access to a security service.
 * A SecurityServicePermission contains a name (also referred to as a "target name"
 * but no actions list.
 * The name is the symbolic name of the SecurityServicePermission. The target name
 * "authenticateBinary" allows an application to generate a formatted digital signature
 * from binary data for authentication purposes. No other target names are defined
 * currently.
 */
public final class SecurityServicePermission extends java.security.Permission {

/**
 * Creates a new SecurityServicePermission object.
 * @param name the name of the SecurityServicePermission
public SecurityServicePermission(String name){}

}

Permission Functions

javax.microedition.securityservice.
CMSMessageSignatureService

CMSMessageSignatureService.authenticate
(byte[] byteArrayToAuthenticate, ...)

Function Group Trusted Third Party
Domain Untrusted Domain

Authentication default setting Session default setting No

other settings Blanket,No other settings No
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B.2 Digital Signature Service Permission
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A P P E N D I X  C
Java Card RMI Client API

This appendix provides the following supplemental descriptions to support the API defined in the SATSA-
JCRMI optional package.

• Background

• API Overview

• Parameter Passing and Return Data in Remote Method Invocation

• Limitations on the Remote Objects

• Stub Generation and Instantiation

• Java Card RMI Wire Protocol

• Exception Handling

• Sample Code

C.1 Background

Remote Method Invocation (RMI) is a distributed object model for the Java programming language. RMI
applications are comprised of two separate programs: a server and a client. A server application creates remote
objects, makes references to those remote objects accessible, and waits for clients to invoke methods on those
remote objects. A client application gets a remote reference to one or more remote objects in the server and then
invokes methods on them. RMI provides the mechanism by which the server and the client communicate and
pass information back and forth.

Java Card Remote Method Invocation (JCRMI), as defined in the Java Card 2.2 specification, is a subset of the
RMI in the J2SE (Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition). The SATSA-JCRMI optional package defines a JCRMI
client API that allows a J2ME application running on a terminal to invoke a method on a Java remote object on
the smart card. For more details on JCRMI and its support on the smart card, refer to the Java Card 2.2
specifications available from the Sun Microsystems web site: http://java.sun.com/javacard.

C.2 API Overview

The SATSA-JCRMI optional package includes the API that provides application interfaces and stub interfaces.
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C.3 Parameter Passing and Return Data in Remote Method Invocation
C.2.1 Application Interfaces
When writing a J2ME application that uses remote objects, the programmer needs to be aware of the following
Java Card RMI system's application visible interfaces:

• javax.microedition.jcrmi.JavaCardRMIConnection

• java.rmi.Remote

• java.rmi.RemoteException

The J2ME application may also need the exception classes defined in the Java Card API in the following
packages:

• javacard.framework

• javacard.framework.service

• javacard.security

These exceptions may be thrown during a method invocation of a Java Card remote object.

See the API documentation for more details.

C.2.2 Stub interfaces
The client application does not usually interact with the following stub interfaces. They are used by the stubs
generated by the JCRMI stub compiler.

• javax.microedition.jcrmi.RemoteRef

• javax.microedition.jcrmi.RemoteStub

See the API documentation for more details.

C.3 Parameter Passing and Return Data in Remote Method Invocation

As a subset of RMI, a JCRMI remote method must use only the parameters with the following data types:

• Any integral data type supported by the Java Card specifications: boolean, byte, short, int

• Any single-dimension array of an integral data type supported by the Java Card specifications:
boolean[], byte[], short[], int[]

The return value of a JCRMI remote method must be one of the following types:

• Any integral data type supported by the Java Card specifications:boolean, byte, short, int

• Any single-dimension array of an integral data type supported by the Java Card specifications:
boolean[], byte[], short[], int[]

• Any remote interface type

• void type

All parameters, including array parameters, are always transmitted by value during the remote method
invocation. The return values from remote methods are transmitted by value for primitive types and arrays;
return values that are remote object references are transmitted by reference. Support for the int data type is
optional in the Java Card specifications.

A JCRMI implementation must support at least 8 remote method input parameters of array type.
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C.4 Limitations on the Remote Objects
C.4 Limitations on the Remote Objects

Due to the memory constraints, the Java Card specifications limit that a class may implement at most 15
interfaces, including interfaces implemented by superclasses. Therefore, a remote object must not implement
more than 15 interfaces.

In addition, in order to assist the API to determine the appropriate stub at runtime, the SATSA optional package
further requires that if a remote object implements more than one remote interface, one of these interfaces must
extend all other remote interfaces implemented by this object.

C.5 Stub Generation and Instantiation

A stub for a remote object acts as a client’s local representative for the remote object. On a J2ME platform that
does not have the basic capabilities, such as serialization, reflection, invocation handler, and dynamic proxy,
which are necessary to support the standard J2SE RMI, a static stub for each remote object must be generated
off the device and downloaded together with a J2ME application. A JCRMI stub compiler may be provided to
generate static stubs.

C.5.1 JCRMI Stub Compiler
The JCRMI stub compiler is a development tool that is used to generate stub class files for remote objects. A
stub class file is generated from the class files of the remote interfaces that are implemented by the
corresponding remote object.

Stub classes must be portable across any SATSA-JCRMI implementation. That is, stub classes generated by any
implementation of the JCRMI stub compiler must comply with this appendix and must use only the API in the
SATSA-JCRMI optional package to invoke remote methods.

C.5.2 Stub Classes
A stub class for a remote object extends the base class RemoteStub and implements the same set of remote
interfaces that the remote object implements. A stub class must have a public constructor without arguments1.
The name of a stub class is formed by appending the string _Stub to the name of the remote interface
implemented by the corresponding remote object's class. If the remote object implements more than one
interface, the common subinterface that directly or indirectly extends all other interfaces must be used to
generate the stub class.

A J2ME application invokes a method on the stub, which is responsible for carrying out the method call on the
remote object. When a stub's method is invoked, it accomplishes the following tasks:

• Initiates remote method call.

• Marshals the parameters.

• Transfers the remote method invocation request to the card and waits for the result of the method.

• Unmarshalls the return value or exception returned.

• Returns the value to the caller.

A stub is transport layer protocol independent. This is because it relies on the RemoteRef interface to
communicate with the card. The implementation of the RemoteRef interface supported on the client platform

1.When the reflection API is not supported on a J2ME platform, the Class.newInstance method is
called to instantiate a stub object using the no-arg constructor.
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C.6 JCRMI Message Protocol
is responsible for marshalling and performing remote method calls. Thus, RemoteRef encapsulates the RMI
message data encoding and network-level communication. A stub object must be initialized with a given
RemoteRef by invoking the setRef method defined in the RemoteStub class.

C.5.3 Stub Instantiation
The JCRMI message protocol consists of two commands: SELECT File APDU and INVOKE APDU. The
JCRMI client API creates a stub instance using the remote object reference descriptor in the response returned
from these commands. The remote object reference descriptor is a data structure that consists of the following
fields:

• A unique identifier of a remote object instance

• A list of fully-qualified names of remote interfaces implemented by the remote object's class

• A hash modifier string

See C.6 JCRMI Message Protocol for details.

To instantiate a stub object, the API first creates an instance of RemoteRef. This object is responsible for
performing invocations of methods of the remote object using the remote object identifier and hash modifier
string in the remote object reference descriptor. Then, the API identifies the appropriate stub class and
subsequently instantiates a stub object. The stub class is determined using the name of the remote interface in
the remote object reference descriptor or the name of the remote interface that extends all other interfaces if
there is more than one interface contained in the remote object reference descriptor list. Next, the API
initializes the stub object with the RemoteRef object by invoking the RemoteStub.setRef method.

C.6 JCRMI Message Protocol

The JCRMI client-side API uses the Java Card RMI Message Protocol for communication with a smart card.
The JCRMI Message Protocol consists of two APDU commands:

• When the Connector.open()method is called to initialize a JCRMI session, the SELECT File APDU
command is sent to select a server Java Card applet and to receive the initial remote object reference in the
response APDU.

• When a remote method is invoked, the INVOKE APDU command is used to send a remote method request
and to obtain the result of the invocation in the response APDU.

For more information about Java Card RMI Message Protocol, refer to Java Card 2.2 Runtime Environment
(JCRE) Specification.

C.7 Exception Handling

The remote method invoked on the card can throw an exception to signal that an unexpected condition has been
detected.

If the exception thrown on the card is an exception defined in the Java Card 2.2 API, then the same exception is
thrown to the stub() method. The client can access the reason code associated with Java Card-specific
exceptions using the standard getReason() method.

If the exception thrown on the card is a subclass of an exception defined in the Java Card 2.2 API, then the
closest exception defined in the API (along with the reason code, if applicable) is thrown to the stub()
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C.8 Code Samples
method. The detail message string of the exception object may indicate that an exception subclass is thrown on
the card.

Apart from the exceptions thrown by the remote() method itself, errors during communication, marshalling,
protocol handling, unmarshalling, stub object instantiation, and so on, related to the JCRMI method invocation,
results in a RemoteException being thrown to the stub() method.

C.8 Code Samples

The following code samples illustrate how a J2ME application could establish a Java Card RMI connection with
a smart card. In addition to the J2ME application, establishing a Java Card RMI connection requires the
definition of a remote interface and a stub.

C.8.1 Defining a Remote Interface
The following code sample illustrates the definition of a remote interface.

public interface Counter extends Remote {

    public int value() throws RemoteException,UserException;
    public int add(int amount) throws RemoteException, UserException;
}

C.8.2 Defining a J2ME Application
The following code sample illustrates the usage of JCRMI connection by a J2ME application.

JavaCardRMIConnection connection = null;

try {

connection = (JavaCardRMIConnection) Connector.open(
"jcrmi:0;AID=A0.0.0.67.4.7.1F.3.2C.3");

Counter counter = (Counter) connection.getInitialReference();
...
int currentValue = counter.value();

// additional application code
   ...

currentValue = counter.add(50);

// additional application code
    ...

} catch (Exception e) {

// additional application code
    ...

} finally {

if (connection != null) {
connection.close();

}
}
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C.8 Code Samples
C.8.3 Defining a Stub
The following code sample illustrates the definition of a stub.

public final class Counter_Stub
    extends javax.microedition.jcrmi.RemoteStub
    implements Counter, java.rmi.Remote {

    public int value() throws
        java.rmi.RemoteException,
        javacard.framework.UserException {

        try {
            Object $result = ref.invoke("value()I", null);
            return ((java.lang.Integer) $result).intValue();
        } catch (java.lang.RuntimeException e) {
            throw e;
        } catch (java.rmi.RemoteException e) {
            throw e;
        } catch (javacard.framework.UserException e) {
            throw e;
        } catch (java.lang.Exception e) {
            throw new java.rmi.RemoteException("undeclared checked exception", e);
        }
    }

    public int add(int param_int_1) throws
        java.rmi.RemoteException,
        javacard.framework.UserException {

        try {
            Object $result = ref.invoke("add(I)I",
                new java.lang.Object[] {new java.lang.Integer(param_int_1)});
            return ((java.lang.Integer) $result).intValue();
        } catch (java.lang.RuntimeException e) {
            throw e;
        } catch (java.rmi.RemoteException e) {
            throw e;
        } catch (javacard.framework.UserException e) {
            throw e;
        } catch (java.lang.Exception e) {
            throw new java.rmi.RemoteException("undeclared checked exception", e);
        }
    }
}
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WIM Recommended Practice

This appendix describes the usage of the Wireless Identity Module (WIM) [WIM] for the implementation of the
functionality defined in SATSA-PKI optional package.

References:

[WIM] Wireless Identity Module. URI: http://www.openmobilealliance.org

[PKCS15] "PKCS #15 v1.1: Cryptographic Token Information Syntax Standard", RSA Laboratories, June 6,
2000.  URI: ftp://ftp.rsasecurity.com/pub/pkcs/pkcs-15/pkcs-15v1_1.pdf

D.1 Overview

The WIM is a PKI based identity module. It is used for storing keys and certificates and for performing
cryptographic operations with these keys. The WIM can be implemented in smart cards, such as UICC, or other
tamper-resistant hardware.

WIM storage and cryptographic functionality is designed to be used with various applications that require
functionality, such as storage of X.509 certificates and generation of RSA signatures. Therefore, it is possible to
use the WIM to implement part of the functionality in the SATSA-PKI optional package: certificate storage and
digital signing.

WIM certificate storage stores information in files as defined in [PKCS15]. Certificate Directory Files (CDF)
contain information needed to list the certificate storage (such as object label) and quickly locate the required
certificate (such as issuer name hash) and pointers to the file location where the actual certificate is stored.

Read and Write are two operations that are performed on the WIM storage. To remove an object (such as a
certificate), the corresponding entry in the CDF should be marked unused and the UnusedSpace file should
be updated correspondingly.

To sign a message

• The terminal constructs the message to be signed.

• The terminal calculates the hash and formats it according to the application’s requirements.

• The terminal sends the formatted hash to the WIM.

• The WIM performs the private key operation (for example, using the RSA algorithm according to PKCS#1)
and returns the signature.

• The terminal constructs the message to be returned (for example, in the CMS format).

WIM operations, such as updating and using a private key, require authentication information (PIN) to be
entered. Reading is typically allowed without an PIN entry.
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D.2 Implementation of SATSA-PKI Classes
WIM keys are marked to be used for either authentication or non-repudiation. Usage of non-repudiation keys
requires authentication information (PIN) to be entered for every signature generated.

D.2 Implementation of SATSA-PKI Classes

D.2.1 UserCredentialManager

D.2.1.1 addCredential
A certificate can be stored as a logical record in a Certificate Directory File (CDF) in the WIM. The user
friendly name (certDisplayName parameter) is stored as a WIM object label
(commonObjectAttributes.label). Other data is extracted from the pkiPath and the uri
parameters. This data includes:

• User public key hash (stored as CommonCertificateAttributes.ID)

• Hash of the certificate issuer key (CommonCertificateAttributes.requestID)

• Hash of the certificate issuer name (CredentialIdentifier.issuerNameHash)

• Hash of the certificate (CommonCertificateAttributes.certHash)

• Certificate content or the URI of the certificate

Modifications to CDFs are protected by a general PIN (PIN-G). If this PIN is not disabled and has not been
verified, an interaction with the user should be performed to collect the PIN.

D.2.1.2 generateCSR
The keyUsage parameter is used to select between an authentication and non-repudiation key.

The securityElementID parameter is used to select the proper WIM. It should be compared with the WIM
application label (tokenInfo.label). A match is considered to be successful if the value of the
securityElementID is a substring of tokenInfo.label.

The public key needed in the certificate is retrieved from the WIM (possibly from a certificate). The WIM
signing function is used to sign the certificate signing request. The signing function is protected by a PIN (PIN-
G or PIN-NR). If this PIN is not disabled and has not been verified, an interaction with the user should be
performed in order to collect the PIN.

D.2.1.3 removeCredential
The issuerAndSerialNumber parameter can be used to locate the proper certificate to be removed from
the CDF. Since WIM “certificate index” does not contain this parameter as such, the issuer name from the
parameter should be hashed and compared with the hash of the issuer name in the WIM
(CredentialIdentifier.issuerNameHash). Modifications to CDFs are protected by a general PIN
(PIN-G). If this PIN is not disabled and has not been verified, an interaction with the user should be performed
to collect the PIN.

The securityElementID parameter is used to select the proper WIM. It should be compared with the WIM
application label (tokenInfo.label). A match is considered to be successful if the value of the
securityElementID is a substring of tokenInfo.label.
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D.2 Implementation of SATSA-PKI Classes
D.2.2 CMSMessageSignatureService

D.2.2.1 authenticate
The certificate issuer name hash (issuerNameHash) stored in the WIM can be used to find the proper
certificate. For this, the textual CA Distinguished Name (caNames parameter) should be converted to a DER
encoded format and hashed using the SHA-1 algorithm.

To simplify the user experience, certificate labels (commonObjectAttributes.label) should be used to
indicate a signing certificate.

A WIM authentication key should be used. The signing function using an authentication key is protected by a
general PIN (PIN-G). If this PIN is not disabled and has not been verified, an interaction with the user should be
performed to collect the PIN.

D.2.2.2 sign
The certificate issuer name hash (issuerNameHash) stored in the WIM can be used to find the proper
certificate. For this, the textual CA Distinguished Name (caNames parameter) should be converted to a DER
encoded format and hashed using the SHA-1 algorithm.

To simplify the user experience, certificate labels (commonObjectAttributes.label) should be used to
indicate a signing certificate.

A WIM non-repudiation key should be used. This implies usage of an authentication object used for this key
only, and that the verification requirement cannot be disabled. The non-repudiation PIN (PIN-NR) must be
entered separately for each signature.
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D.2 Implementation of SATSA-PKI Classes
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A P P E N D I X  E
Recommended Algorithms for
the SATSA-CRYPTO Optional
Package

This appendix describes the recommended algorithms, algorithm modes, and padding schemes that an
implementation of the SATSA-CRYPTO optional package should support. Standard names for algorithms,
algorithm modes, and padding schemes are defined in Appendix A in the Java Cryptography Architecture API
Specification & Reference and Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) Reference Guide.

• Message Digest

• Algorithm: SHA-1

• Digital Signature

• Algorithm: SHA1withRSA

• Asymmetric Cipher

• Algorithm: RSA

• Symmetric Cipher

• Algorithms: DES, DESede, AES

• Algorithm Modes: ECB, CBC

• Padding Schemes: NoPadding, PKCS5Padding

A transformation string is provided to initialize a Cipher object. A transformation always includes the name
of a cryptographic algorithm and may be followed by a feedback mode and padding scheme. It is of the form:

• "algorithm/mode/padding" or

• "algorithm"

For symmetric cipher, the recommended default values for algorithm mode and padding scheme are ECB and
PKCS5Padding respectively1.

1. For better interoperability, application developers are encouraged to specify the algorithm mode and the
padding scheme explicitly.
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Asymmetric cipher with the RSA algorithm and digital signature with RSA-based signature algorithms should
support RSAES-PKCS1-v1_5 and RSASSA-PKCS1-v1_5 respectively, which are specified in RFC 2437 - RSA
Cryptography Specifications Version 2.0 (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2437.txt).
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Use Case Scenarios

This appendix provides a collection of use case scenarios. Each scenario illustrates a situation where the API
defined in this specification can be usefully applied.

F.1 SATSA-APDU and SATSA-JCRMI Optional Packages

The smart card communication API optional packages provide two access methods for communicating with
applications on a smart card, using the following generic framework connections:

• APDU

• JCRMI

Both connections allow a J2ME application to leverage the security services deployed on a smart card.  This
section provides examples of how this may be done.

F.1.1 Content Management

Today’s mobile devices are often used to store and reproduce digital content, such as pictures or music. In order
to prevent unauthorized usage, this content may be digitally protected. Typically, the content is delivered in
encrypted form and is decrypted on the device, using a decryption key that gets delivered separately, for
example, when the user acquires usage rights to specific content.

In one scenario, a user acquires encrypted content in the form of a regular multimedia card, or copies from a
CD. The user then acquires rights to the content which are delivered separately, that is, they are stored in the
PIN-protected multimedia card or in the UICC.

When the user wants to access the content, the J2ME application retrieves the appropriate keys stored in the
UICC and decrypts the content with the retrieved keys. The content is then provided to the respective media
player.

F.1.2 The SIM Dongle

In the following scenario, a telecom operator offers J2ME services on its portal. He provides application
providers with a “piracy and copy protection” service. Users can connect to a website and download a J2ME
game. The game is deliberately split in two parts and contains:
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F.1.3 Hacking Protection
• A J2ME application

• The corresponding smart card application

The J2ME application supports resource-intensive tasks, such as user interaction and graphic display, while the
smart card application is responsible for business logic that requires security protection in a tamper resistant
environment. The MIDlet and smart card application are downloaded onto the handset and the card respectively.
To run the game, the J2ME application accesses its corresponding card application (aka dongle agent) using the
Smart Card Communication APIs (APDU or JCRMI).

This provides two specific protections:

• Hacking protection

• Copy protection

F.1.3 Hacking Protection

By its nature, a smart card is a secure vehicle for storing security-sensitive applications, as the card itself is
tamper-resistant. Any application stored on a smart card is almost impossible to hack into, as any thief who
physically steals a smart card also needs intimate knowledge of the smart card hardware and software, PINs or
cryptographic keys, and additional equipment to gain access to the card.

Therefore, in a physical sense, Smart Cards provide a high degree of protection against unauthorized hacking
and the theft of applications or personal data stored on the card.

F.1.4 Copy Protection

In this scenario, if User A forwards a J2ME application to User B using an IrDA connection, the cloned J2ME
application will use the Smart Card Communication APIs to access the corresponding game application on the
Smart Card. The game application on the Smart Card will not be available and the game will not work.

In conclusion, cloning of J2ME applications by a user from one handset to another is impossible because of the
secure management imposed on the UICC application.

F.1.5 The Mobile Payment

Some initiatives of Mobile Commerce (in Korea and France) propose the use of a standard payment application
(based on Europay Mastercard Visa, or EMV) on a smart card. This smart card can use the following formats:

• Full ISO format smart card, inserted into a dual-slot handset

• Plug-in format, UICC

The EMV payment application on the smart card could be a regular Java Card applet that can be accessed via
APDU commands.

In this scenario, a user downloads a Virtual Store J2ME application that provides an online shopping service.
This application proposes a list of goods for the user to purchase. When the user is ready to checkout, the
merchant sends a payment request. After the user enters her personal information (such as a shipping address),
the J2ME application accesses the standard EMV payment application (on the UICC, or on a banking card
inserted into a dual-slot handset) using the Smart Card Communication API.
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F.1.6 Customer Relationship Management
When the EMV transaction is completed, the user is informed that she will shortly receive the chosen good.

F.1.6 Customer Relationship Management

For telecom operators, the cost of acquiring new subscribers is high. Thus, they need to retain existing
customers. To reach this goal, operators provide customized services based on a subscriber’s profile, created
according to her handset usage behavior. The customer relationship management (CRM)-related data is the
subscriber’s private data, which must be stored in a secure environment, with access strictly controlled by the
wireless operator. For portability from one handset to another, offline accessibility, and easy sharing between all
handset applications, the UICC provides an ideal solution to store a CRM agent.

In this scenario, each time a user runs a J2ME application, usage events are captured (for example, as described
in the Event Tracking API in JSR-190) and forwarded to the CRM agent using the Smart Card Communication
API. The CRM creates a subscriber’s profile, based on the handset usage data (for example, sites surfed,
applications downloaded, voice and multimedia usage, and so on).

The wireless operator can use existing Smart Card-related OTA services to securely retrieve statistics for each
subscriber, conducting one-to-one profiling for marketing campaigns, and other user services.

F.1.7 Mobile Ticketing

Another scenario is online flight booking using a mobile handset. A J2ME application connects to an airline site
and presents a list of flight schedules. The user’s profile is stored on a smart card application (which could
contain, for example, preferential tariffs, seat preferences, class selection, frequent flyer status, yearly
subscription, and other information). The J2ME application accesses the user’s profile using the Smart Card
Communication API and converts the reservation into an electronic ticket. The electronic ticket, encrypted and
signed, is then sent to the smart card application for secure storage and management.

At the airport, the user will once again launch the J2ME application. It will retrieve the electronic ticket from
the smart card application and present the ticket to the airline kiosk for verification and issuance of a boarding
pass. The communication between the mobile handset and the airline kiosk can be supported using, for
example, bluetooth and IrDA.

In this scenario, a distributed application scheme is deployed between the J2ME device and the UICC. The
J2ME application presents information and acts as a “footbridge” between the mobile ticketing server and the
smart card application, which manages security for the system.

F.1.8 Personal Information Management

UICC can be used to store user’s private information that is portable from one handset to another.

In this scenario, a user downloads a CHAT application on the portal of her operator. The first time the
application is run, the user is prompted to enter her personal information (for example, user name, password,
description, country, city, and so on). The user’s personal information is stored on the user’s UICC using the
Smart Card Communication APIs.

Each time the user accesses the CHAT application, it is provisioned by the corresponding data stored on the
UICC, using the Smart Card Communication APIs. Depending on the level of security requested by the user,
accessing her personal information can be protected by a dedicated PIN code.
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F.1.9 Loyalty
F.1.9 Loyalty

In this scenario, a user has a loyalty application on his UICC. From the ISP portal of the wireless operator, she
downloads J2ME applications that provide various services. Each time the user accesses one of these
applications, the loyalty application on the UICC is triggered to increment the loyalty point counter by the
commands sent using the Smart Card Communication API. When the loyalty points reach a predefined level,
the user earns free minutes of data connection.

The loyalty data on the UICC can be shared by different J2ME applications and is portable from one handset to
another. Only partners’ applications can gain access to the UICC.

F.2 SATSA-PKI Optional Package

The SATSA-PKI optional package allows J2ME applications to generate digital signatures that conform to the
Cryptographic Message Syntax and to manage user credentials.

The following user scenarios describe how the API in the SATSA-PKI optional package can be used to support
user authentication and authorization.

F.2.1 Digital Signature for User Authentication

In this scenario, a large enterprise uses J2ME mobile devices to provide its employees access to customer
information. Due to the sensitive nature of the information, it cannot be made available to all employees. Before
allowing an employee to download customer information, the user is requested to generate a digital signature.
The digital signature is then used to verify the employee’s identity. Once the identity of the employee is known,
an authorization decision can be made by the backend system.

This scenario may be generalized to any system where access to server information by a J2ME application has
to be controlled. In effect, it serves as an alternative for traditional username/password systems, as well as a
flexible alternative to client-side SSL authentication.

F.2.2 Digital Signature for User Authorization

In this scenario, the user has a mobile banking application on her J2ME device that allows her to access her
bank account details. The user authenticates herself as described in “Digital Signature Service.” When the
authentication succeeds, the user downloads her bank account details. The connection is then terminated. The
user may view her account details, change payment instructions, and add beneficiaries off-line. When
reconnecting to the server, the J2ME application requests the user to generate a signature to authorize the
changes. The changes only take effect if the signature can be verified.

This use case may be generalized to any system where explicit user authorization is required. It has the
advantage that the authorization information (the signature) may be kept to establish audit trails and may be
used as one of the mechanisms in a non-repudiation scheme.
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F.2.3 User Certificate Generation
F.2.3 User Certificate Generation

Digital signatures are generated using public key cryptography and are used to authenticate end users or to
authorize transactions. The user’s identity is usually bound to the public key through a public key certificate,
which can be generated using a J2ME device that implements the SATSA-PKI optional package.

In this scenario, when a user initially acquires a device, it is unlikely to have end user certificates, since the
device manufacturer normally will not know the user’s identity. Before the digital signature capabilities of the
device can be used, a public-private key pair must be issued to the user. The user should therefore be able to use
the device to enroll for a new certificate, which can then be used to generate a digital signature. The certificate
request is sent to a certification authority (CA) who - after completing various steps - returns the certificate to
the requestor. The certificate (or pointer to a certificate) is then saved in a special area on the device so that it can
be included when the user’s digital signature is generated at a later stage.

In addition, a user may require multiple certificates to access different services. For example, a user may have
bank accounts with two rival financial institutions (FI). If the user utilizes a digital certificate to authenticate and
authorize transactions on both these accounts, the user will require multiple certificates, one for each FI.
Therefore, it is required that the user be capable of enrolling for more than one certificate. It is preferable that
the same mechanism used to enroll for the first certificate is used to enroll for any consecutive certificates.

F.2.4 Security Element Independence

In this scenario, a user with device A connects to a site and downloads an application that utilizes the API in the
SATSA-PKI optional package. A user with device B connects and downloads the same application.

Although the application on either device A or device B should execute the API successfully, the security
element (SE) used in device A may differ from that used in device B, due to the use of different SEs in different
networks. This may be due to differing technology choices being made in different environments, or due to
changes and evolution in the technology in one or both of the environments. If both SEs meet the security
requirements of the downloaded application, both devices should execute the API successfully.

The ability to develop J2ME applications that work across multiple networks and multiple SEs is advantageous
to service providers that have clients using different network providers. It is foreseeable that different SEs will
have different levels of security, and as a consequence, certain service providers, such as financial institutions,
may choose to be selective about which SEs they trust.

F2.5 Security Element Selection

In this scenario, a user may have a SATSA-PKI enabled device with more than one SE. Examples of devices
with more than one SE include so-called “dual-chip” mobile phones. If the user executes an application that
implements the Smart Card Communication APIs on this device, it should be possible for the application to
select the appropriate SE and successfully execute the application. (Not all SEs associated with a device have
the same characteristics or capabilities, so this may not be true in all cases.)

In addition, the SEs may be issued and administrated by different entities. Therefore, a service provider or
application developer may choose one SE over another.
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F.3 SATSA-CRYPTO Optional Package
F.3 SATSA-CRYPTO Optional Package

The SATSA-CRYPTO optional package supports basic cryptographic operations to support signature
verification, encryption, and decryption.

The following user scenarios describe how the API in the SATSA-CRYPTO optional package can be used to
facilitate trusted messaging, corporate access, and other security operations.

F.3.1 Trusted Messaging

As instant messaging grows in importance, it becomes the preferred (or the only) medium to fulfill numerous
communication needs. It not only delivers content, but is considered for remote user authentication as well. For
example, Mobile Payment Forum is considering the use of two-way messaging for user authentication during
financial transactions.

The most important issue both schemes face is the ability to verify the message, that is, the message that is
signed and potentially encrypted.

In this scenario, two-way messaging is established between a banking server and a J2ME application. To verify
the user who is doing the internet banking, the banking server sends a message to request a PIN from the user.
The message is signed with a private key.

The message, along with its signature, is then received by the J2ME application, using the functionality
provided by the Java Wireless Messaging API (JSR-120). Before presenting the message to the user, the J2ME
application can validate the identity of the sender by verifying the message signature using the API in the
SATSA-CRYPTO optional package. To do so, the J2ME application must also have access to the respective
certificate or public key.

F.3.2 Scheme Interfacing

In a world where established players have already significantly invested in the internet infrastructure, they may
be unwilling to invest separately in the development of a semi-separate mobile access channel. In such cases, a
J2ME application can utilize the cryptographic primitives supported in the SATSA-CRYPTO optional package
as building blocks to support the underlying infrastructure.

In this scenario, a parcel company operates a logistics delivery chain using a complex software infrastructure.
The existing solution includes proprietary wireless terminals. Such terminals are equipped with proprietary
software that uses a company-specific secure communication method. This method assumes that all packages
are encrypted with a password provided by the user at device start-up.

The company is considering Java technology on the J2ME platforms but is unwilling to modify its existing
infrastructure. With the API in the SATSA-CRYPTO optional package, the company is able to utilize this
functionality to deploy a J2ME application that docks smoothly into the existing infrastructure.

Such a solution may combine the actual password query, plain HTTP session, and application-level symmetric
encryption/decryption. To do so, the J2ME application implementing the solution must have access to
cryptographic algorithms using the SATSA-CRYPTO API from which to build a terminal-side security scheme
to match the existing infrastructure.
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F.3.3 Corporate Access

Corporate access refers to a situation where users connect to a corporate network for tasks such as reading mail,
accessing a database, and the like. Corporations use several methods to authenticate users who access the
network, with passwords (possibly combined with token-based access control) being the most popular method.

Given that back-office systems today are fairly well standardized, it’s easy to develop and deploy J2ME
applications, whether alone or as companions to the browser environment. The main problem for the user is
therefore the inconvenience of authentication methods, which require the user to carry a separate authentication
token.

In this scenario, consider implementing a scheme based on the cryptographic processing of current time, a
unique identifier, and a user-supplied PIN into a short-living passcode. The exact nature of such processing is
not discussed here, but it is reasonable to expect that such processing employs well-known cryptographic
algorithms.

A J2ME application can be used to deliver the appropriate functionality. As the current time can be derived from
the terminal, and the user may be asked to supply the PIN, the important issue is to securely store the identifier
and process it correctly into the passcode.

The identifier can be derived either from the hardware (i.e., from a SIM) or it can be stored in encrypted format
in Java-accessible memory (i.e., RMS). In the latter case, the J2ME application must have access to the
cryptography API in the SATSA-CRYPTO optional package. In order to process information into the passcode,
the J2ME application must be able to use well-known cryptographic algorithms, like symmetric encryption and
hash, that are sufficient to implement the required processing.

F.3.4 Secure Data Entry

When using passwords to access corporate networks or banking applications, secure data entry is required. In
some cases, a secure connection (HTTPS) may solve the problem. However, there may be configurations where
the secure channel terminates in a gateway and the data needs to be transferred securely to a backend
application.

In this scenario, a J2ME application provides banking services. To get access to her account, the user needs to
enter a password. In order to transfer this password securely to the server, it is encrypted with the bank’s public
key (the bank’s corresponding private key is stored securely on the server). To make this work, the J2ME
application should hold the relevant public key and have access to public key cryptography, specifically
encryption algorithms. Further, access to symmetric cryptography for bulk encryption may also be needed.

It is more likely that service gateways or data aggregators will be needed for wireless, rather than wired,
applications. If sensitive data can be transferred securely across such a gateway, it simplifies security
requirements for management of those gateways.

F.3.5 Data Protection

Today, users are increasingly aware of privacy problems, especially in regard to stolen phones. Thus, there is a
visible demand for secure storage, the terminal-located storage area that provides lightweight protection to its
content. This demand comes also from corporations, who understand even better than consumers the threat of
information loss.
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F.3.5 Data Protection
Secure storage can be used for storing personal information, or for storing sensitive information related to
mobile commerce. There are known products, such as electronic wallets. Wallet-like products may include
several features, from strong personal information to integration with personal money management systems,
banking accounts and the like. All these solutions employ PIN-based encryption to protect content that is
otherwise stored in the regular memory of the terminal.

An interesting scenario is provided by using a one-time password, which is quite popular in Northern Europe.
Using this current paper-based version, a user receives a printed list of passwords (usually 4-digit sequences).
Each password can be used only once. As the list nears its end, a new list is sent to the user.

A J2ME application can easily hold a series of passwords which - if they can be stored securely at the terminal -
can be released to a user as needed. Provisioning of new passwords can be done remotely, directly from the
bank’s server.

One way to protect content in the regular terminal storage is to encrypt the content with a PIN, while the
encryption/decryption itself stays within the domain of the J2ME application. For this purpose, the J2ME
application requires access to the cryptographic primitives from the platform, namely symmetric encryption/
decryption algorithms.
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ALMANAC LEGEND
The almanac presents classes and intefaces in alphabetic order, regardless of their package. Fields, methods and
constructors are in alphabetic order in a single list.

This almanac is modeled after the style introduced by Patrick Chan in his excellent book Java Developers
Almanac.

1. Name of the class, interface, nested class or nested interface.  Interfaces are italic.

2. Name of the package containing the class or interface.

3. Inheritance hierarchy.  In this example, RealtimeThread extends Thread, which extends Object.

4. Implemented interfaces.  The interface is to the right of, and on the same line as, the class that implements
it.  In this example, Thread implements Runnable, and RealtimeThread implements
Schedulable.

5. The first column above is for the value of the @since comment, which indicates the version in which the
item was introduced.

6. The second column above is for the following icons.  If the “protected” symbol does not appear, the
member is public. (Private and package-private modifiers also have no symbols.) One symbol from each
group can appear in this column.

7. Return type of a method or declared type of a field.  Blank for constructors.

8. Name of the constructor, field or method.  Nested classes are listed in 1, not here.

Modifiers
❍ abstract
● final
❏ static
■ static final

Access Modifiers
♦protected

Constructors and Fields
❉ constructor
✍ field

Object
➥ Thread Runnable

➥ RealtimeThread Schedulable

RealtimeThread javax.realtime

void   addToFeasibility()
RealtimeThread   currentRealtimeThread()

Scheduler   getScheduler()
❉ RealtimeThread()
❉ RealtimeThread(SchedulingParameters scheduling)
❏ void   sleep(Clock clock, HighResolutionTime time)

➊ ➋

➌
➍

➎ ➏

➐ ➑

➘➘

➙
➙

➘

➚

➘
1.3 ❏

1.3

throws InterruptedException➚
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AlgorithmParameterSpec

APDUConnection javax.microedition.io.Connection

Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception
➥ RuntimeException

➥ CardRuntimeException
➥ APDUException

Object
➥ Throwable

AlgorithmParameterSpec java.security.spec

APDUConnection javax.microedition.apdu

byte[] changePin(int pinID) throws java.io.IOException

byte[] disablePin(int pinID) throws java.io.IOException

byte[] enablePin(int pinID) throws java.io.IOException

byte[] enterPin(int pinID) throws java.io.IOException

byte[] exchangeAPDU(byte[] commandAPDU) throws java.io.IOException

byte[] getATR()

byte[] unblockPin(int blockedPinID, int unblockingPinID) throws java.io.
IOException

APDUException javacard.framework

❉ APDUException(short reason)

✍■ short BAD_LENGTH

✍■ short BUFFER_BOUNDS

✍■ short ILLEGAL_USE

✍■ short IO_ERROR

✍■ short NO_T0_GETRESPONSE

✍■ short NO_T0_REISSUE

✍■ short T1_IFD_ABORT

❏ void throwIt(short reason)

BadPaddingException javax.crypto
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➥ Exception
➥ java.security.GeneralSecurityException

➥ BadPaddingException

Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception
➥ CardException

Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception
➥ RuntimeException

➥ CardRuntimeException

Object
➥ Cipher

❉ BadPaddingException()

❉ BadPaddingException(String msg)

CardException javacard.framework

❉ CardException(short reason)

short getReason()

void setReason(short reason)

❏ void throwIt(short reason) throws CardException

CardRuntimeException javacard.framework

❉ CardRuntimeException(short reason)

short getReason()

void setReason(short reason)

❏ void throwIt(short reason) throws CardRuntimeException

Cipher javax.crypto

✍■ int DECRYPT_MODE

● int doFinal(byte[] input, int inputOffset, int inputLen, byte[] output,
int outputOffset) throws IllegalStateException,
ShortBufferException, IllegalBlockSizeException,
BadPaddingException

✍■ int ENCRYPT_MODE

■ Cipher getInstance(String transformation) throws java.security.
NoSuchAlgorithmException, NoSuchPaddingException

● byte[] getIV()

● void init(int opmode, java.security.Key key) throws java.security.
InvalidKeyException

● void init(int opmode, java.security.Key key, java.security.spec.
AlgorithmParameterSpec params) throws java.security.
InvalidKeyException, java.security.
InvalidAlgorithmParameterException

● int update(byte[] input, int inputOffset, int inputLen, byte[] output,
int outputOffset) throws IllegalStateException,
ShortBufferException
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Object
➥ CMSMessageSignatureService

Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception
➥ CMSMessageSignatureServiceException

Object
➥ Connector

CMSMessageSignatureService javax.microedition.securityservice

❏ byte[] authenticate(byte[] byteArrayToAuthenticate, int options, String caNames,
String securityElementPrompt)
throws CMSMessageSignatureServiceException, javax.microedition.
pki.UserCredentialManagerException

❏ byte[] authenticate(String stringToAuthenticate, int options, String caNames,
String securityElementPrompt)
throws CMSMessageSignatureServiceException, javax.microedition.
pki.UserCredentialManagerException

✍■ int SIG_INCLUDE_CERTIFICATE

✍■ int SIG_INCLUDE_CONTENT

❏ byte[] sign(String stringToSign, int options, String caNames,
String securityElementPrompt)
throws CMSMessageSignatureServiceException, javax.microedition.
pki.UserCredentialManagerException

CMSMessageSignatureServiceException javax.microedition.securityservice

❉ CMSMessageSignatureServiceException(byte code)

✍■ byte CRYPTO_FAILURE

✍■ byte CRYPTO_FORMAT_ERROR

✍■ byte CRYPTO_NO_CERTIFICATE

✍■ byte CRYPTO_NO_DETACHED_SIG

✍■ byte CRYPTO_NO_OPAQUE_SIG

byte getReason()

✍■ byte SE_BUSY

✍■ byte SE_CRYPTO_FAILURE

✍■ byte SE_FAILURE

Connector javax.microedition.io

❏ Connection open(String name) throws java.io.IOException

❏ Connection open(String name, int mode) throws java.io.IOException

❏ Connection open(String name, int mode, boolean timeouts) throws java.io.
IOException

❏ java.io.DataInputStream openDataInputStream(String name) throws java.io.IOException

❏ java.io.DataOutputStream openDataOutputStream(String name) throws java.io.IOException

❏ java.io.InputStream openInputStream(String name) throws java.io.IOException

❏ java.io.OutputStream openOutputStream(String name) throws java.io.IOException

✍■ int READ

✍■ int READ_WRITE

✍■ int WRITE
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Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception
➥ RuntimeException

➥ javacard.framework.CardRuntimeException
➥ CryptoException

Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception
➥ GeneralSecurityException

➥ DigestException

Object
➥ EncodedKeySpec KeySpec

Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception
➥ GeneralSecurityException

Object
➥ Throwable

CryptoException javacard.security

❉ CryptoException(short reason)

✍■ short ILLEGAL_USE

✍■ short ILLEGAL_VALUE

✍■ short INVALID_INIT

✍■ short NO_SUCH_ALGORITHM

❏ void throwIt(short reason)

✍■ short UNINITIALIZED_KEY

DigestException java.security

❉ DigestException()

❉ DigestException(String msg)

EncodedKeySpec java.security.spec

❉ EncodedKeySpec(byte[] encodedKey)

byte[] getEncoded()

❍ String getFormat()

GeneralSecurityException java.security

❉ GeneralSecurityException()

❉ GeneralSecurityException(String msg)

IllegalBlockSizeException javax.crypto
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➥ Exception
➥ java.security.GeneralSecurityException

➥ IllegalBlockSizeException

Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception
➥ RuntimeException

➥ IllegalStateException

Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception
➥ GeneralSecurityException

➥ InvalidAlgorithmParameterException

Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception
➥ GeneralSecurityException

➥ KeyException
➥ InvalidKeyException

Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception
➥ java.security.GeneralSecurityException

➥ InvalidKeySpecException

Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception

❉ IllegalBlockSizeException()

❉ IllegalBlockSizeException(String msg)

IllegalStateException java.lang

❉ IllegalStateException()

❉ IllegalStateException(String s)

InvalidAlgorithmParameterException java.security

❉ InvalidAlgorithmParameterException()

❉ InvalidAlgorithmParameterException(String msg)

InvalidKeyException java.security

❉ InvalidKeyException()

❉ InvalidKeyException(String msg)

InvalidKeySpecException java.security.spec

❉ InvalidKeySpecException()

❉ InvalidKeySpecException(String msg)

ISOException javacard.framework
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➥ RuntimeException
➥ CardRuntimeException

➥ ISOException

Object
➥ IvParameterSpec java.security.spec.AlgorithmParameterSpec

JavaCardRMIConnection javax.microedition.io.Connection

Key

Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception
➥ GeneralSecurityException

➥ KeyException

Object
➥ KeyFactory

❉ ISOException(short sw)

❏ void throwIt(short sw)

IvParameterSpec javax.crypto.spec

byte[] getIV()

❉ IvParameterSpec(byte[] iv, int offset, int len)

JavaCardRMIConnection javax.microedition.jcrmi

short changePin(int pinID) throws java.rmi.RemoteException

short disablePin(int pinID) throws java.rmi.RemoteException

short enablePin(int pinID) throws java.rmi.RemoteException

short enterPin(int pinID) throws java.rmi.RemoteException

java.rmi.Remote getInitialReference()

✍■ short PINENTRY_CANCELLED

short unblockPin(int blockedPinID, int unblockingPinID) throws java.rmi.
RemoteException

Key java.security

String getAlgorithm()

byte[] getEncoded()

String getFormat()

KeyException java.security

❉ KeyException()

❉ KeyException(String msg)

KeyFactory java.security

● PublicKey generatePublic(spec.KeySpec keySpec) throws spec.
InvalidKeySpecException

❏ KeyFactory getInstance(String algorithm) throws NoSuchAlgorithmException
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KeySpec

Object
➥ MessageDigest

Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception
➥ GeneralSecurityException

➥ NoSuchAlgorithmException

Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception
➥ java.security.GeneralSecurityException

➥ NoSuchPaddingException

Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception
➥ RuntimeException

➥ CardRuntimeException
➥ PINException

PublicKey Key

KeySpec java.security.spec

MessageDigest java.security

int digest(byte[] buf, int offset, int len) throws DigestException

❏ MessageDigest getInstance(String algorithm) throws NoSuchAlgorithmException

void reset()

void update(byte[] input, int offset, int len)

NoSuchAlgorithmException java.security

❉ NoSuchAlgorithmException()

❉ NoSuchAlgorithmException(String msg)

NoSuchPaddingException javax.crypto

❉ NoSuchPaddingException()

❉ NoSuchPaddingException(String msg)

PINException javacard.framework

✍■ short ILLEGAL_VALUE

❉ PINException(short reason)

❏ void throwIt(short reason)

PublicKey java.security
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Remote

Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception
➥ java.io.IOException

➥ RemoteException

RemoteRef

Object
➥ RemoteStub

Object
➥ SecretKeySpec java.security.spec.KeySpec, java.security.Key

Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception

Remote java.rmi

RemoteException java.rmi

1.1 ✍ Throwable detail

1.1 String getMessage()

1.1 ❉ RemoteException()

1.1 ❉ RemoteException(String s)

1.1 ❉ RemoteException(String s, Throwable ex)

RemoteRef javax.microedition.jcrmi

Object invoke(String method, Object params) throws Exception

boolean remoteEquals(RemoteRef obj)

int remoteHashCode()

RemoteStub javax.microedition.jcrmi

boolean equals(Object obj)

int hashCode()

✍♦ RemoteRef ref

❉ RemoteStub()

void setRef(RemoteRef ref)

SecretKeySpec javax.crypto.spec

String getAlgorithm()

byte[] getEncoded()

String getFormat()

❉ SecretKeySpec(byte[] key, int offset, int len, String algorithm)

ServiceException javacard.framework.service
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➥ RuntimeException
➥ javacard.framework.CardRuntimeException

➥ ServiceException

Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception
➥ java.security.GeneralSecurityException

➥ ShortBufferException

Object
➥ Signature

Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception
➥ GeneralSecurityException

➥ SignatureException

Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception

✍■ short CANNOT_ACCESS_IN_COMMAND

✍■ short CANNOT_ACCESS_OUT_COMMAND

✍■ short COMMAND_DATA_TOO_LONG

✍■ short COMMAND_IS_FINISHED

✍■ short DISPATCH_TABLE_FULL

✍■ short ILLEGAL_PARAM

✍■ short REMOTE_OBJECT_NOT_EXPORTED

❉ ServiceException(short reason)

❏ void throwIt(short reason) throws ServiceException

ShortBufferException javax.crypto

❉ ShortBufferException()

❉ ShortBufferException(String msg)

Signature java.security

❏ Signature getInstance(String algorithm) throws NoSuchAlgorithmException

● void initVerify(PublicKey publicKey) throws InvalidKeyException

● void update(byte[] data, int off, int len) throws SignatureException

● boolean verify(byte[] signature) throws SignatureException

SignatureException java.security

❉ SignatureException()

❉ SignatureException(String msg)

SystemException javacard.framework
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➥ RuntimeException
➥ CardRuntimeException

➥ SystemException

Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception
➥ RuntimeException

➥ CardRuntimeException
➥ TransactionException

Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception
➥ RuntimeException

➥ UnsupportedOperationException

Object
➥ UserCredentialManager

✍■ short ILLEGAL_AID

✍■ short ILLEGAL_TRANSIENT

✍■ short ILLEGAL_USE

✍■ short ILLEGAL_VALUE

✍■ short NO_RESOURCE

✍■ short NO_TRANSIENT_SPACE

❉ SystemException(short reason)

❏ void throwIt(short reason) throws SystemException

TransactionException javacard.framework

✍■ short BUFFER_FULL

✍■ short IN_PROGRESS

✍■ short INTERNAL_FAILURE

✍■ short NOT_IN_PROGRESS

❏ void throwIt(short reason)

❉ TransactionException(short reason)

UnsupportedOperationException java.lang

❉ UnsupportedOperationException()

❉ UnsupportedOperationException(String message)

UserCredentialManager javax.microedition.pki

❏ boolean addCredential(String certDisplayName, byte[] pkiPath, String uri)
throws UserCredentialManagerException

✍■ String ALGORITHM_DSA

✍■ String ALGORITHM_RSA

❏ byte[] generateCSR(String nameInfo, String algorithm, int keyLen, int keyUsage,
String securityElementID, String securityElementPrompt,
boolean forceKeyGen) throws UserCredentialManagerException,
javax.microedition.securityservice.
CMSMessageSignatureServiceException
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Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception
➥ UserCredentialManagerException

Object
➥ Throwable

➥ Exception
➥ CardException

➥ UserException

Object
➥ EncodedKeySpec KeySpec

➥ X509EncodedKeySpec

✍■ int KEY_USAGE_AUTHENTICATION

✍■ int KEY_USAGE_NON_REPUDIATION

❏ boolean removeCredential(String certDisplayName,
byte[] issuerAndSerialNumber, String securityElementID,
String securityElementPrompt)
throws UserCredentialManagerException

UserCredentialManagerException javax.microedition.pki

✍■ byte CREDENTIAL_NOT_FOUND

✍■ byte CREDENTIAL_NOT_SAVED

byte getReason()

✍■ byte SE_NO_KEYGEN

✍■ byte SE_NO_KEYS

✍■ byte SE_NO_UNASSOCIATED_KEYS

✍■ byte SE_NOT_FOUND

❉ UserCredentialManagerException(byte code)

UserException javacard.framework

❏ void throwIt(short reason) throws UserException

❉ UserException()

❉ UserException(short reason)

X509EncodedKeySpec java.security.spec

byte[] getEncoded()

● String getFormat()

❉ X509EncodedKeySpec(byte[] encodedKey)
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